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T/i/s swd contains 6 wonderful issues of Electronics and Beyond,
It comes complete with the Map/in Catalogue on CD
with hundreds of data sheets absolutely free
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Simple Short Wave Radio
Gavin Cheeseman buiids a simple and
versatile short wave receiver with
excalient sensitivity.
Low Cost Bench Test
Amplifier
Gavin Cheeseman describes a lowcost bench amplifier with a couple of
extra features.
Engineering In
A Roundabout Way
Stan Young describes the electronic
and electrical aspects of a model
carousel.
Universal Battery Chargers
John Mosely builds a simple NiCd
battery charger, and a sophisticated
charger/discharger type from Velleman.
Circuit Maker - Simple Low
Distortion Oscillator
Alan WItlcox describes a practical
100kHz Wien Bridge dscillator, using
a small lamp.
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DVD - Digital Versatile Disc
Reg Miles explains the history and the
development of this latest generation
CO format.
Making the Desert Bloom
Douglas Clarkson looks at the
technology involved in watering
desert areas.
Notch Filters for
Interference Reduction
Joseph J. Carr explains the problem
and the cures.
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A High Tech Answer
To Burled Treasures
SearchWell, a British firm, has. launched
a high-tech device that can save time,
money and even lives - by locating
buried objects faster and more cheaply
than rival systems.
Electronics In Cars
In part 4, Mike Bedford looks at high
speed electronics in Formula 1 racing
and in the record breaking Thrust 2.
Uri Geiler's Extended Reality
Uri looks at 'Presidential coincidence' read on to find dot more!
Lego Media - A Brief Review
Paul Freeman-Sear looks at three new
CDs from Lego Media - Chess, Logo
arid Creator.
Research News
Chris Lavers reports on optical radar for
eariy cancer diagnosis and a new UK
centre for lung: cancer research, in
memory of Roy Castle.
Words of Science - CompuSpeak
In part 5, Gregg Grant explains how
computers have broadened and
enhanced our vocabulary.
ESD Tools - Are They Important?
Tina Skinner, C.K Tools' Product.
Manager looks at the. need for special
toots to combat the electro-static
problem with electronic components.
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This month we report on a British company calied
SearchWell that produces what some would
consider to be the ultimate buried treasure locator
• actually it was intended for the service industries to
find gas pipes etc., but at £22,000 it is a very
sophisticated piece of equipment. For those of you who
might think this Is over the top, then later this year we
hope to bring a more realistically priced project for
those who are interested in buried treasure.
After our prediction that analogue tape could be on
the way out, Martin Pipe reports on a community TV
station - TV12 on the isle of Wight- that transmits its
programmes from hard drives, directly from the
transmitter. Local radio stations have been using this
technique for some time now. This novel and
economically viable alternative to expensive analogue
tape equipment could see the start of a spate of
community TV stations.
I'm sure we would all agree that the late entertainer
Roy Castle was one of life's gentlemen. Dr. Chris Lavers
In Research News reports on a Fasting legacy to this
popular arid much loved entertainer, the Roy Castle
Lung Project and Centre which is the only purposebuilt centre for lung cancer research in the world.
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Next Month
We will include the first part of the March '99 Catalogue
on CD absolutely free, on sale 5th March",
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HP Jornada Is First
Handheld To Run Windows
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CE Professional
HP hns announced diat its HP Jomacb 820 Handheld PC, the first
handheld PC to run Windows CE Professional Edition software liii
the streets at the ijeginning of this month.
This first product in HP's new fiunily of hariditelds weighs only
2.51i>s ttnc! offers a touch-ope keyboard; access toe-mail: the
Internet: note taking: and faxing.
For further infbmiatidn check; <www. hp. coni/jornada>.
Contact: HE Tel: (0990) 474747.
ea««a*«(*ae«ee*«e««
Own An iMac For £29.95 A Month
Apple resellets in the. UK are offering consumers the chances to
purchase an iMac for Just £29.95 per month. Under the terms of the
deal a £50.00 deposit, is required at the. time of purchase with nothing
more to pay for 5 months. After which customers can either repay the
balance in fell, with no added interest, or repay
£29.95 per month for a period of 42 months
(APR of 17.9% over 47 months).
For further information
check: <www.appie.com/uk>.
Contact: Apple, Tel; (0870) 600 6010.
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TT Managers Plan
To Celebrate As
Millennium Bug
Strikes
The Isa thing on IT managsts' mtixfs
as tfe Millennium turns vfiB te tie
Y2K bug, sccouJing to reseanSi ir/
the; IVw.ted^ Gmup. A suney of
250 IT iranapts slw.'.eti Otst 95%
So not intend to be at work as ite
cluck stritea midri^it.
The survey also sha-.'.ed that,
sltbougfi 87% of coatpanjes claim to
have set (inn pcFicte for coping with
ttva Millennium bog crtyTTo ha.e
so fsr kStteily tnsle plansto staff
their neiv.orks on Ne.v Year's Eie.
For funher informatjon check:
<w«v.ktgroup.co.uk>.
Contact: The KnoMedse Group.
Tel; (Oil?) 9007500. "
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JUom And Siemens
3Com and Siemens are set to
form a joint venture to develop a
rich:Set of IAN telephony and
multimedia products that will,
change the way businesses build
and operate their data and voice
communications networks.

Spearhead Vnice And Data Convergence
Through the new joint venture,
the two companies expect to
deliver products in 1999 that will
enable businesses to run voice,
video and data calls over their
local area networks (LANs) lowering their overall

telecommunications costs and
paving the way for new converged
multimedia business applications.
For further information
check; <h,ww.3com.coro>.
Contact: 3Com,
Tel: (01628) 897000.

Ainmplstirt;!' is isesc of bfntlsh
The Brftish designed and manufactured Arcam
Alpha 10 hi-fi amplifier has scooped two awards.
The amplifier received a Millennium Product award
from the Design Council and also received the
European amplifier of the Year Award 1998 1999 from the. European Imaging and Sound

Association (EISA).
Tne Arcam Alpha 10 is a modular hi-fi amplifier
which can handle stereo or with the addition of
Arcam 'Smart Modules' Doll?,' Digital Home Cinema,
For further details, check: <www.arcani.co.uk>.
Contact: Arcam, Tel: (01223) 203203.
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BASIC SI imp 2
Windows
'Available
A VAndows version on the BASIC
Stamp 2 development environment
is now available for download
from <H«<.paraUax1nc.co3».
The application runs in Windows
95/93/NT 4.0 and includes a
bunch of new features such as:
multiple open source code dies,
and transmit and receivs within
Debug window.
For further Information check:
<HV(W.para11 aici nc. coop-.
Contact; Mliford instruments,
Tof: (01977) 683665.
Spending Spi
Ahead ForiEm
IT Pepartrnen
With the coming of the yea! 2000
and the switchover to the European
singja cunenc/, Biropean
companiK will spend any,■hareftwn S150 biliion to S'StX) biiOon
on oompuier svsterns, according to
estimates by the Gartner Group.
For further infotmaEion check:
<wiw,gartner. coo1-.
Contact: Garmer.
Tel; (0300) 7160S9.
ITS Wins Technical
Innovation Award
He's dark, some say he's
handsome and he sits in the
comer of your TV screen - and
Is a sign of things to come.
Simon the signer is a virtual
human being who could
eventually make subtitles a
thing of the past for deaf
viewers by instantaneously deaf
signing during programmes.
The product of a coflaboration
between the Umwersty of East
Angiia, Norwich company Televirtual
and the Independent Television
Commission, Simon has just
scooped the Royal Television
Sodely's 1938 Technical Innovatjon
Award for Research and Innovation.
For further details,
check; <iwav,Uc.org.uk>.
Contact: Independent
Television Commission,
Tel; (0171) 255 3000.
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Apple PDA Goes
Wireless
Appie Ccrrpjtef b prepsratgio
re-aner the axstmvef hsmttieM PC
n®i<S v.Sh a palmtDp cfe.fee
coSHiamed 'Pi'. But unSe the
te/.ton, PI v,-a njn on a sftrvred
dcr.'iii \esixi of Sne f.tc OS, ard v,3
^so be capabte of communicstirg \ia
v.vefess. inftated. ceikitar corinecGoos.
For 'under information chscic
<tMn. appl e.cora/ uk>.
Corsact: Appfe. Tsi: (0S7O) 600 6010.,
AT&T Buys IBM
Data Network
AT&T is buying IBM's global data
network for $5 billion, in a deal
that wfll give AT&T more than a
million Individual users in 59
countries as well as access to
its network all over the world. As
part of the agreement, the
companies will provide each
other $9 billion in outsourcing
business, and will arrange for
5,000 people to transfer from
IBM to AT&T and 2,000 to
transfer from AT&T to IBM.
For further information cheek:
<MWrf.fl>3.£:03>.
Contact: IBM,
Tel: (0990) 426426.
Intel, S3 Settfe
Patent Dispute
Intel and. graphics chlpmaker S3
have agreed to end their dispute
ov«r microprocsssor patents, and
instead will cross-license the
patents for the naxt.lO years.
The setticmem frees Ime! to
prc-csed with de.eiopmsnt of its
oaxt-generation Merced
mtcfoprocessor without fear of
infringing on S3's patents, and
means S3 can go forward with
plans to Integrate graphics
teshnotogy into a chip set that
routes daiai thmugh a computer.
For further infatmaSon.
chsclc <wkw.intet .cow.
Contact Intel,
Tel: 01793 403000.
Study Predicts
Bandwidth Crunch
Bandwidth will be a major issue
facing cable, computer and
telephone companies this year,
according to a survey released
in December by
PrioewaterhouseCoopers.
With Internet traffic doubling
every 100 days, the volume of
data traffic will excead voice
within two years, according to a
PrlcewaterhouseCoopers study,
'Teohnotugy Forecast: 1999'.
Transmitting digital data will
blur the fines between voice, fax,
data and video transmissions,
and between fixed and mobiie
servlees, the survey said.
For further information check:
<wwrf.p>n:global .cow.
Contact PrioewaterhouseCoopers,
Tel: (1753) 752000.
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Panasonic Drives Disk Storage Upto 120MB
Panssohic was amongst a group!
PC users. The SuperDisk 120 Mb
etched into them at the factory.
of manufacturers, throughout
features an IDE'interface and is
The drive uses a laser to read
1998 that announced it had
priced around £95.00.
this pattern and preciseiy'align
developed a new data storage
Super0iskl20iv1B is a 3.5 in.
the read/write head. This
technique that promised a
floppy disk drive that provides
positioning accuracy allows
high capacity, portable storage on SuperDisk 120MB technology to
10-fbld increase in the storage
Imation and Maxwell 120Mbyte
capacity of 3.5 in. disks;
use 2,490 tracks per inch rather
Tne msnufecturet is the first
than 135 tracks per inch of
media while providing full read
company to deliver on its word
and write compatibility with exiting conventional 3.5 in. disks.
with the SupetOisk 120MB floppy', 3.5 inch disk formats.
For further information check:
now available through PC World
Unlike conventional 3.5 In.
<www.pansani c.co.uk>.
and a number of other retail
media, all SuperDisk 120MB
Contact: Panasonic,
outlets as an upgrade package tor diskettes have a servo pattern
Tel; (0800) 444220.
Sony Launch VAIO Notebooks
Sony UK has announced die UK
models consists of the PCG-745
release of four new VAIO
and the PCG-7-i7. The PCG-7-S lias
Notebook PC's. The new range
lieen upgraded to an MMX266
processor and a 3.2GB iiard disc
upgrades die performance of
erisEmg.models and adds a new
and Is priced at ,£1,400. The PCGmodel co offer greater choice
747 has been upgraded fo an
and flexibility to the consumer
MMX266 processor and a 4.1Gb
based on the existing VAIO
hard disc and is priced at ,£1,700.
formats and styling.
For further infbrmation
Tlie new 700 series, which
check: <www,sony.co.uk>.
supercedes all other 700 series
Contact: Sony. Teh (0990) 111999.

Growbot Built VKith in-owtli in Mind
A new robot called Ins Gro.'/Bot
and other sensors and outputs.
from Milford Instrurrenfs is a sma'i
Each point is connected directly
robot Wt packed with loads of
to the BS2-!C's FO pins.
featurss for arsons wanting to
The GrowQot can be easily
experiment with rrfootfes. Controlled programmed to do interesting
by a powerful microprocessor, the
things- light following, avoidance,
ferallax BASIC Stamp II module
and sound brosdeasting. With
tBS2-IC). GrowBat u^s two senos some advanced programming the
for propulsion and a printed ciratii
GrowSot could follow walls, run
boaid as its chassis.
mazes, and track lines.
Grov/Bot has sk reconfigurable
For further information check:
1/0 locations for bumper
<KWW.aii 1 i n st. demon. co. uk>.
switches, phototransistors,
Contact; Milford Instruments.
photoresistors. LEDs, thermistors Tel: (01977) 683655.
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Psion
Breaks Free
From Wires
With Nokia
Psion Series 5 users can star in
touch with the Internet wirefree thanks to the release, of the
new Nokia S810 which has its
own huslt-ln infra-red modem,
so simply placing it next to the
Series' 5 gets you connccted.
The Nokia 8810 enhances the
communication abilities of the
Series 5 by connecting it to
einaii, die Internet, foxes and
short text messages (S.MS)
without the need of any
additional wires or add-ons.
For further information
check: <www.psion.cero>
Conoict: Psion,
Tel: 0990 143050.

IBM Takes Safeway Shopping
With Virtual Basket
Safeway snd IBM have unveiled a personalised remote shopping
service thai lets customers use hand-held devices to build and
submit grocery orders from home in advance.
The new service will initially be available to customers via palm
sized electronic organisers called 'Easi-Orders'. These portable
devices will allow customers to pre-setect their weekly groceries
from individually tailored, computerised shopping lists compiled
from their own past purchases.
Safeway predicts that over the next few years, customers could
digitally order groceries using this technology in devices such as
TV's and mobile phones. Already fitted with a bar code reader
the Easi-Order will allow customers in the future to self-scan
products themselves at home or in-store, including those bought
at other supermarkets.
For further-Information check: ■<www.ibm.com>.
Contact: IBM, Tel: (0990) 426426.

Gil rieaches The ntDly iraii
Of Plastic Dispiiir Development

IBM Chips Help Digital
Cameras See the light
Image sensor chips from IBM are set 10 slash production costs for
camera mamifiicairers, placing the benefits of digital still camera
technology within reach of more consumers.
The chips, referred to as charge couplet! devices (CCDs), function
as the eyes of a digital camera, convening light energy into electronic
signals: The camera's internal convene: then digitises the .signals .and
the picture information is saved on electronic storage media.
IBM intends to incorporate the 1.3 and 2.0 million pixel array CCD
image sensors into two production-ready camera designs developed by
leading camera and leas design companies.
These complete solutions include integrated chip designs, lenses,
CCDs, operating system, analogue to digital image converters and
ASICs to process images and perform camera Junctions.
For further information check: <www.dn ps. i bm. com>.
Contact; IBM. lei; (0990) 426*26.
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CDT has developed .the final
piece, of the jig-saw on raute to
a fait colour plastic display LEPs that emit blue light Blue
has been the most difficult
colour to achieve as it site at
the far end of the visible light
spectium, so the polymer
synthesis is an extremely
complex chemical process.
But CDT now understands
the. necessary chemistry to
produce an LEP screen of any
colour in the visible light
spectrum. To demonstrate this
point, the research and
development team has
produced a pure white single
pixel display, which requires-a
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Q

delicate balance of red, green
and blue polymer components.
CDT and Seiko Epson are
working on a parallel project to
combine separate red, green
and blue LB3 displays to
produce a full colour display
screen. The two companies
jointly showed a monochrome
LEP display in February 1998.
Meanwhile in November, CDT
showed a multi-colour LEP
displays using red and green,
paving the way for a full colour
LEP video display.
For ilirther information check:
<www.cdtltd.co.uk».
Contact; CDT,
Tel: (01223) 276351.
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E-mail your views ancf {ffimments to:
AYV@mapHn.demon;co.uk
Write to: Electronics and Beyoncf,
P.O. Box 777, Raylelgh, Essex SS6 8L0

Help Needed!
Dear Sir
1 write to you hoping that your
readers can help me with two
electronic problems. I request
that this letter and my address
be published.
i am a charity worker fora locil
branch of a national medical
charity, ami we are always looking
for new methods of raising funds
to keep our work continuing, I
have designed an automated
collecting Ixw using MapKn
supplied components. When a
coin is dropped into the bos it
performs an automated sequence
of events that relaie to my
charities activities - well nt least
one of several activities that the

1
i
;
j
;
i
:
|
j
I
;
:
I
i
\
;
j
=
;
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;

cliarity undertakes,
However, what I need Is a circuit
that will give our a varying voltage
or current that relates to die sis? of
the coin and the value that has
been dotated. lb date 1 have tried
rnagnedc and metal detccror
tiroths that are available from
Mapiin, but they only detect a coin
and give a simple on/off signaL
Wltat 1 need is to detect the
various coins e.g. Ip, 2<Ip, £1 etc.,
count them and thtai, Ixtsed on a
formula of.some kind, provide a
variable timed output based upon
the amount of cash donated'
dropped into die criSlecting box-. 1
know rhat ii can be dbne with a
PIC 16C71 which has an on-board
At) convcrtor. but I still need a
suitable circuit that ran ptovine a

In Volume 18, No. 133. in the Model Railway
Riint Control System, in figure 10 the status
indicator scherttaiic, the jumper on/oiF is
incorrectly shown. The revised circuit Is
shown below; The PCB iavout is correct.
LCDS
7-SM
w\ •yl\ W-\
RI7 10 m*
1 son
llBll7|l6ll5lMll3ll2lll
ly??
,,,,
60 a F B2 S3 BS 06 87
1

4*3/35
K
AO A1 A2 A3 M AS Afi A7
7 5 4 5 6 7 e ts
1

Iifpula (! 7 (a 24)
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Evidence for
Psycho-Kinetics?
Dear Sir
l have fust received my Grst cony
of Hecntinjcs and Beyond issue
132, so I am writing with barely
one copy under my beh, and am
dismlvwiiagecl in that I liave hl>l
seen the first of Daw! Aldous'
anicles ors PKL1 feel tbst Mr.
Marcti had not taken note of die
won! 'Iterand' in the tide.
However, i have wiinesseii
sontereoiarkable occurrences t!s:u
perhaps the research that Mr.
Marret seems eo ridicule nay one
day explain. A dowser of my
acquaimance showed me two
tellers from a farmer in Weslem
Atisualia. Hie fust was a.scribbled
note with a roughh' sketched map
and a.plea to indicate where water
might be tbund on his caide
station. Hie dowser having
•dowsed' on die map sent written
instructions as to lociticin, tie)itii
at which water would !>e found
and gal! tins per hour flow rate, and
enclosed his fee for£50. About
etgiu weeks later five gruhhy five
pound notes arrived by air mail

with a dry comment that whilst
almosrall tltc predictions were
correa he lad overestimated the
drilling depth by three feet, but
conceded that it was not a 1»(1
effort fram 12,000 miles away!
It is answers to such questions
as to how the dowser mnnaged
the above-and much more that 1
witnessed - (fiat I would like to
learn die answers. To others J
vvotiid suggest reading Solar
Energy Dowsing by the late A. R
Tabiaham to learn about the
sdemific tests carried out on the
Scilly Isles, and why reflecung the
sun's fays, lia a mirror, up and
down a steel jxile stnick in die
ground will enliance soil hewing
Or read Dr. tyall Watson's book
The Nature of Tilings and itien
one may may fje giad that people
are prepjrai to investigate "die
pseudnscinnce' dial offends Mr.
Marcti. More strength to the. pen
of David Aldous. Please carry on
die good work!
Phil Sheaf
PSheaf4384@30l.com
Thanks for your comments, I am
sure we have not heard the last on
this lopioi

vaning signal
i have read about a theoretical
ciraiil called a magnetic gfadieni
detector, hut t do not have any
practical w orking circuits, do any
readers have any practical designs
for this type of circuit, orany
other relevant ideas?
My next pmblem concerns'a
prosimlty detector circuit - totally
unrelated to my first pmblemrekidng to securiq- electronics.
This particular circuit is designed
to he connected to metal objeas
and has adjustable sensitivity,
which is also dependent on the
size, type or area of the metal
object it is attached. I attached
it
10 a length of heavy dun- car
electrical cable 10 see if it would
Still detect a pctson. However, you

had to be standing on die cable
for it to work. What 1 need is to
have 31 least several inches
separation so that the cable can
be buried in the groundAgain on reading several
electronic sectiriry books they
mention a 'buried' cable detection
system, hut again no practical
electronic circuit diagrams and
components te. .So again I would
like to ask'readers if they have any
of this typeofctfcuii diagram.
R. Moyes
Hst.2,
25 Fcsse Road Central
Leicester l£3 SPO

In the same
issue, PsychoKineuc Trainer &
Movement
Detector, main
board component
overlay diagram,
there is .a
connection crroi'
on SK3, and no
anchor point for
die twin screened
Input'cable is
shown. This is
shown on die
revised drawing
to the right.
Also in Figure
1 the Top Panel
drilling, bptioih
right-itmd pot
should be marked
'P.M. Volume'.

Well 1 hope readers can be of help
here, ft may oven make an
interesting project!
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After the continuously over-supplied DRAM market which
resulted in all manufacturers' making majorfinanclal losses,
we saw at the end of 199B some dramatic 'moves' in .an
attempt to prevent further .losses and possibly a return to
profitability? There were major cut-backs in .-production,
mergers and technology sell-outs. For instance, Tl-Micron,
LG-Hyundai (ongoing) and there wefe DRAM tab closures
globally. These actions caused prices to rise in the last
quarter of 1998.
Alongside production quantity •changes there has also
been-a shift in the mix of production. With the PC-World
move towards Synchronous DIMMs, there has inevitably
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been a shift in favour, of Synchronous DRAM components
against Asynchronous components;
So ihat is what happened at the end of last year - what
of more recent-events? Generally, prices continue to inch
up thanks to continuous demand but more specifically
PC100 Synchronous is rising more steeply due to the 'shift'
arid therefore more bullish demand. With the reduction in
production and the move towards favouring production for
Synchronous, it was expected that Asynchronous would
rise sharper than it has but this is being kept in check by
a simultaneous slowing as demand moves over to
Synchronous-memory. Have they got the balance right?
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ELECTRONICS

A range of DRAM modules for :us.e as memory expansion ;
in computers including PCs, Apple MACs and Afnlgas, is |

chips on selected third par^ boards.

They are sold with a 'no questions-asked' lifetime
guarantee and all modules, are stored and handled in
available. Al) parts supplied are original and unused. |
anti-static environments.
SIMMS supplied by Maplin are branded manufacturers, :
EDO - TYPE

UNBUFFERED 3-3V 168-PSN DIMMS
Code
NM25C
.NM2SD
NM27E
NM28F

Size
16M
32M
64M
12SM

ExVAT
£18,72
£28.25
£61.18
£122.35

IncVAT
£21.99
£33.18
£71.88
£143.76

Code
NT03D
NT04E
MT05F

Size
4M
8M
i6M

ExVAT
£11.55
£8-83
£14.45

IncVAT
£13.57
£10.37
£16.98

NT06G

32M

£26.37

£30.99

PC100 DMMS
72-PIN SIMMS
Code
NJOOA

Size
16M

ExVAT
£25.33

IncVAT
£29.76

.NT01B

32M

£48.01

£56.41

Code
V655K
VG56L
VG57M

Size
32M
64M
128M

ExVAT
£29.42
£63.06
£117.29

CONTACT MAPLIN SALES QN 01702 554000 FOR ^

IncVAT
£34.56
£74,09
£137.81
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Reg Miles explains the history and the development of this
latest generation CD format.
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DW is the Qrst disc
format that companies
seem to share an
enthusiasm for from the word
go. Even CD had a mixed
reception, and CD-ROM took
yeais to be accepted. Witile none
of the others have developed
more than a niche market —
usually before disappearing,
DVD began life as two similar,
but rival, high density formats Multimedia CD (MMCD) and
Super Density Disc (3D). The
former was announced by
Philips and Sony in December
1934, the iatter by Hitachi,
Matsushita (Panasonic), MCA,
Pioneer, Thomson, Time Warner
and Toshiba in January 1995.
Both achieved their high
density by utilising a shorter
wavelength red laser, enabling
the pics to be smaller and die
track pitch finer. Both also
introduced a feature that had
not been used on CD-size discs
before: dual-layer from MMCD
and double-sided tfom SD.
Both also proposed the formal
■its the next generation Digital
Video Disc — with applications
for computer use.
Pot a brief period the rival
camps went round drummingup support for their format.
Although they, more than
anyone else," knew that rival
formats would mean failure in
the market. It was no surprise,
therefore, when in August 1995
Philips and Sony proposed that
a single fbrmat should be
developed utilising the best
aspects of both of them. In
September all panics agreed, in
December they created ihe
DVDTorum as die body to
oversee developments - with
JVC and Mitsubishi joining in;
and announced the basic
specifications forDVD movie
and DVD-ROM.
Instead of the piecemeal
approach that has characterised
the various CD developments,
DID has begun as a unified
family of variants with
standardised formattmg of data.
Thus, for example, the video
content of a DVD-ROM can be
played on a DVD-Video player.
Incidemally, the name. Digital
Video Disc, was quickly
changed when die computer
industn'became involved to
Digitai Ifcisatiie Disc, but has
subsequenth' been reduced to
just the initials - like VHS
(Video Home System),
The comparison between the
basic DVD and CD standards
arc interesting, and show just
how much can be achieved by
reduciog the laser from infrared
to only as far as red. Aided by
reducing the amount of data

Photo 2. Toshiba SD-3i07 DVD-video player.
used in the data storage
aJgornhms and for error
correGtion, learing more space
for programme data.
For DVD the wavelength of
the laser diode. Ls specified as
635-650nm compared to 780790nin. Tliis,.and a.iiigirer
numerical aperture (NA) of 0.6
against 0.436 that produces
sharper focus, has enabled the
spot size to lie reduceil from
1.6um to l.Oune /Vs a result the
track pilch has iteen reduced
from 1.6uni to 0.74um; and the
minimum pit length from
0-S34um to 0.4um (Figure Ja
and lb). At die same time die
nominal scanning velocity lias
been increased from I.2m/s to
3-49m/s. Together, these changes
increase the nominal data .rate
from i.536Mb/s to II.OSMIj/s,
Figure la/b.
CD/DVD track
and pH
cdftipa risen.
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duly need to make use of die
one side). If not, they may well
use DVDs dual layer tadlity
instead (developed by 351),

Oh pm

0.74;pm
t

1'87 pm
Track Pitch - DVD
and the maximum capacity from
650MB to 4.7GB. The thickness
of the discs are the same at
1.2mm, but DVD Is composed
of tv«j 0.6mm halves bonded
together with a UV hardening
polymer: die optical result of
this thinner plastic is to reduce
distortion and birefringence, die
physical result is a more rigid
disc that is less likely to warp.
But the practical result is that
two skies are possible — being
effectively two separate discs
(although with a capacity of
4.7GB many applications will

which increases die capacity to
S.54GB per side, and provides a
seamless dtangeover.
.figure 2a shows a single
sided disc, and Rgure- 2c a
double sided one. These are
created in the same way as a CD
with the data pits and lands
(die surface between die pits)
moulded into die dear, normally
polycafbonate, substrate and
coated with a reGective
material. Creating a dual layer
begins the.same way with the
moulding process, but the pits
and lands produced are coated
with a seml-refieciive material.
The back of this Dryer 0 is then
covered by a dear polymer
which lias die second lot of pics
and lands' pressed into it, and
diese are Coated with the fullv

reflecuve material to give layer
1 (Figure 2b shows dual layer
single Sided, Rgure 2d dual
layer double sided). Separate
lasers are not required for
reading the brers, the light is
refocuscd to pass through layer
0 and a 40pm intermeclinte layer
to die fully reflective Layer 1,
Die single layer single sided
disc with its 4.7GB capacity is
known.also as DVD >, and for
DVD-Video has a playing time of
100-140 minutes depending on
the degree of compression and
the amount of space required
for implementing multiple
subtitles, multiple languages,
multiple viewpoints (camera
angles), etc: The dual layer
single sided with 8.54GB is
kitown as DVD 9, and has a

!■

Photo 3. Philips DVD930 DVD-video player.
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Solomon Cbde - CTRC - used for
CD). The lead-in area consists of
a two block reference code, and
192 blocks containing infotmation
about the disc that the player
requires to read it correcil}'. In
the middle area alt the sectors
cam* zeros. The lead-out area
ensures that all the programme
content can be read to the last
sector, and signs off with all
the main data in the sectors
set to zeros.
The use of run length limited
(RH) SA6 channel modulation,
instead of RIL 8/1-i, allows lite
data to be written mote
eJBdendv to disc. But once on
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Photo 4. JVC XV-D2000 DVD-vldso player.
plating time of 180-250 minutes,
A single layer double sided disc
has a capacity of SWGB (DVD
10), and wait play for200-280
minutes. While the dual layer
double sided disc lias a capacity
of 17.08 GB (DVD 18), and a
playing time of360-500 minutes.
An SOirim disc is also prodded
for in the specifications, and
this will haw rapacities of
1.46GB, 2.66GB, 2.92GB and
5-32GB - in the same order as
above. Themiher excessive
reduction in capacity is explained
by the fact that the. unrecorded
centre of the disc is the same
diameter for both sizes (Figure 3).
Dual layer discs come in two
forms — parallel track and
opposite track. Figure 4a shows
the basic single layer disc with
the laser tracking across frpm
the lead-in area at die hub of
die disc to the lead-out area at
the outer edge. In Figure 4b
both layers are tracked in the
same outward direction. This
would normally be used for
randomly accessing data on a
DVD-ROM. However, it could
also be used for DVD Video
where the movie on Layer 0 is
accompanied by parallel plot
lines and additional material
recorded adjacehdy on Diver 1.
Opposite track Is for longer
movies (Figure 4c)- Here, the
movie.starts at the Inner lead-in
area on Layer 0. goes out to a
middle areawhere the laser
runs out, refocuses to layer 1,
and mns back into the data area
again and tracks back to die
lead-out area.
• All data information is placed
on ihe disc in sectors, which
run continuously along the data
spiral, arid are numbered
sequentially, litch sector contains
204S Bytes of data, lb avoid read
errors the data Is placed in error
correction blocks of 16 seaors
(= 32kB) using Reed Solomon
Product Code (which is said to
be ten limes more effective
than the Cross Interleaved Reed

0.5 mm
(o)

0.6 mm
Single sided single layer
0-6 mm
0.S mm
Single sided dual layer

iayer o

layer \

B side
0;5 mm
(c)

0.5 mm
A 'Side

Double sided single layer
layer. 0

B side

layer 1
0.6 mm

(d)

0-6 mm
A side

Double sided- dual layer

|aylJr q

|ayjr

1

Figure 2. DVD layers and sides.
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Figure 3. 80mm and ISOmm discs.
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Single toyer Disc

(o)
Data area

Lead—in' dfeo
Dual Layer Disc

Lead-out area

Pa ralltl Track • Path

<b)
Lead—in area
Dual Layer Disc

2

Data 'area

Lead—out area

Opposite Track Path

(c)
Lead—in area

Data area

Middle oreo

< Figure 4. Normal, paralle! and opposite track.
the disc T arc still represented
by both the leading and trailing
edges of pits (where (he
reflected intensity of the laser
light changes abruptly), and *0"
by the relative length of each pit
and land between them — the'
longer the pit or kind the greater
the number of zeros (Figure 5).
However, before video Is put
onto a disc it must first be
compressed. This is done using
MPI-G-2 (Motion Pictures
Fx pen Group), at a ratio of
between 20:1 and 80:1, Vimially
all compression systents rely an
Discrete Cosine Transforms
(DCf) to prepare the images,
and MPEG-2 is no exception to
that. Each image is divided into
discrete blocks of pixels wliich
are then transformed into a
numerical series of coeludexits
describing the amplitude of the
various frequency components.
Statistically, most of the picture
information will be concentrateti
in the lower frequencies,
allowing the highest frequencies
to be laigely ignored. Run
length coding is dien. performed
to reduce repetitive ^ues to
codes that merely specify the
number of times they are
repealed; and then variable
length coding that assigns short
codes to the most commonly
occurring sequences and longer
codes to the.least common.
With MPEG-2 interlaced fields
can be coded indrviduatly or as
a single frame. The choice will
depend on die degree of
motion in the picture, if there is
a lot then the fields are coded
separately. The result becomes

the intro (or I) frame, wliich is
used as a reference for creating
other frames: predicted (or P)
frames to estimate motion and
predict changes that will occur
in die picture - with only the
actual changes being stored;
and bi-directional inrctpolation
(or B) frames which average die
changes based on information
from previous and forward I
and P frames (Hgure 6). The
frequency with Which the £, P
and B frames occur is detennined
during die encoding process,
based on the applicstion and
the desired quality and bit rate;
however, groups of pictures

(GOP) must always have one I
frame, with up to HP and B
pictures for 50Hz PAL'SECAM
and 17 for 60Hz NTSC. Generally
used GOP sizes are 12 and 16
respectively- The bit allocation
■for the picture types Is: 100600kb for 1,50-3 OOkb for p and
30-200kb for B.
MPEG-2 is a component
based systent It recjuires a
component video input, which
will probably be a 2'ASB,T
stream from a Digital Betacam
or D5 DVTR, and stores it as a
4-7:0 signal. Which is actually
die Iveginning of tlte compression
process - at least for the colour

PIT

difference signals: a full signal Is
4:4:4; the 4:2:2 commonly used
by broadcast equipment halves
die colour resolution
horizoataliy; white 4:2:0 also
halves it verdcally (the I/4in DV
camcorder format Is also 4:2:0).
However, the overall picture •
resolution is720x576.for
PAL'SECAM and 720x480 for
NTSC. Thus, it can cater for
anamorphic 16:9 as well as 4:3
aspect ratios. MPEG-2 can also
cater for lower quality MPEG-T,
so DVTD-Mdeo players and
computer based DVD Video
hardware and software will play
Video CD and other CD and
any DVD carrying MPEG-1.
In order to play both DVT) and
CD the laser beam lias to be
focused at just under 0.6mm for
the former and 1.2mm for the
latter. Figure 7 shows Panasonic's
dual-focus hologram leas pickup,
which simultaneously focuses
on both levels. An alternative
solution is to use two lenses.
It would also Slave been
possible to play MPEG-1 audio on
all RADSECAM DVD equipinenu
However, the odguul specification
for compressed audio, of
MPEG-2 5-1 as the standard and
Dolby Digital (AC-3) 5-1 as die
option, has now been reversed,
bringing discs and players into
line with NTSC ones. Both
share a sampling frequency of
4SkHz but, whereas MPEG has a
maximum transfer rate of
640kb/s, Dolby Digital can only
manage 448kb/s, The real
quality stuff is uncompressed
linear PCM: this has two
sampling frequencies of 48 or
96kH2, with 16,20 or24bits,
and a maximum transfer rate of

LAND
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CD

CD)

...001000100001000001001000000100000100100001000100.,
Figure S. Pits and lands, ones and zeros.
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FJgure G. MPEG2 I, P, B frames.
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6. i4-L\Ib/s. Although the only
raandatoiy LPCM function on
players is -SSkHz/lfibii, and
UCM is an option on discs.
In addition to DVD Video and
DVD-ROM, two other discs hare
recently been launched; a
recordable, write-once, disc DVD-R, anil a rewritable disc —
DVD-RW or DVD-HAM. Both
types operate on the same
principles as their CD-R and
CD-RW antecedents.
DVD-R uses an organic dye
coating (Figure 8) widi,recording
by laser power modulation. The
laser's power is turned up,
causing changes in the coating
that i^ermanently alter its
refractive index, producing dark
marks iliac are the equivalent of
pits. Tlie recording wavelength
is 635nm, while playback is 635650nm. The shortest data bit
that can be recorded is 0.293/icn
(DVD-ROM is 0.285/ini) widi a
track pitch of 0.8pm. A wobbled
spiral groove is prc-formed in
the disc during manufacture to
stabilise the rotational speed
and provide guidance for the
laser during recording and
reading - with pre-pits providing
position data (address signal).
Marks are recorded on both the
groove and land between. The'
I20nini version has a oipadty

of 3-95GB single sided :md
7.9GB double sided, wliile die
SOmtn version provides 1_23GB
arid 2.46GB respectively A
4,7GB/side 120nim version is
planned lor die future.
For DVD-RAM the initial
version is 2,6GB,tside. Dgure 9
shows the diSTefence in the sizes
of the recorded marks which is
due to a pliase change in the
recording layer, otherwise die
disc is similar to DVD-R. The
laser selectively heats areas of

the recording track above the
polvcrystalline larers meliing
point - 500°C to 700"C. As the
areas melt they become
amorphous (non-cn'StaUine).
and this phase is set by rapid
cooling of die layer (leaving less
reflective marks). To rewrite the
disc an annealing process is
used, with die laser set to heat
the amorphous marks to just
below melting point at which
die crystals reform, Reading is
done by a low power laser as

Panasonic
Ut-RBHU
Panasonic

Panaaortc ir-oioi

">fe>i*5u 'Cn

Photo 5 Panasonic LF-OKJl DVD-HAM and PD drive
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with CD-R - although, in this
case, the wavelength is 650nm
for both. The niininiuiri data bit
length is 0,41-0,43pm; and the
track pitch is 0.74#im. Iwo types
of disc cartridge are specified,
one for single-sided the other
for double-sided discs. The
latter discs must be kept in the
canridge, but for compatibility
with DVD-ROM and DVD-Video
hardware single-sided discs can
be extracted.
The use of phase-change
technology has only become
possible because of improvements
to die sensimity of photodlodes.
The original CD specifications
required reflectances of 70%
minimum for lands and .28%
maximum (br pits. Whereas
DVD-RAM operates with
reflectances of less than a.diird
of those.
Both DVD-R and DVD-RAM
can be.played in the latest DSDROM drives and, theoretically, in
DVD-Video players - if, of
course, the discs have a video
content. DSD-ROM drives will
also play alt the CD variants that
have accumulated over the
years. Although for early CD-Rs a
second, 780nm, laser is required
because the dye polymers used
are incompatible with red
DVD-R and DSD-RAM use a

PC Substrate

VVhilciCVD-Audio is likely 10
en'enmally take over from CD
audio, and DVD-ROM, DVD-R
and DVD-HAM are highly likely
ra take over from their CD
antecedents, consumers linve
never shown much interest in
video discs — from laser disc to
Video CD. Also having the discs
'marked' with a Region Code
that will only operate in a player
with a matching code, preventing
access to die far greater number
of US titles, seems the wrong
way to tempt them. There is a
zero code that will play in ail six
region codes, but it is intended
for corporate business users not
the mass market.
Columbia Tristar, .Polygram
and Warner have already
released a number of titles for
European Region Code 2.
including some recent films:
but as long as DVD-Video
remains both resrrictcd and
read-only the majority of
consumers are unlikely to look
beyond VHS.
nfiif-vd

Lahd'Prepit

Refrective
layer.
Dve
|

Land

Groove.

Figure 8. DVD-R construction.
new open file management
system called Universal Disc
Format (LiDF). This is an
upgrading of the lSOSW560 file
format developed for CD-ROM,
and it allows programs with
more features and more
performance to be designed for
all computer platforms. DVDROM and DVD-Video use a
version known as UDF Bridge; a
subset of UDF, incorporating
features of ISO9660 for
compatibility with CD media.
'ibis also applies to die latest
disc - DVD-Audio (also known
as Super Audio CD), which can
also be played on DVD-ROM
and DVD-Video hardware. It lias
a plating time exceeding 74
minutes with contents from two
channel stereo mode to up to
six channels.
With additional functions,
such as video dips and 'slide'
shows (still images).

Recorded marks for
2.6 GB and 4.7 GB conditions

mm

-t

L- x-4\ r>-

r»x xi- -Jt
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1l|im
....
,
4.7 GB condition
High SNR Media.
New Write Strategy

1 pm
2.6 GB condition
Conventional Media
& Write Strategy

Figure 9, DVD-RAM 2.6GB aml'4:7GB recorded marics.
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Gavin Cheeseman constructs a simple short wave
receiver tvith excellent sensitivity.
Introduction
In the-past, long before digital
ICs were even thought of, much
of the interest in electronics
revolved around radio in one
form or another. Indeed many
beginners to electronics started
by building simple radio circuits,
such as the crystal set, ifiovihg
on to more complex designs as
skill and knowledge deveioped.
In a world where the majority of
elecuonic circuits were based
on analogue principles, a basic
knowledge of radio circuits and
tedtnitjues provided a good
foundation for engineers in
almost all areas of electronics.
However, in recent years digital
tedmology has moved on. in
leaps and bounds replacing
traditional analogue circuitry' in
many applications as well as
spawning a host of totally new
injiovatlons. Personal computers,
digital broadcasting, mobile
telephones,... the list is almost
endless.
Veith the vast array of
products now available, you may
well wander whether there is
still a place for simple analogue
AM radio drcuits. If you are
purely interested in staying ar
the forefront of technology,
then the answer is probably no.

However, for those Interested In
experimenting with low cost
circuits drat are capable of
international reception, AM
radio lias'a great deal to offer,
even now. In this arncle we look
at a simple receiver design that
can be constrocted from a

handful of coni[Xinents. The
receiver cannot Ire expected to
give the same performance as a
modern superheterodyne
receiver but is nevertheless
capable of prodding usable
results when aligned correctly
and can be fun to build.

Audio Frequency

1

Figure 3Graphical
representation
of Amplitude
Modulation.
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Unmodulated radio frequency
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Radio frequency amplitude modulated audio frequency

Some background
information
The short wave or FTF (High
Frequency) band is of particular
interest for those wishing to
receive international stations.
This pan qf the radio spearum is
still widely used for both amateur
and broadcast tninsniissrons.
Signals are readily propagated
by the ionosphere, an electrically
dtarged region of die armcBphere
high "above.the earth, allowing
reception over considerable
distances. Because thestatc of
the ionosphere is continuously
changing, stations from different
locations may be heard at different
times of day. Conditions also vary
with die time of year and the
sunspot cyde. loncephenc
propagation tends to follow a
general pattern but is never
entirely predictable. Infect this
unpredictability can make short
wave listening a fesdoaiing
pastime.
Basic Theory
AM or Amplitude Modulation is
a system whereby audio
information, such as speech, is
superimposed cm. a radio
frecpiency (RF) signal known as
a carrier. The amplitude of the
RF varies with that of the audio
signal. This concept is illustrated
in Figure 1. The rask of the,
receiver is to recover the
originaJ audio waveform from
the SF transmission, a process
known as demodulation.
A wide range of reception
techniques for AM signals have
ten developed over the years,
each with advantages and
disadvantages, One of die
simplest is the crystal set, which
demodulates the incoming
signal using die diode junction
formed between a point contact
(known as a cat's whisker) and
the surface of a crystal (usually
an impure; form of lead
sulphide). A more modernised
form of this circuit uses a
germanium diode as shown in
Figure 2. A graphical iHustration
of the demoduladon.process is
shown in Figure 3- Signals of
many different frequencies are
present at the receiver aerial
Before demodulation can take ■
place, it is necessary to tune the
input of the receiver to the
frequency of die station fhar
you wish to receive. A receivers
ability to discriminate between
signals of different frequency is
known as selectivity. In Figure 2,
tuning Is a function of capadtor

,
C1 and induaorLl which form
a paraUd tuned dtruit
providing a peak in response
around one frecjiicncy.
Incoming signals are effectively
rectified bjr D1, The sclcctivirv'
of the circuit is determined
largely by the 'Q' or quality
factor of the tuned circuit- In
simple terms, a higher Q gives a
sharper response. The basic ■
crystal set has some advantages
over more complex circuits; it is
easily constmcted and does not
require a power supply (it is
effectively powered by the
received radio signals).
However, in practice it is only
really suitable for receiving die
strongest signals.
Better performance can be
obtained by connecting an audio
amplifier to the A.F. output nf
the crysiat set. "Ibis enables die
drcuit to drive a loudspeaker
and also amplifies some of die
weaker stations up to a level
where they are Intelligible.
However, signals that are too
weak to drive the diode detector
still cannot lie received.
To obtain further entiancemeni
to reception it Is necessary to
provide some ampUficaiion. at
radio frequencies, ahead of the
deteaoc This type of arrangement
is known as die Tuned Radio
Frequency or TJUF. receiver.
Improved sensitivity can be
obtained using this method but
the addition of RF amplification
also introduces new problems.
As well as enhancing reception
of weak stations, stronger
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Figure 2. Circuit diagram of a slmpla 'crystal set' style receiver.
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Radio frequency amplitude modulated by audio frequency

Af.. aAI
Reclffied radio frequency

Demodulated audio frequency
Figure 3. Demodulating an AM signal.

signals are also amplified and
this often overloads die RF
amplifier. An affect known as
swamping often occurs
whereby stronger signals to
which die receiver is not
iniemiohally tuned create
unwanted interference. Also if
only a single tuned circuit Is
used selectivity is poor.
Swamping can be reduced and
selectivity improved by the use
of utldiciona! tuned circuits and
filtering at the aerial input and
between stages of RF ampliGcaiion.
However, to provide a degree of
selectivity suitable for use in
crowded short wave bands using
the TJf.F. principle, complicaied
tuning arrangements arc often
required.
Another, perliaps less obvious
method tlut can'be used to
improve selectivity and provide
improved sensTthity involves
feeding some of the output
from the RF amplifier back to
the input in phase. Too much
feedback results in osdllation,
but at a point just before
osdllation occurs selectivity
becomes very sharp and a the
circuit provides a high degree of
amplification at the frequency to
which it is tuned. Using this
arrangement, often known as
the regenerative detector, it is
possible to design relatively
simple receivers drat are
capable of providing acceptable
performanceat low cost. The
short wave receiver drcuit
described in tlris article uses the
regenerative prindple for
exactlv tbls reason.
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Figure 4. Receiver circuit diagram.
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degree of positive feedback.
Tuning is provided by 12 and
VClb. Capacitor C5 and resistor
R> provide negative feedback to
the gate ofTK to improve
stability of operation over the
tuning range. The degree of
positive, feedback is controlled
by TR3 which is in turn controlled
by feedback control VRL RSsets
the maximum lev el of feedback.
C6 has a low impedance at radio
frequencies effectively providing
a OV return for 12; however, at
DC and audio ftequencics the
impedance is high allowing a
voltage to be developed across
R3. Demodulated audio available
.at this point is fed to volume
control VR2 via coupling
capadtor C8. The wiper of VR2 is
coimecied to the input of die AF
amplifier stage comprising IC1
and associated components. The
amplifier is based around the
TBA820MIC which is capable of
providing a good level of
amplification without any fiinher
AF stages and will drive an 8fl
loudspeaker without difficulry.
The output from the amplifier is
coupled via C19.

same capacitor but are shown
separately for convenience. In
reality, the;earth connection is
common to both gangs of the
capacitor. Terminals P3 and P-i
allow for different aerial
impedances. TRI acts an RF
amplifier protiding an
additional boost to the
iDcoming signal and helps to
isolate the aerial from die

Building
the Circuit
The arcuit can he built using
matrix board preferably without
strips. This may.api.iear an
unusual approach for a radio
frequency circuit but for a
simple design of this type does
not generally present any
problem as long as wiring runs
are kept as short and direct as
possible. Tike some dnie to
plan the board layout before
commencing construcdbn. It is
best to run a separate set of
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Figure 5. Semiconductor pIncuts.
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Wiring Diagram.
The Circuit
Tlie circuit ciiagnim of the
receiver Ls shown in Figure •!.
lite RF section" of the circuit is
based around Field F.ffect
Transistots, TR1 — TR3- Tuning
can Ll together with VCIa
provide tuning at die aerial
input. VCIa and VClbare
actually difFerent gangs of the

Vdluti©

detector circuit. Hie output of
the RF amplifier is coupled to
the next singe via L2. The stage
comprising TE2, TR3 and
associated components
provides further amplification
and selectiviry and also acts as
die detector. This section of the
circuit is fundamentally a high
gain tuned amplifier or an
oscillator depending on the

F@Mdbaok

Receiver
r
Figure 7. Example front panel label
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supply rails forlCl joining at
the power supply input. Ail
capacitors should be kept as
close to the relevant pans of
the circuit as possible. Using
short interconnections helps to
avoid stray coupling which can
lead to unwanted instability. 'Iry
to keep each stage separate
where possible. VR! and VR2
can be mounted through the
cirajit board. In order to fit .
tuning cans LI and L2 it Is
necessary to drili additional
holes in the board to cater for
the centre tap pin. This is best
carried out before mounting
the other components. To
simplily matters, place the
tuning can in position on top of
the board and mark the
position for the required lioie
using a PCS marker.
As always, it is important to
ensure that all polarised
components are connected
observing the correct polarity
This point cannot be overstressed and is particularly
irnpomm with the elearolviic
capacitors; these can explode
violently if connected incbtrectly.
The polarity of the capacitors is
indicated by a negative (-) symbol
on the side of the component
dose to the negative lead. Tire
negative lead is also usually the
shortest. Semiconductors .
should be connected referring
to the pinout diagram (Hgure 5)K Jien cunstruoion of the
ixxsrd is complete, double check
your work to make sure
evemhing is ronneacti correctly.
Also dieck die soldering to ensure
that there ate no unwanted short
drcuits or dry joints.
Testing and
Alignment
The circuit is designed to
Operate from ?.9V (PP3) battery;
if necessary a bendi power
supply can be used for testing
purposes. If you are using a
power supply, limit die current,
to around 300mA ss this may
help to minimise damage if there
is a fault. Even when everything
has been visually checked and
appears to be OK it is always bear
to apply caution when first
applying power to a drcuiL
Figure 6 shows the wiring
diagram. The terminal positions
ShosjTt arc arbitrary and do not
necessarily reflect the actual
board layout- The foudsjieaker
is connected between terminals
P6 and P7- Almost any general
purpose S ohm loudspeaker
with a power rating in excess of
1 watt can lie usetl Lower
power laudsjieakers can be
used by fitting a low value
limiting resistor in series with
the amplifier output. Apply

power to the circuit. Tlie power
supply or battery is connected
between PI (-fV) and P2 (0V).
In order to test and align the
circuit a short length of hookup wire may be connected to
terminal P3 to form an aerial (a ■
couple of metres should
suffice). Reception will also be
improved by use of an earth
connection (more of this later).
Do nor use the mains supply
earth for this piujiose.
Set VRI to minimum position
and VK2 to maximum. Carefully
adjust the core of L2 until it is
level with the top of the metal
cm. At this [Mint turn VC1
though its tuning range,
listening for a signal If nothing
is heard, adjust die core of LI
and try again. Because the
clpaciraricc of each gang of VC1
is different, the position of the
core of LI will normally vary
from that of O. Keep trying
until a signal Is detected. This
can take some time, especially
during daylight houis when
signals are often wetiker. Once a
signal is detected, adjust the
core of LI until die volume
from the speaker is loudest. LI
is best adjusted with VC1 set to
central position hut final
adjusimems can be made at a
later stage once you are sure
everything is working. Whilst
tuned to a signal, slowly
increase the setting of VRI. The
tuning should beconie more
critical as die bandwidth
barrows and the output from ■
the loudspeaker should
increase. Further adjustment of
VRI should result In disioruon
and a whistle from die speaker.
Ai this, point the detector is on
the verge of oscillation. Slightly
back off die setting of VRI to
provide optimum performance.
Once set up, it should normally
be possible to rune into a
number of different stations by
adjusting VC1.

Housing the
Receiver
The receiver can be housed in a
wide variety of different cases to
suit individual needs. Either
plastic or metal types are
suitable. Care must be taken to
insulate the tircuu components
and wiring from the gisc if a
metal enclosure is used.
The case used for the
prototyjie is stock code CC82D.
A typical front panel laiiel for
use with this case is shown in
Figure ?. The tuning dial
calibration has been left blank
as she actual tuning range will
depend on the setting of 1.1 and
12. The dial can lie calibrated by
tuning into signals of known
frequency. These may either he
broadcast stations, standard
frequency transmissions or if
available'the output from an RF
signal generator connected to
the aerial input. The aerial input
socket is normally mounted on
the back of the case. More than
one socket may lie used to
allow for different types of
connector or different input
impedances. There are no hard
and fast rules in this respect.
Thc circuit board mat' be
fixed into the ease by mounting
VRI ant! VR2 through the hoard
and through the front pane! of
the: case. If properly amngetL
the iKitentiometer fixings are
enough to hold the whole
assembly in position.
Alternatively the board may l)e
mounted in the case using,
spacers providing a more
secure fixing. The mounting
bolts should lie M2.5
countersink head rapes. It is
best to niount as much into die
front half of the case as possible
as this simplifies removal of the
rear cover when it is necessary
to change the battery.
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Variable capadtor VC1 can lie
mounted directly onto the front
panel using countersink head
bolts. Take care not to inserr the
mounting bolts too far into the
capacitor housing as this may
result in damage. Depending on
the type of tuning knob used, it
will probably lie necessary to
'extend the shaft of VCI. Metal
spacers of the appropriate size
may be used for this purpose.
Using the
Receiver
Hie receiver is a fairly open
ended design and can be
adapted to suit a variera of
different situations. Using a
length of wire :is short as two or
three metres and a good earth
connection, it should be
(los.sil.ile to receive a wide
variety of stations. Even without
an earth, some strong signals
should be audible.
The, advantage of a good earth
system can lie considerable. In
the past, water pipes could be
relied on to provide an earth
connecdon but this is no longer
the case with die advent of
plastic pijies. Probably the best
way to make an earth
"connection is to kiiock a length
of copper pipe into the ground.
Of course, the need to avoid
areas where there are already
pipes or cables in die ground
goes without saying. The earth
connection should be made
with the heaviest gauge wire
available. If it is not possible to
make ah earth connection, try
using a longer or different type
of aerial. Dipoles can be used,
particularly at higher frequendes.
if you wish to experiment
with a more, effective aerial
system, a random length of wire
20 or 30 metres long will
normally improve incoming

Tap
selection
switch
Aerial
\1/

InF ceramic
Tuning Coil
To receiver aerial input

150pF

Figure 8. A simple Aerial Tuning Unit.
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signal strength enormously. A
simple tuning unit can be used
to match the impedance of the
aerial to that of die receiver. An
example is shown in Figure 8.
The. tuning coil may he
produced by winding 40 turns
of bare copper wire onto a
suitable plastic former. A piece
of plastic drainpipe is generally
suitable. Take care to leave
enough space between
consecutive windings to avoid
short circuits. The coil is
lapped at various [Kiinrs for use
at different frequencies. The
most effective position for the
taps is best c letcrmined by trial
and error. If required a crocodile
clip lead may be used in place
of the switch allowing connection
to Ik made to any pan of the
coil. When set up correctly, it
should be possible to obtain a
peak in signal strength as the
tuning unit variable capacitor is

adjusted across its range. The
circuit shown is about as simple
as they come and is therefore
not idea! in all situations. There
are a whole host of designs for
tuning units to suit different
siruations. Readers interested
in experimenting further are
referred to the Books section
of the Maplin catalogue,
Msplin also stock ready made
tuning units.
One drawback with connecting
a large aerial system to the
receiver is that overload may
occur resulting in the sirongesc
signals being continuously
audible independent of tuning
position. As mentioned earlier,
this is a drawback of simple
receivers (and some more
expensive ones). Therefore,
paradaxicallyit is often necessary
to provide attenuation at the
aerial input amply because tout
aerial system is too-good!

Tuning Range
The range of frequencies to
which the receiver will rune is
determined mostlv bv the
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i.
Prototype receiver with board fitted into box.
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setting of 12. Using, the tuning;
can specified ir should be
possible to tune from around
6.MMz to upwards of I6MH2
taking in several of the
shortwave broadcast bands.
The tuning range on be
modified if required by
connecting small capacitors in
parallel with VC1. The entire
tuning range can be completely
changed by fitting a different
type of tuning can. For example,
by changing LI and 12 to a
KANK3333R ope (Maplin stock
code FD02C) it should be
possible to cover the lower HF
range. Some modification to
other component values may
be required. An additional
lower value variable capacitor
can also Ik fitted in parallel
with VCIb to provide fine
tuning contrpl if necessary.

Alternative Power
Supplies
The circuit will operate from a
9V battery and this has been
chosen as. the simplest option.
However, if the receiver is in
use for extended periods or at
high volume levels, the battery
may become discharged quite
quiddy It is tliendbre advantngeais
to run the unit from a power
supply. The supply should be
regulated and must have an
output voltage of 9V - 12V DC
(300mA). Jt is recommended
drat a suitable fuse is fitted in
series with the positive power
supply line if the power supply
is not current limited.

Other Ideas
The receiver has been designed
10 provide basic reception of
shortwave broadcast stations
and should provide a good
starting point for anyone
building a radio receiver for the
first time. As a result the circuit
design has been kept relatively
simple and the performance
reflects this. Readers interested
in experimenting with radio
circuits riiay like to modify the
design to provide enhanced
performance. The cireuit may
then be suitable for receiving
weaker, more narrow band
signals such as diose irnm
amateur radio stations. For
example, die tuning range
could be narrowed to cover a
much narrower frequency
rangei giving better baralspread.
A vernier dial may be fitted
such as stock code RX41U.
Steps on be taken to improve
the stability of die tuning
network and to provide
additional front end filtering. The
list is almost endless. nmi'v-t
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range of countries - often with divergent
political agenda.
This general concern for water resources
has been expanded to include aspects of
water quality where water may be present
bur Is increasingly polluted as a result of
over extraction and agricultural and
industrial activity The concern over
polltition of writer resources, however, Ls
nor restricted to the developing world. The
over use of nitrates in agriculture and die
run off into ground water is giving cause
for concern regarding aquifer water
resources. InndfiJI sites arc known to
release a cocktail of harmful chemical
agents including heavy metals into grouhc!
water systems as also do abandoned mine
workings. Thus especially in the UK where
landfill is still commonplace, there is litile
room for complacency.
The Resource
Table 1 Indicates the relative distribution of
water on planet earth.

>

Source
Percentage Distribution
Oceans
97.23
Ice Ceps.end Gtaoas
2,14
Ground wster
0.S1
Frsshwater LsRes
0.01
"d.oi
Other
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Table 1. Relative distribution of water
on the earth
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f)oitglas Clarkson looks at the technology involved
in watering desert areas.
Introduction
An awareness of possible global climate
change is prompting scrutiny of the ■world's
water resources and also of technologies
for vising water efficient] y. In the develojjed
world, where water supplies have
traditionally been taken very much for
granted, there is not the same urgency to

strive to conserve and secure supplies of
water. However, in many developing
countries the primary challenge is very
often to secure adequate supplies of water.
This is also leading to heightened
international tension, such as between the
countries of the Middle Etist where
common water resources are shared bv a

Although there is abundant water on the
planet, its nature and distribution does not
often match the needs of a Large and
expanding human population. Often, it is
difficult in areas to determine the. true
extent of ground water resources and to
assess, the amount of water that ran be
sustainably removed from thera.
Increasing Water
Dependence
The rapid expansion of irrigation during
die 20ih century has made world
agriculture highly dependent for its rields
on the use of irrigation. By the middle of
the 19S6's, it was estimated that 20% of all
cultivated lands were irrigaied and dial diis
in cum contributes towards 40% of world
food production. Looked at in this content,
the world's fofxi production Is highly and
increasingly dependent on supplies of water
for irrigation- Pigure 1 summarises this
trend. \Vhar is more difficult to determine,
however, is the level of productivity of
irrigated land.
Balancing Technology
There is the temptation, to apply
completely new modern technology to
irrigation schemes and agriculture in
general.. Such ah approach would include,
die use of large dams, pumping stadons,
automatic watering systems etc. Many such
large schemes, however, have created
severe soda! and environmental problems
arising out of changes in the balance of
ecological systems which have not been
anticipated. Also the scale of such
developments can be very much out of
balance with the life styles and sustainable
ecology of many regions. Thus large bodies
of irrigation water especially in Africa have
become host to mosquitoes and a wide
range, of parasites. The Aswan dam in Egypt
March 1999 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND <£0#

significant investment tor cash crops grown
for export while basic staple foodstuffs
receive much less in the way of Investment
for land management and irrigation.

ZlL Extent O! World
350 - Irngallon (mitliDns ha)
_ Figure 1.
' Increase vrfth
time In
frtigated land
for food
production.
The true rate
of growth
since 1985,
however, Is
disputed by
various
observers.
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is the subject of massive evaporation losses
which effect he! y severely deprive
agriailmrai lane! of water in the delta region.
In partictilar some major schemes funded
by the European Community in Africa have
been little shon of disxsrrous.
ft is worth rememSjering. that irrigation
systems have been in place since the dawn
of civilisation - >500 BC in Iran, at least 3300
BC in Egypt and 1200 BC in Peru as a small
set of examples. The panioilar interest in
many of these developments is that.ihese
represented essentially sustainable systems.
In panioilar, it is wonh mentioning, the
qanat :w indicated in Figure 2. Qanats are
cliannels which are engineered to draw
from water supplies Irelow the water table
and enmsfcr it to seutemenis often tens of
kilometres from die point of initial supply
They arc essentially stone built conduits
below ground tliat transfer water over long
distances using gentle gravitational inclines.
The benefit of such systems include the fact
that they arc essentially sustainable from
ground water supplies and essentially
require additional energy input to operate.
Their construction, however, requires a
large degree of social organisation and the
evidence is that systems for a variety of
reasons are falling into disuse- In 1961, for
example, it was estimated tliat there were
over 40.000 qanat systems in Iran but by
19&1, only around half remained in use. Tltis
aspen of existing complexity of irrigation
infrastrucmrein desert areas around the
world is not widely appreciated.
Traditional systems of agriculture
particularly in Africa can lie surprisingly well
adapted for sustainnbifityt Tlie practice, for
example, in marking off small sections of
cultivated land with low stone walls serves
to reduce rain run off and increase the area
of water actually absorbed by the soiL This
on lie critical in tipping thesoii hy drology
into sustainable use ofaqirifers or reverting
to desert conditions.
Often improvements in agriculture and
water use can be brought about by reviving
ancestral knowledge diat has been recendy
edijxsed by'trendy1 science and colonial
introductions. This is the experience of the
inhabitants of the Masvingo province of
Southern Zimbafawe working within
schemes supponed by Oxfam. By restoring
traditional drought resistant crops sucli res
sorghum, planting water conserving trees to
protect the soil and raised borders to make
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND March 1999
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Measuring Soil Moisture
Often studies in hydrology to assess
clanging soil conditions require extensive
studies of soil moisture. Appropriate
measurement systems use a range of
technologies. While there Ls always a
requirement to undertake surv ey work
using such systems, they are increasingly
used to provide on line information for opiimisatlon of irrigation systems. One basic
but destructive technique is simply to
collect a sample of soil and then weigh it
before and after, drying to determine its
water content- This technique serves as a
useful means of providing an absolute
calibration of other measuring techniques.
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Pfioto 2. Good qunilty of conStructfon of Oxfam
fiiniibd well, Pdy Village, Daiiotilra Circle, Mall,
(Cdurtosy Jnmas Hawldns/Oxfam)
niasimum use of precious vrater. trends
towards die collapse of agriculture due to
arid conditions have been f&vetsed. Typically
these schemes are more successful than
grander schemes in wliidi the people living
on the ground have litde interestGroups sucli as Intermediate Tcchnoiogy
provide a wide range of technical
publications covering a broad spectrum of
topics relative to die developing world—
including in particular water resources and
related issues in .agriculture.
Irrigation Practices
Tlie principal types of irrigation include
surface irrigation, aerial irrigation, sub
surface Irrigation ami trickle irrigation- One
of the key panuncters to deiertnine
efficiency of irrigation systems is the so
called water efficiency level which is
basically die amount taken up by the crop in
proportion to the amount applied to the
ground. Wherewater is a .scarce commodity,
ail systems of irrigation will seek to optimise
water efficiency. Underground Irrigation
systems provide the greatest efficiency, as
surface evaporation is minimised.
Such installations, however, are the most
expensive to implement, if is very much the
case that irrigation methods should be
appropriate for the task in Itand. Often in
the developing world there is only
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A widely used technique is that of
eiearical resistance. Where significant levels
of salinlsation (salt deposition) occur soil
resistance Ls lower. Extremes of temperature
can also affecr the acajracy of measuremenis.
Another system, developed by the Instirute
of Hydrology in the US, uses soil
capacitance res a mcastiremem parameter.
Remote sensing By satdllste Ls also used
especially In isolated locations with sparse,
vegetation cover. This can provide
estimations of soil condition over areas of
thousands of square kilometres and give
advance warning of crop failures and
impending famine. The principle employed
relates to die reduced reflectance to visible
and infra red radiation from wet soils and
also with a dependence on. the dielectric
constant of the soil as a function of.moisn.irc
content and texture.
i
Environmental Hazards
of Irrigation
There has always been, problems with
artificial irrigation systems. One danger Is
thar of water logging where excess water
builds up in the water table which proceeds
to rise to the. surface of the soil so that plant
mot systems receive too much water. Also,
this effect is coupled with salination where
salt water content in the ground water is

affected by climatic conditions and results in
dissolved salts being left behind in the top
layer of the soil.
With dissolved salt levels less than 500
pans per million, no significant problems
are normally encountered. Between 500 and
1000 ppm concentration, crops such as
jxtas, potatoes, cabbage etc begin to
became affeaed, while for levels Ijetween
2000 and 5000 only salt tolerant crops such
as cotton and sugar beer tan survive. One
result of the process of salimsation is to
make the soil iiaal and impermeable and
conscquendy difficult for plant growth.
Often the process of salinisation takes
place in coastal areas where over recovery
of ground water leads to infiltration of sea
water. This arises from the extraction of
non-sustainable levels of water - chiefly for
agricultural use:
The basic problem of raising of the water
table can be avoided by preventing
excessive leakage from surface drainage
channels. This can, fan example, lie
iinplemented by lining channels with
impervious maierials, but this requires some
degree of commitment and training by
farmers. "Where salinisation has occurred,
remedies can lie provided by lowering the
water table and then flushing the soil with
sufficient amounts of water to remove
dissolved Kilts. Problems caused by years of
prolonged soil abuse, however, often rake
several years to fully recover.
■Worldwide an area five times die size of'
Spain is irrigated. Up to half of this land is
thought to be affected by water logging and
salimsation. In the Siral province of Pakistan,
for example, large areas of previously
productive land have been transformed iiito
a 'white desert'. Early colonial irrigation
sdiemes, used to grow cotton, sugar beet,
tobacco and fruit, were essentially unlined,
and now poor maintenance as resulted in
large volumes of water leaking into die
water table whidi has since risen in many
areas to the vcrv surface of the land —
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Figure 2. Role of the 'qanat' In
transferring water from distant
springs/ground water supplies. Such
systems require typically a high
degree of social organisation and
an abundance of labour to develop
and maintain such systems.
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creaiing areas ofsoggj- marehland where
nothing can grow. Excessire Hooding which
took place.in 1992 made thc waterlogging
praijlem etx-n "worse. As part of its agricultural
advice service, Oxfiun is promoting the
planting of Eucalyptus trees to assist in
lowering the water table by the process of
transpiration. A series of Eucatyptus
nurseries are being established to provide a
means of recovering lost' agricultural land.
Desalinisation The water resource
of the future?
Desalinisation is the process whereby pure
water is' separated from saline solution —
brackish water or sea water. The Woriti
Health Organisation standard for lite
maximum level of dissolved solids in water
is 500 pans per million with sea water, for
instance, containing typically concentrations
of35,000 parts per million. Some water
supplies in arid zones, however, can contain
leveb in excess of 1000 pans jxtr million.
in response to growing demand for pure
water, die total world capacity for
desalinisation shows a rapid increase as
intlk-jted in table 2.
Year
Totaj

1968
1113

1977
'3708

1985
6S12

Table 2. Total global wortd desalination
capacity fn unite of 1000 cubic metraB
per day.
The eariiesc modem di-Siillaiton systems
utilised boiling sett water and condensing
vapour, with one of the Brsl systems being
constructed in Aden in 1895- There are '
around 8000 ciesalination plants worldwide,
with around 60% in the middle east. The
largest plant in die. world produces L2S
Saline
Feedvvater i

MGD (tnillioa gallons per day) in Saudi
Arabia. One of the developing tedinologies
related to distUL-uion processes is tlut of
Multiple Stage Flash where the.saturated
pressure of system is reduced to fadlitate
the evaporation cycle.
The technology of niembrancs, however,
is becoming increasingly popular. "While
attempts to develop this technology are
over 100 years old, reference to using
membranes for this process date back into
ancient history including in particular that of
the Chinese period. There is little new
under the sun! The mechanism of membrane
technology utilised Is that of reverse
osmosis, where water is forced under high
pressure across a membrane surface that
prevents the passage of ions of dissolved
salts as indicated in Figure 3. For medium
salt concenumion levels pressures used are
around 20 bar (atmospheres) wiiile for sea
water the pressure is typicafly as high as 40
bar are required. Pumping at this.high
pressure is an energy intensive process.
The technology of using membranes
effectively, however, relates to their proper
management by chemical conditioning.
Chemical agents are required to decontairilnate
membranes which have ahsorttecl fiiic
suspension, paniculate material that pretreatmem filter sections have not been able
to remove. Chemical agents may also be
required to prevent microbiologiai!
contamination within the filter system and
also to prevent corrosion in connecting pipe
work. This requires, care in die development
and use of such chemical
One of the key aspects of any such,
process, is that of the comparative energy
costs of various processes. Tab!c.3 indicates
typical values for ii range of desalination
techniques.

With technical developments during the
60*5 and 70's. reverse osmosis lias become
the major process compared with
distillatiDQ methods. While die energy costs
provide an indicatidin of operating scenarios,
reverse osmosis membranes have to be
renewed at regular intervals arid, in general,
carefully monitored, so this can be a major
additional cost of tire process.
Desalination should not be seen as the
mechanism that could necessarily in the
short term play a major role in food
production. While each tonne of industrial
product requires in the region of between
200 and 500 tonnes of water for production,
as much as 10 rimes this is required for
agriculture. (It rakes around 450,000 hires of
water to produce an average lamily car.)
Thus agriculmral production relies heavily
on sources of cheap water supply typically
of a lower quality than used for industrial
and municipal use. However, some
desalination systems in Guernsey,, httve been
developed to supply water for special high
value crops, such as tomatoes and lettuce.
Many island communities are highly
dependent on cfesalination systems especially in the Caribbean. For islands with
very limited water supplies, desalination Is
often significantly cheaper than supplies
shipped in by ranker. In Singapore, mobile
systems have been fitted onto barges to
travel around the coast to provide supplies
to focal coinnnmities.
Disiiliarion. processes cm be espedaOy
appropriate where low grade heat is present
as part of industrial processes or from,
power stations. Such energy can usually be
effectively used in multiple flash distillation
processes where water is evaporated in
stages of decreasing vapour pressure.
True costs in relation to desalination
processes are often difficult to determine due perhaps to the various methods and
approaches of calculating such costs.
"Industry experts point to a cost in the range
US$2.7 -10.9 per m5 before 197S to US Si.7
- 2.4 per nv afterwards. The significant
lowering of cost is assodaietl with the
introduction of reverse osmosis tecluiology;

Process

Requirement
(energy ktWrn' of pure water)
Rasii cfistitetion:
37,0
\apour comprssion
24.0
BeetnxilaVsis
J.0-5
Reverie Osnvreis
5.2
Table 3. typical relative energy
requirements of various desaiination
processes.

PreTrealment

Extraction
Device

High Pressure
Pump

Membrane
assembly

Brine
Discharge

Freshwater
Pas
Treatment
To Supply
Figure 3, Process of reverse osmosis
desalination. The initial sea Intake Is
filtered to avoid particle contamination
and pressures of around 40 bar
(atmospheres) are required to drive
the process.
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Irsjeclioh
Device
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Figure 4. Detail of structure of a solar pond. Initially a non-uniform sailnatlon gradient
Is establfetiod to discourage heal re-dlstrlbutlon due to convection. Energy Is then
removed from the lowest layer which can reach temperatures around 85*0 in typical
desert conditions.

Parameter
Maiimum power ftwndiurtKne)
Dfebliate (so-.v
(Eerfwatef flow
power Intate of compressor
ptkve: of hesi cais
rotor tfameter

Value
sokw;
0.3 to JintVh
0.6 to gnVVh
4-334'/
0-30nVV
.12.3m

Table 4. Parameters of prototype
TW60 and vapour compreBslon
desailnatlort system.
Subsequently a larger plant has been
installed on die Baltic island of Rugen, near
the Polish Ixicder using a 300k\V rated turiiine.
/r\z

y*

km

a-

i
nr.

Solar Ponds
One of the tedinologies being invesiigated as
an energt- source for desalination and
related processes in desert areas is that of
the solar pond as indicated in Figure 4. In
order to Gollect the equivalent of energy of a
single barrel of oil, a thermal collector around
300 square metres will be required—assuming
50% efficiency in collection. Using conventioiial
thermal collecuon systems this would be
associated with large invesintent costs.
Hie solar pond Is a cheaper way of
achieving this. In the solar pond three
distinct layers can be identified. The top
layer is usually at a temperature dose to that
of the air. an intermediate 2one is. at
intermediate temperatures while the lowest
zone in conditions of high solar radiation
can reach temperatures of around 85=C. An
increase in level of salt .content in the water
with depth is established whidt prevents
normal convection processes equalising
heat within the solar pond.
Special injection and extraction devices
can effectively remove heat from the lower
hot layers of brine. Hie salinity gradient is
maintained by adding water of high salt
content to the lower later while flusliing the
pond surface with sea water.
Experimental poiids have already been
built up to areas of 6000 square metres, in

particular. Atlantis VSttcr Desalination
Systems, of Berne, Switzerland have made
extensive studies of the eigonomics of such
systems - in the process operating a solar
pond in Switzerland for over nine years. This
is an excellent example of the appHcation of
sdence to develop a sustainable energy
resource - and one adiieved with significant
government ftrnding.
Water from Wind
»
One encouraging development within the
wind aitbine industry has been to use wind
energy to power desalination systems. The
German company lacke Windiedinik. in
association with desalination specialist
Tbyssen Stahlunion, has successfully
demonstrated in 1995 a mpour compression
desalination facility powered by a 60kW
rated windmill On tise island of Boricum in
the North Sea. Studies of variable power
loading of such wind turbines indicated dm
vapour compression systems would be
more efficiently interiheed to wind mrbihes
compared to reverse osmosis systems which
prefer a iiigh degree of uniformity" cf flow:
Hie schematic of the prototype vapour
compression system is indicated in Figure 5Details relating to. the system arc outlined
in table 4.

California Drinking
Problems of increased population growth
■and a prolonged dry spell in California have
prompted a scries of desalinatian plants to
be constructed for the Caiifomian coast.
About 50 MGD (million gallons per day) of
capacity is being proposed which is a
significant expansion relative to existing
levels. Already the Marina Coast Vrater
District in California is in the process of
commissioning a 300,000 gallon per day
reverse osmosis plant that will produce
about 15% of the district's water supply.
The building of desalination plants,
however, in today's increasiitgfy
environmentally coasdous world, requires
considerable levels of planning. Aspects
considered include air quality, impacts on
ground water extraction (saltwater
intrusion), marine resource impacts from
feed water intake and ocean discharge,
energy effidency and, last hut not least,
delivered water quality. Most systems are
planning to utilise reverse osmosis
technology due primarily to the attractive
energy effidency of such a process.
Emergency Water?
In order to produce drinkable water from sea
water all Uiat is required are a pump to
establish a pressure of around 40 bar
(atmospheres) and a suitable reverse osmosis
filter. There-is surely scope, if lSiIs has not
already been done, jo develop a small
manually driven pump unit that can
undertake just such a task, but with a capacity
of only litres per day. Sudi a device could, for
example, be a.standard issue item for survival
packs in life rafts and life boats etc.
Operation 'Desert-Bloom'
While the obvious approach to water
resources would appear to be keep finding
and using more and more water. The other
option of reducing evaporation losses in the
soil would appear at.first sigiu not to have
not been significandy investigated. The
product 'Dcsen-Bloom', developed by
Hydro-Soil International in the USA. would
certainly appear to warrant closer scrutiny.
The product was originally discovered in the
I970's, though its inventor did not then
assign any commercial value to it. Since
1989 the produce has been marketed by
Hydro Soil-Tt its. action the product binds to
the silicate in the.soil.ln its top 2 to 3
inches. Its action is to allow percolation of
water down into the ground but-reduce
transpiration from the soil surface. Once,
introduced into die soil it appears to
regenerate its activity-and is not washed out
of the soil by rainfall.
Its action reduces the requirement for
March 1999 EUECTRONICS AND BEYOND

Figure 5. Schematic of vapour
compression desalination system
powered by a Tacke 60kW wind turbine.
(Courtesy Teche Windtectinik)
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water by increasing the overaD cfficieaq- of
water uptake by the plants. It is also
anticipated that such compounds could
help with reducing the processes of
salinisation of soil. To date applicadoas
include mainstream agriculture, domestic
use; golf course watering etc. Products such
as 'Desert Bloom'could therefore itave a '
significant impact on Improving water
efltciencT in agriculnire generally.
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Water on Chips
As;wets of water purity are central to the
production ofscmiconductOr chips. The
various stages of etching and rinsing of
silicon wafers, for example, depends on
absolute purity of water supplies used.
Minute sub micronspccks of dust would
completely ruin etch patterns and even ions
in solution hsvrc the potential 10 degrade
seiniconductor gate propenies, Tiiis

1

1

Photo 5. (mngn of TV/300 vvlnil turbino of snmo typo used to
power n vapour r.impression riosollnntion sysfom on the Islnntt
of Rttgon lit thii Bi»|lie. (Crmrtosy Tncke Wlndtoclmlk OmbH)
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requires the preparation perhaps of the
purest water on die planet which is
undertaken using stages of ultrafiltration
followed by Sjteda! stages of reverse
osmosis ion removing filters.
Indeed the growth of die semiconductor
industry has accelerated advances in
reverse osmosis Qhering in order to
improve foe efficiency of such filters. .Also
the awareness of foe intrinsic value of water
has led to greater efforts to reqrcle water
used ih such semiconductor production
processes and in die. process reduce
environmental contaminaiion.
Water Recycling;
Waste-not-want-not
As soon as a price is placed on water - all
water liecomes an economic commodity. In
panicular waste water from industrial and
domesdc use is being.increasingiy utilised
for agricultural use. The AVICENME
programme, headed by Belgium's Fadlite
des Sciences Agroniques de Gembloux
(FS.AGx) is reviewing the use of recycled
water for agricultural use. To date, however,
standards of water treaunent .for this
application vary significandy within Europe,
with France (and Israel) having to date
specific provision for waste water recycling.
Apart from the obvious anxiety of bacterial
and viral contamination of such waste water
products, the heavy metal content of such
supplies Is a major source; of anxiety - in
particular of Chromium and Cadmium.
The project investigated the use of high
yield algal channels (HVAC) for essentially

Photo 6. Irrfgation Channel, Cusco, Peru.
(Courtesy Intermediate Technology)
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alga! growth to take, up die heavy metal
impurities- While dtis was seen as a
desirafalc process, In Belgium it would be
clieaper not to treat the eftluent and pry a
fine iiLsiead on die volumes of water nor_.
adequately rreated. Tliis indicttes the better
need for a fegulatory framework within the
European Conununicj* to control the
recycling of sewage water,
Tlte technique of •fpuvalisauon", also
researched by FSAGx in Belgium and other
European groups, relates to the use of
rreatment of water waste by hydrojihonics —
ie plants grown without soil. "Using channels
50 metres long, plants such as tomatoes,
cress and celery were able to treat water to
a high level of purity - rendering it useable
for irrigation for a variety of crops, badiing
arid consumption by animals. Tliis is seen as
essential in semi arid areas where the luxury
of an automated sewage works cannot be
aftbitled. European teams in Belgium and
Portugal are. developing systems for use in
Morocco and SenegalCrop products grown on the hydrophonic
system contain high levels of heavy metals,
and such products cannot lie eaten by
humans or animals or used to make compost
for edible plants. Education, thcrefdrc, into
correct management of such systems is a
critical factor In their safe use. Such a
technology can lie seen as essential as a low
tech. low energy but sustainable mechanism
for improving the water quality for a range of
applications—bin excluding drinking water.
As supermarket shelves begin to
increasingly become filled with produce

from faraway exotic places, this may prompt
better food safety monitoring of produce not only to monitor residual levels of
pesticide but also levels of heavy meiaLs
which may or may not be present as a result
of use of irrigation water of dubious quality.
Artificial Rain
"While in recent years die above average
rainfall has perplexed the UK public, but
pleased endlessly the water supply companies,
in southern Italy there is serious alarm at
changing weather patterns. With a predicted
increase of 1'C in tempcrarure by 2001.
compared with the period 1951 to 19S0 and
associated with a fell by 20% in rainM over
die same period, researchers as parr of the
PiOGGIA project have been investigaring
the practicality of increasing rainfall by
means of artificially generating condensation
nuclei. As part of confirmation of predictions,
rainfall in some southern provinces of Italy
has already fellen by 30% by 1995 ami in
excess of this figure in Sicily and SardiniaThis research, closely modeled on the
Israeli model, uses silver iodide dissolved in
acetone sprayed from under the wings of a
light aircraft - fomiing a large number of
minute crystals in die atmosphere that
behave as ice crystals in the process of
initiating rainfeU. The results of initial
studies imlicates that as much as a 35%
increase in rainfall is possible in specific
areas — though in other areas, clue to wind
patterns and land/sea topography, the
effects have not been evident.

The Institute of Hydrology
The Institute of Hydrology, based at
Wallingford near Oxford, is one of four
institutions that form the Centre for Ecology
and Hydrology. The institute employs
around 150 scientists and investigates the
eUects of land use - cliinate, topography
and.geology on the volume and chantaer of
surface water resources. Detailed climate
modelling studies arc currendy in place for
assessment of impact of Amazon basin
deforestation on local and. regional weather
patterns, the possible effects on climate in
case of loss of significant areas of permafrost
in die arctic and how global wanning could
affect the Sahet region in sub Saharan Africa.
Hie work of the Institute is wide ami varied
and represents a centre of excellence in the
UK withih this increasingly Important area.
Conclusion
Water is a very basic and necewary commodity
and one which iris believed wiD become of
increasingly significance on the world setge.
This represents thercfbreone of the greatest
challenges of die 2 Ist. century in terms of the
management of existing resources and the
sustainable development of additional
supplies. In terms of technology, it is a
problem waiting for a solution rather than a
solution looking for a problem. There would
appear, in pardcuiar, significant jiotentiai for
further developing desalination tedmology to
provide sigiiilicant additional supplies of water
using sustainable energy resources of wind,
wave and solar power. These should lie
recognised as die emergent green
technologies' of the 2lsr century and indeed
technologies which have the potential for
providing employment in the future.
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Figure 1. Frequence response
of typfcal notch fitter.
Introduction
One of the more difltcuh
interference problems Is inhand interference. In radio
receivers the IF passband inay
nr.K be totally effective in
eliminating unwanted nearchannel or coebannd signals.
-Alternatively, an iihriesired
.station may create a lieiendvue
beat vvidi the desired signal.
These spurious signals are
generated in the receiver, and
produce an audio tone equal to
the difference in fiequency
between the two Ri" signals,
(n medical and scientific
msmtiiienis, radiation from the
jOHz .AC jxiwer mains gets into
circuits and causes prohlerns. A
medical electrbcardiogratri
(EGG) recording has a peak
amplitude on the order of 1 itA'
and rccgiires a bandpass, of
0.05Hz to 100Hz for proper
recording of the waveform.
Guess where the AC power
mSins interface is found — right
in the micklle of the bartd.
Tite usual solution to
unwanted in-hand interfering
frequencies Is die. notch filter.
The freqiienq' response of a
typical notch filter is shown in Figure l.Tltcse filters arc similar
to another class, i.e. bandstbp
filters, but the band of rejection
is very narrow around die center
Frequency (F,). The bandwidth

FREQUENCY

en u,

3U

filter is a measure of the
narrowness of the bandwidth,
and Is specified fay the *Q' of die
filter. The Q is defined as die
ratio of the center frequency
(Ft) to bandwidth (BW);
Q = Fc/BW
For example, a natch filter
that is centered on 50Hz, and
has -6dB points are 48 and
52Hz ( (l iz bandwiddi) Ikis 3 Q
of 50/4 or 13-5.
The notdi filter docs not
remove die entire offending
signal, hut rather suppresses it
by a large amount (Figure 2).
The notch deptit (see again
Figure I) defines the degree of
suppression, and is defined by
die ratib of the gain of the
circuit at an out-of-notch
frequency (e.g. F,t,) to die gain
at the notcli frequency. Notch
depths of -30 to -50 are
relatively easily obtained, and
deeper notches (e.g. -60 dB)
are possible. Assuming equal
input signal levels at both
frequencies (wiiich lias to lie
cliecked, most signal generators
have variable output levels with
changes of frequency!), the notch
depth can be calculated from

wpw1*
Figure 2, The effect of a notch filter.
(FA'j of these likens is die
clifferanrc between the fiequenrfes
at die two -6 dB points, when
the out-of-notch rcsixinse is die

reference OdB point. These
frequencies are FL and Fh, so
the; bandwiddi is Fu - Ft.
The "sharpness" of the notch

die output voltages of die filter
at die two different frequencies:
Notch Depth = 20 Log (Vt/V.t)
Tlie depdi can also lie
calculated by applying die same
equation using the filter input
and output voltages at the
notch frequency.

R2
0

S

H
R3
Simplified Expression

Figure 3. Twin-tee filter network.
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C1 = C3 = C
C2=C
RI = R3 = R
F12 = R/2
FG ="t/6.28RC

Twin-Tee Filter
Network
One of die most popular forms
of notch filter is the twin-tee
filter network, shown in Figure 3.
it consists of two T-networks.
consisting of C1/C3.'H2 and
R1/R3/C2. Notch depths of -30
to -50clB are easy to obtain with
the twin-tee. assuming proper
circuit design and component
selection. Very good matching
and seleaion of pans makes it
possible to achieve -60dB
suppression.
Tlie center notch frequency

P3.
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Figure 4. See text for values.
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Figure 5. Variable Q notch filter.
of tlie network in the generic
case is given by:
=

1 .■ C1 -fC3
2JT IC1C2C3R1R3

resistance values, and second
potentiometers can be easily
used to trim the values of
resistances, but it is more difficult
to use irimniercapadiofs.
One of the problems of these

\Ve can simplift' the expression
above, by aciopi ing a convention
that calls for ihc following
relationships;
C1 = C3 = C
R1 = R3 = R
C2 = 2C
R2 =
If this convention is adopteti,
then we can reduce the
fretjuency equation to:
Fc = 1/{2kRC)
IiT these expressioas. F Ls in
hertz (Plz), R is in ohms and C
is in foraris. Be sure to use the
right units when working these
problems: 'lOkfT is lO.OOOQ.
and 'O.OOlpJ5' is 1 x 10* Fanids.
In calculating values, it is usually
prudent to select a capacitor
value, and then calculate the
resistance needed. Tin's is done
for two reasons: one is that
there arc many more standard

filters is that the depth of the
notch is a function of two
factors involving these
comiTonems. First, that they are
very close in.ihe calculated
values, and second, that tliev lie
R3
OUT

C2
C3
I
Rl

R2

Figure 6. Variant of brlngefl-tee notch filter.

matched closely together, 'lite
capacitors can be selected at
random from a group of a
dozen or so 'mine run'
capadtors of good quality, and
matched to the required value
using a digital capacitance
meter such as ihose found on
digital multimeters, Real odd
values can I re obtained by
parallel or series connection of
two or more capadtors. Tlie
resistors can Ite selected 5%
metal-film resistors orl?o
precision resistors.
The order of priority of
sclectkm is to find those that
closely matched etch other,
anti only incidentally how close
they come to the calculated
value. Emirs in the mean
capacitance of die selected
group can lie trimmed out
using a potefiiiometer in die
resistor elements of the
Twin-Tee network.
Wiien seleciing a Efequeno1
source, eiihcr select a wellcaliljrated source, or use a
frequency counter to measure
the frequency. Keep in mind the
situation described above where
only a 21 Iz shift produced a
3SdB difference in nmdi depth!
Alternatively, use a 6-3V or 12-6V'
ac filament transformer
secontlary as the signal source
(Wiiniing: The primary ciiruits
of tliese transfonuers are at a
potential of the ac line, and can
thus lie lethal if mishandled !j
Adjustable frequcncv' notch
filters cm be built using the
twin-tee Idea, hut none of the
usual solutions are ic-ally
acceptable. One implemcnuuion
requires three ganged matched
jioteniioriTctcrs or diree ganged
capacitors. L/nlbnunatcly. in
either case at least one of the
variable sections mast be of
different value from die other
two, musing a tracking problem
which spreads the notch. You
might not riotice a tracking
problem in some circuits, but in
:s liigh-Q notch filter it can lie
disastrous.
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Figure 7. Sample circuit based on Figure 6.
Active Twin-Tee
Notch Filters
Active frequency selective filters
use an active tlcrice sudt is an
operational amplifier to
implement the filter. In the
active filter cinruiis to follow, the
'twiti-iee' networks are shmvn
as block dlagnims forsake of
siniplidty, and are identical to
those circuits shown earlier; the
ports 'A.' H.' and 'C' in the
following,circuit are iliesatns as
in the previous network.
The simplest case of a twin-tec
filter Is to simply use ii 'as is,' i.e.
use the filter drcuits shown
above. ISur the better solution is
to include the twin-tee filter in
conjunctir.in with one or more
oper.uiorutl amplifiers. There is
one solution in wiiicit the twlntee network is dtscadcd with an
input buffer amplifier (optional)
and an output buffer amp liiitr
(required). Tltese timplificrs tend
to be non-inverting op-amps
follower circuits. Tire pur] rose of
buffer amplifiers is to isolate tire
network,from the outside world.
For low Ifcqueiiry tippiications,
ih« op-amps can lie 7-11,145S
and other .similar devices. For
lilgher frequency applicatioas,
i.e. diose willi an upjter cut-off
frequency alxjve 3kl l2. use a
non-frequency compensated
device such as the CA3I30 or
CA3140 devices.
A su|5cri(jr circuit is shown in
Figure 4. In Uiis circuit, pon-C
of the twin-tee network (die
common point) is connected to

the output terminai of die output
buffer amplifier. There is also a
feedback network consisting of
two resistors (R,) and a
capacitor (C,). The values of R
and C in die ivvin-tee network
are found from the equation
ahove. white the values of R,
and C, are found from;
Example
Design a 50 Hz notch filter with
a QofS.
1. Select a trad value forC: 0.0 IgF.
2. Calculate tile value of R from
the equation: 31S.470Q
3- Calcutaie R'2: 318,470 =

159.240Q
4. C2 = 2C = (2)(0.01itF) 0.02uF.
5- Select R,: R, = 2QR =
(2)(8)(318,470a) = 5.096MfJ
6. Select C, = GQ = O.OluF /S
= 0-0013.uF.
Wlien Figure 4 was built
using these values in the twintee network the null was close
to -4SdB deep using
components hand matched
using a low-cost niultimeier.
A variable Q control notch
filter is shown in Figure 5- fn
tbls circuit, a nonmvenms
follower (A3) is connectetl in
the feedback loop in place of R.

and Q. Tlse Q of the notch is
set by die ixisirion of die lOkfi
potentiometer (R2), \hlucs of Q
from I, to 5(1 are available from
this circuit- '
Adjustable
Bridged-Tee
Circuits
A variant of the bridged-Tec
nuich fiker is shown in Figure
6. This circuit is often used in
cases where the notch
frequency is either variable or
not known with great precisian.
One popular use for this filter is
on radio receivers where it is

O
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Figure S. Response on circuit In Figure 7.
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470p!r to form the 1,oOOpF
capadtaice required. Make sure
that low drift, precision capadtors.
Or vtiu cut match them using a
digital ctpticitance meter.

R3
499K

Cautionary Note
Be careful when using any filter
to remove components from a
vvavefurm. If the filter is not a
high-Q type, then too much of
die signal might be removed. In
medical electrocartlingraph
(ECG) swiems the signal has
components from 0.05 to
lOOHz, so SOHz is right in the
center of the range! Oops. To
make matters worse, the leads
have to be connected to the
human hpdy, so are unshielded
at their very-ends. Interference
from 50Hz is almost guaranteed
unless care is taken. But filtering
can take out components that
assist the physician in making
diagnosis, sols only used when
it is unavoidable. On medical
RCG amplifiers the filter is
usually svvitdiable so it can be
either in or our of the drcuit.

Rt
499K
A-i
R2
249K
C
1500 pF
^77

777

A2

124K

R„
124K

1 uF

Sidebar
The active filters in dtis article
use operational amplifiers.
Figure 10 shows the normal
pin-outs for"industry standard"
op-amps such as the 741. CA3140, etc. The V- and V+ lines
should he bypassed to ground
with O.JgF to JuF placed as .
close to the power supply pins
^ !K,ssib,enrfiiiTti

I

Figure 9. Gyrator or active inductor notch filter.
used to notch unwanted audio
tones in the output. The notch
fretjuency is given by:
Assuming:
C1 = €2 = C3 = C
R1 and R2 are the
wipcr-io-end-terniinal
lusiscinces of the potentiometer
Wliere:
F Is in hertz (Hz)
C is in Farads
Rl and R2 are in ohms
A sample circuit based on
Rgure 6 is shown in Mguie 7Hjls circuit wilt produce a notch
between about 1.8 and SkHz,
dependi ng on the setting of R1.
A representative fretjuenty
resfXinse for tills circuit is
shown in Figure 8.
Gyrator Circuits
Another approach to notch filter
circuits is shown in Rgure 9.
Tills dncuit is sometimes called
the gyrator or active inductor
notch filter (it's also sometimes
called the virtual inductor
notdi filter).

'ITie. notch frcc[uency is set by;
1
Fc = 2aVrbR.CC,

V-f

the etjuation can be .simplified it)
1
Fc = 2riRvC..C,

C1
0.1 uF
II

If the followiny conditions are met:
B,
R.
K.
R, R.-FR. 2R
it is (Xissible to use any one of
the dements. C,. Q, R;. or Ra to
tune the filter, in most cases.'Ca is
made varialile and Q, Is a large
value fixed captidtor. The loOOpF
variable capadtor can be made by
(Mialleling all sections of a thrccsectlon htuadctsi varialie. witli a
single small fixed or trimmci:
capjciior. .Mtemativeiy. since
most applications will require a.
trimmer cather tlvm a i)ig honbin'
brecnlcast variahie cajKidinr, ills
also possible to parallel one or
more; small capadior and a
trimmer. for example, ;i lOOpF
trimmer cm be parallel
corineaed with a 1 .OOOpF and

777
-IN

OA1

-o v„

+1N o::2
0-1 uF

777
VRgura 10. Standard IC Pin-outs.
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TREASURES

SearchWell, a British firm, has launched a high-tech
device that can save time, money - and even lives by locating buried objects faster and more
cheaply than rival systems.
Tlils new pcodoct from SeardiWdl will
make it easier to find and replace
leaking water p!|>t3 by reducing the
need to dig expensive exploratory trenches.
It will also help prevent acddenrs involving
gns, dcciridty and other services and will
encourage the development of'brownfield'
sites by spotting fotmdations or cfangerous
couianiination. Future versions will identify
hidden faults in roads, bridges.and similar
structures and could detect plastic :mtipersorme! mines and oilier burieti ordnance.
Ground Probing Radar
The SearchWell MPR50 ases a technology
catled 'Ground Probing Radar in a nadical
new way. Tliough GPR fm liecn avaiiaWe for
some time, it has not vet become a standard
exploratory tool because early sv-stems were
heavy, cumljetsome and expensive. By
contrast, this unit Is quick to assemble, easy
to use and costs around half the.price of
most existing products.
Wdgliing 12kg, MPR50 is mounted on a
1m, ntin-meiallic Itoom and carried Dke a
garden strimmer. A few seconds after eadt
sweep, the user sees a 'slice' through the
target area on a liquid ctystai screen fixed to
b» ELECTRONICS AND HEYOND March 1999

the boonr. This image, indicates the depth of
buried objects and can usually distinguish
between overlapping ones. The system can
accurately locate metal and other pipes up
to 2m deep and often reveal whether plastic
ones contain liquid.
Intended for use by a semi-skilied
operator after brief training, this unit has a
unique 'air-launch' antenna that enables it to
be used Over rough ground as well as roads
and pavements. Unlike other radars, MPR50
uses a broad range of radio frequencies that
can cope with a wide range of differing soil
conclitiohs.
Earlier Limitations
Overcome
SearchWell is pan of the high-tech community
around Cambridge University.
"Though radar is often the best way to
find things that are othenvise invisible." says
Managing Director Andrew Cowan, "it is nor
yet widely used by construction firms and
utilities." One reason is tliat it has been
promoted as a 'magic eye' which can find
objects in all conditions..The laws of physics
make this impossible, because radar finds
leaks by distinguisltlng between die

t.?
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■signatures' of wet and dry soil so, for
example, iris riot the best answer if the
ground Ls completely saturated.
A second problem is that the cost and
complexity of earlier systems meant asens
could not establish quickly whether radar
was the right too! for the job in hand.
The new unit solves, this problem in two
ways. It is Cheap enough to be carried
routinely in every engineer's vehide, plus it
gives results so fast that its value in a given
environment can lie determined almost
instandy. It is also very practical as it cm
easily be maDocirvred round street furniture
or carried across a busy road, minimising
disruption to pedestrians and traffic.
Applications
Cowan predicts early sales to survey and
consultancy firms (who wish to exploit the
newest and best technology for their
clients) and to utilities, construction and
environmental organisauons. Police forces
are interested because the product is much
more versatile than those used in high
profile cases like that of Fred West.
SearchWell hope insurance companies that
handle accident and public liability claims
will insist MPR50 is used whenever pipes or
cables pose a risk.
The product is derived from systems used
in two very demanding environments:
measuring the thickness of polar ice to aid
research on dimare change and exploringBritain's most valuable hoard of buried
treasure. Detailed engineering design was
supervised by SearchVi'eil's Senior Design
Engineer Scuatr Moore.
Founded in 1995 to develop and market
MPR 50, SearchWell is now pan of Tricom

Group pic - a group of high-tech firms with
special expertise in sensing and quality
control eqtupmenL Led by Chief Executive
Roger Allsop, the group arc building their
activities in escidng technology areas in the
UK and abroad.
There has never more need for a cheap, •
accurate and effective way to locate hidden
or buried objects, VSuer companies want to
End agoing or broken pipes not least toJIx
leaks wlilch allow up to 40% of treated
water to run to waste.
Moreover, new 'trenchless' pipe-laving
techniques can iie safely used to replace
them only if the position of existing pipes
and cahles is known accurately.
Surveying, construction and telecoms
firms must check the position of electricity;
gas and other .services because hluing diem
is not just expensive but may be fatal.
Building on a previously-occupied site can
also be hazardous because of unrecorded
foundations of waste products (like
chemical drums) undergrountL
But many services have been pdoriy
mapped, and changing ground conditiohs
can cause even quite new ones to move
several feet, from where they were laid. The
state of buried assets can lie even harder to
establish. Water leaks may take weeks to
show at the surface, while faults within
materials can bccome.dangerous before
there is any visible evidence: examples
include rust inside bridges or elevated
motorways and die failure of a new tarmac
to adhere property to a road.
Digging or drilling Is one answer, but it is
expensive and rime-coosuoiing. A simple
exploratory trench can cost £100 a metre or
more; drifting a road or bridge to check for
damage may mean dosing one or more
lanes for hours or even days.
There arc several ways to find buried
objects without physical intervention. The
cheapest is die metal detector, but its value
is limited by the fact that most new pipes
and cables are plastic - as are many landmines. Other systems only work well with.
particular materials. A major addition to the

armoury is Ground Penetrating Radar
(GPR). like all radar, GPR works by emirring
pulses of radio energy that are reEected by
changes of material in their path. Timing the
return of these pulses indicates the Shape,
depth and position of objects. Since ail
materials have their own..radar 'signature',
GPR can often .show what they are made of
as well as where they are.
Not Just for Objects
Because radar detects interfaces, it is also
good at locating cracks and fissures as well
as objects like pipes and cables. This makes
it valuable for examining the state of
foundations, bridges and other built
scntcmres as well as in some jvoliCe and
military applications.
Despite,these advamases, the acceptance
of GPR has been relatively slow.This has
happened partly liecause many 'first
genefation' systems were expensive and
poorly designed Traditions] GPR products
are heavy and must eitherbe dragged along
a surface or rolled on wheels - like a large
lawnmower. -Most are linked by. trailing wires
or umhilicais to a computer mounted in a
vehicle, where data is processed slowly or
lias to be examined bier off-site.
Easier to Use and Carry
SeaxchWell's MPR50 is a major advance
which overcomes these limitations and adds
imppnant new features which are set to
re.volmionise the use of GPR in utility
building and orher areas. Ids mounted on a
lightweight. 1m long non-metallic boom widi
the radar antenna crone end and the battery
at the other. The product is supported on
lite used s shoulder and swung in an are
over die area to be. explored — rather like a
garden strimmer. A liquid crystal screen
mounted, on the boom provides the operator
(a few seconds after each sweep) with a
cross-section through the area being explored.
SearehVi'ell have adopted a very praaiat!
approach to the design of the image and the
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software vvhldi creates it. Some rivals use
complex graphics to create a simple, map-like
representation of pipes or other underground
objects. This looks attractive but can suggest
more infocmatiDn is available than is really the
case. SearchWeU have therefore chosen to
present 'grey-scale! radar data which the
company telieve an exjrerienced Oj>eraior will
quickly Icam to interpret accurately—in
rather the same way that a doctor 'reads' an xray photograph, "in cases like this." savs
Cowan, "the human brain is often a better
tool titan the computer."
'Air-Launched' Radar
The uriit's radar is 'air lauhchctf. This means
it docs not need to be in physical contact
with the surface being surveyed and can
therefore be used over rough terrain —
giving it a role fa exploring new sites and
other unusual locations. The antenna can be
removed from the boom and lowered fatD a
trench or excavation to search for objects
deeper than 2m, and ir can be used vertically
to explore bridges and similar concrete
structures, Vereions for other difDcult or
unusual environments are. planned One
may he vehicle-based and designed to check
the quality of road surfaces.
One of the unit's most important
advantages stems from its special antenna.
Ratlars give the ijest results using high
frequency signals, but these are absorbed by
wet soil. Previous systems have dealt with
this problem by ranking several Weeps'
over the area to be surveyed using antennas
working on different sets of frequencies.
MPR 50'S unique aerial emits a very wide.
range of .frequencies that give the best
possible result in most soil conditions.
MPR 30 is designed to be used by a
semi-skilled operator after a brief training
programme - the cost of which is included
in die basic price of around .522,000.
Markets
Markets for the product include water, gas
and electricity companies and the contractors
who work with them: telecommunications
firms and those involved with cable TV and
similar systems: building, construction and
dvil engineering organisations together with
surveyors and environmental inspectors.
SeardVSeU is planning to work with a British
battlefield clearance company to build a
practical, piece of mine detecuon kit based on
this current technology:
An early version of the product helped
explore Britain's most valuable hoard of
buried treasure - the grave of an Anglo
Saxon king at Sutton Hoo in Suitoik. It was
also used by the Scott Polar Research
Institute at Cambridge University to
measure the thickness of polar ice during
research on climate change.
imn-.v.-i
Further Information
Further (pformahon from Andrew Cowan,
S^rehWell Upiited, fair 6l%d 434010,
fax-. 01480 413840. mobjie; 0410 314045.
email: tricomgroup-conipuserve.com or
David Robertson, Tecfino'ogy Response
limited, telr 01684 573780,
fait 01684:573783. mnbifa 0860 260052,
email: responseco—aoWeom,
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In part 4, Mike Bedford looks at the electronics
involved in Formula One racing and breaking the
sound harrier.
Over the course of the last three
momhs we've looked at some
serious motors as we've investigated
how electronics and computers are playing
an increasingly important role in automotive
engineering. Jn-the first articie in tliis series,
for example, wc looked at die
microprocessor-cantroiled automatic
transmission which is fitted to the Porsche
911 Qirrera. This car boasts some figures
which you might feel are pretty impressive —
300bhp, 174mph and O-fSOmph in 6.0
seconds. But the Porsche looks [Xjsitiveiy
pedestrian in comparison to the cars we're
going to be putting under the sixnlight this
month. First of all, we're going to take a
look at die electronics which helped Miba
Hakkinen gain his first Formula One drivers'
championship fust a few months ago. This
involves entering a world of tats with two
and a half litre engines which produce
706bhp, which have a top speed of around
200mph and can atedenue from a standing
start to lOOmph and come to a halt again, all
within aniund six seconds,But even tliis
isn't die ultimate. We'll dien go on to
investigate the technology beiiind a car
which has die (lower of 145 Formula One
care or i ,000 Ford Escorts. Thai's a car
which is powered by two RoltrRoyce Spey
205 jet engines providing a total thrust of
50,000 pounds and a (lower of lOO.OOObhp.
Tile car in question adiieved O-lOOmph in 4
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND March 1999

seconds. 0-600 in 16 seconds and went on
to be die first air to break the sound barrier.
The name of this amazing car is Thrust SSC
and the technology of electronics and
.computers played a vital role in it success!
On-board Electronics
After our coverage of elecironies in
production cars over the past few months,
you'd be excused for believing that Formula
One cars are packed full of micropracessors.
After all, if the BMW 750iL saloon car has
more processing power on-hoard than the
Apollo 11 which took man to die moon, you
miglu reasonably expea. that .McLaren's
worldheaiing care would have more
processing muscle than die whole of mission
control hack in 1969! But it doesn't take long
to realise why tills isn't the case. Prioriiies are
obriously very different and much of the
processing power on an executive saloon Is
used to provide luxury and convenience
features such as in-car emenainmenc
systems, cruise control and soplilsticated air
condiiibning. none of which have any place
in FL But other systems such as traction
control and active suspension systems would
seem to lie even more necessary in a
Formula One car. which is pushed to the
absolute limits, than in a standard road car. If
you follow motor racing to any extent, you'll
-be aware that these systems were indeed

introduceil by many of the F1 teams in the
early 90s and chat their presence in today's
luxury saloons is due, in no small pan, to
dm pioneering work. Ycm il aiso know why
diese systems are no longer to be found in
racing care, namely because the Fly l-brmula
One's governing body, banned all such
systems withia a couple of years of their
introduction. The reason, of course, was to
pnrjhe onus back on the driver and prevent
the sport becoming one in which the team
with the best technology wins, irrespective of
the skill of die drivers. With traction control,
for example, ..all the drivers would have to do
at the Stan of a Grand Prix is to floor the
throttle and release the dutch. There would
be no chance of stalling, nor of spinning the
wheels, each car would move away from the
grid at die rriaximum possible acceleration.
Changes in position during die vital first few
seconds of the race would be few—if you
were on poll you'd almost certainly remain in
die lead —and die spectators would be
robbed of one of die most exdting pans of
the race This isn't to suggest that F1 care arc
devoid of clever electronics. As we'll see, the
presence of on-board electronics and
microprocessors Is now vital to success, but
tilings are very differenc from within die
realm ofpcoduciion care.
Data Logging
& Telemetry
Lindoubtedly die most publicised use of onboaid electronics in Formula One is in
conjunction widi die telemetry systems. If
you've ever watched an Fl Grand Prix you
can't fail to have nodced tiiat these systems

setim to provide the teams' engineers with
suiticfent real time information about die
car otii on the track to plan pit sfrategies.
and give advice to the drivers on how to
drive given die current condition of the
tyres, the brakes, die .engine or v.-hatever,
lixactly wliat is monitored on the cars varies
from one team to another and the teams
keep their cards dose to dieir chests for
obvious reasons. However, it's not far short
of the mark to say that if it cm be
measured, it is measured, and dils can
required some very specialised sensor
technology. Having to survive in the harsh
environment of a Formub One air places
some severe coastnunts on the scnsois but,
ncvertheiess. die tedinplogy for measuring
temper."!cures, pressures, (lows, acceleration,
rotational speed and the like Ls rettsonably
veil estabJfsftcd. But measuring some of the
odier variables requires remarkahly
sopiiisucated techniques. Take, for example,
the measurement of die ride height,
something which is critical if hill advantage
of the car's aerodynamics is to be realisecL
One such system, which can measure the
ride iieight to within 0.2mm at race speeds,
is manufactured by Pi Research Ltd. and
interlaces to their 5Star data logging system
which Is designed for 1-T and American
Cliamp Cir racing. The system uses a 5m\\"
laser and a DSP to derive the height from
the received signal.-In fact, an Fl car has
three seasors, two at the rear and one at die
front so Uiat pitch and roll values can also
be determined. Another example of Pi's
rather more specMsed seasor technology is
their high precision tyre monitoring system
which can measure the pressure of each
tyre to an accuracy of 0.1 PSi. Of course, it
Isn't ixissiblc to iiard wire a sensor on a
mtaiing wheel so each of die tyre sensors
transmits' the pressure to a small radio
receiver on die car which interfaces to die
data logging system.
Having collected die vital information, the
next step is to transmit it to the pic crews via
telemetry: Because of the diliictihies
associated with transmitting:! high
bandwidth signal to the pits from a moving
vehicle anywhere on a track, until quite
recently, telemetry systems operated aca
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couple of levels. Asinali amount of vita!
information — that which might lie needed
immediately - was transmitted continually
via UHF radio, and a larger volume of more
detailed information was transmicrcd in
bursts using a microwave link us the car
travelled down the pit straighr. But even this
dual system didn't allow everything which
the on-board systems collected to be made
available to die pit crews. So, the remaining
information was collected and stored on the
car until it made a pit stop then, as the tyres
were changed and fuel taken on lioard, this
data Was downloaded via a cable. However,
developments by Pi Research Ltd, in
conjunction with radio modem, company
Telxon lias [venmncd the Williams team to
receive data at up to 2MbTts per second
from virtually anywhere ou the track. The
system employs direct sequence spread
spectrum data cransniksiou in conjunction
with forward error correction. .In addition to
the high rate of data transfer, tills
technology provides a relatively interference,
tolentm link which is virtually impossible for
a competitor to intercept.
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Set-up
But telenietry information Isn't used only
during the race - it has many other uses.
For example, by studying exactly where and
how hard they braked on the comers and
correlating this with the resulting lap limes,
drivers are able to fine tunp their
performance on a particular track, You mayhave noticed, for example, that the Jordan
team use flat screen displays, provided byHewlett Packard, tire team's prime IT
sponsor, to permit the drivers to view data
from within the cockpit when parked in thc
pits between qualifying runs. Telemetry is
also a vital tool during the hours of testing
wliich the Fontuila One teams undertake
during die closed season and between the
races to improve their cars or to try out new
components. And it's also a key dement in
setting up the cars prior to a race. Once a
team has made any final alterations to their
cars and shipjied diem to the venue of the
nest race, the engineering decisions are still
far from over. In addition to having to
decide on the choice of tyres - a decision
which is based primarily on the weather die engineers also have to decide on how to
configure dozens of vital elements of both
the diassts and the engine. Critical elemenis
include the relationship between down
force and drag, die balance between oversteer and under-sceer, and the ride height.
And in virtually all areas, a compromise is
called for. In the case of down force and
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drag, for example, down Force is improved
by increasing the amounr of wing, but
whereas ibis will improve handling on
comers, the increased drag Will reduce the
top speed «n the straights. Prior to the
imroduaion of on-board data collecrion, the
set-up would have resulted Iroai a tiialogue
!between the driver and the engineers. Bur
today, data lagging allows a driver's
suhjecrive views to be rephcetl by iiart! facts
and figures. This set-up, of course, is
dependent on the track sbhiuch of this lias
to be carried out on the basis of dara
collected during lire Friday praaicc sessions
and again during the qualifying sessions.
And whereas you might not think
differences between one track and another
would make much difference to die set-up.
there's a vast difference in the way a car
would be set up for a. street circuit like
Monaco and a track with high speed
stiiughts such as Hockeriheim. .Not liiat
changes to die set-up have to be
momentous to make a difference—don't
forget diat the difference benveso.dinching
pole position and getting second place on
the grid can be as litile as a hundredth of a
second. When cars are so evenly matched,
tiny changes to the set-up can make ail the
difference between success and failure.
What makes the pre-race set-up even
more of a challenge, however, is the time
coiistraint. Although the RA miles no longer
places a limit on the number of practice
laps, there is, rievenheless, a time limit or
die practice sessions and each driver is also
limited to using 40 dry and 28 wet weather
tyres over die course of die race weekend.
But technology has come to the fore in an
attempt to circumvent diese regubtions.
The first line of attack Lsdie use of
simulation- If you're limited to how lcmg
you can spend on the actual nice track
trying Out different set-ups. dsen prior to
the Friday practice sessions, engineers
nnempi to apdmise dieirenrs using
simulators. But these are not the FT
simulators of die type you cm buy for your
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PC, diese are detailed engineering simulator!;
which are driven using simulated drivers. If
a change in die set-up reduces the lap time
then the engineers can be reasonably
connricnt drat die improvement was,
indeed, due to drat set-up change as
opposed to an improvement in the driver s
pertbrmance. The use of simulated drivers
also means jliat (he. exercise can lie carried
out widioui tiie drivers being present- After
ail it's a fair bet that Ferrari's set-up
engineers can't quite match Michael
Schumacher's driving ability. Simuiation is,
nevertheless, rarely as good as the real tiling
and in practice, the results of die simulation
exercise tend to be used simply as starting
points for the set-up on the actual track. But
even here, technology is lending a helping
liand. As a second best to racing a real car
on the teal track, some teams -Jordan, for
example — are now gaining extra practice
laps by running a real car on a simulated
track. Let's look at how this works. Data for
die besreoupie of laps for each of the
drivers, collected during the practice
sessions, is uiuismitted back to the Jordan
HQ at Silverstone. From this data, the
driver's actions are extracted and a derailed
map of the track is derived.-All this
informution is then used to tlrive the
practice rig - essentially a real car in which
the wheels have been replaced by servo
mechanisms and additional servos are
attached to the body; When driven using die
telemetry data, the car is subjected to
cxacdy the same forces as it would
encounter on theaaun! track. This way, lots
of additional lajxs are docked up overnight
on the Friday and the optimum set-up
details are Lransoiitied back to the on-sitc
team who will set-up the car For Sat unlays
qualifying session.
Information Overload (
We've already seen thai cars are now able to
rninsmit data back to die pits at a massive
SMbits per second and. neerilcss to say; at
this rate vast volumes of data are sooii built

up. Specifically; aOOMbytes are recorded
over a race weekend and a team can collect
up to 20Gbytes of data during a season. As
with so many other areis of data collection
and analysis, the problem of information
overload cannot be averirxiked. The vital
information Is in there, widiout a doubt, but
extracting it from all the other tlata can be a
major problem. Clearly software tools are
essential as Ls evidenced by liieMcLaren
teams use of Unicenter TNG from Computer
Associates (CA). Inierestingly, this pnetoge
wasn't designed specifically forMcIarcn,
nor for motor sports. In fact, CA refer to it
as an "enieqirise.management too! for
heterogeneous computer networks" and go
on to say diat "Unicenter TNG
revolutinruses enterprise management by
prodding a business perspective to the
management ofitll enterprise resources. It
lets administrators answer business-relevant
questions: Are we able to process orders?
Why is accounting slow? How secure is my
cusroitier inftuinaiion?"
But McLaren twss Ron Dennis, gives an
example of a very different way of using the
product. "By utilising CA's advanced
technology, wewili.have a more visual
analysis of a car's overall performance data.
Unicenter TNG will enable die West
McLaren Mercedes engineers to view
various performance points, prodding a
sophisticated visual means of analysing die
car's liehaviour. " Dennis went on to say,
'TeIeme£jr\T monitoring of Formula One cars
Ls not new. What Unicenter TNG will bring
to the track is a synergisuc view of
performance data. Our engineers can
compare criu'cai tlata to icieniiff casual
relationships. For instance, diey can use the
3D display of die car to sec how different
brake set-ups affect G-forces, or how engine
RPMs correlate against thronie". CA and
McLaren are now working on a project
designed to capture and analyse historical
data on die car's performance. The data is
stored in GVs Jasmine object database and
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3D display of how
hrakos set-ups
affeci Q-forces.
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allows engineers logcr answers to questions
such as "how were die cars set up last time
we drove on this track in similar
conditions?". According to McLaren panner
coordinator Richard Carmichael access to
historical infonii.ttion will be invaluable
botlt before and during a race. McLaren's
archived data was previously held in flat
files, Tnaking it almost impossible to
compare data from various races. To answer
historical questions engineers had to print
out die data and cany out comparisoas by
liand. And with the vast amounts of data
involved, this could be an almost impossible
task. McLaren plans to use the multimedia
and networking capabilities ofjasmlne to
display data in the pit garage linked over a
wide-area network to the team's hcadquaners
in the UK, "This way when a test engineer

at the track wants to see the car's settings •
for a run performed three-weeks earlier on
the same track. Jasmine's multimedia
capaMties empower him with inunediaie
information," said Paddy Lowe. McLaren's
Head of Vehicle Technology.
McLaren will also be using Jasmine to
drive mulumedia applications in their VIP
Club tent. This will allow their visitors to
unrierstajid more of the technology of
Formula One through die use of riiultimcdia
and animation. "Racing enthusiasts love, the
kinds of technological detail such as gear
ratios and cornering speeds that we will be
able to combine with the 3-D animation of
the ctr on the race track," said Jay Huff. GA's
European Director ol Advanced Technology.
"Jasmine will bring ir all to life, including
petsonalised touches, such as a
commentary by die race-car driver.'"

Simulation
We've already seen something ofhow
simulation is used, prior to a race, for setting
up the cars but the technique goes far
; beyond this. As in so many fields of
I engineering. Simula lion is an essential
= element in , the design process. And with the"
; Formula One teams now involved in the mad
; dash to produce new and improved cirs for
die 1999 season, computational flow
j dynamics (CFD) will lie coming to the fore.
! With just three to four months to design a car,
1 it just isn't feasible to build and rest too many
I physir.tl prototypes. Instead, ideas'mast fmjt
j be tried, out using Simula tiori. Only then will a
; part-sized model be built and tested in a wind
: tunnel and eventuitlly a firll-sized car
1 monufacnited and tried out on die track.
The Benetton team, for example, rely on
; CFD spftware &pni Fluent EiirD|Jc Ltd to
i .simulate the flow- of air over their cars and
i hence determine the amount of drag and
! down force and to shed some light on flowi induced femes. According to Ross Brawn,
; former Technical Director widt Benetton,
j "The ability of Fluent software to read CAD
\ data directly from our OVL) system and
j quickly produce accurate results gives our
; engineers eadj'access to a wealth of
j mforma Hon. This, enables us to make the
; best use ofex/jensive testing time and
j acceienttc the overall development cycle",
; CFD is now a very common technique in FT
: but Benetton were the first team to adopt it,
something, it's been suggested, tltat played
f no small pan in helping them clinch the J99 i
and 1995 Driver's Chntfipionship and 1995
Construaor's Cup. Midiael Schuinncher, on.
the other hand, will probably have somewhat
difierem views on the principal reason for
Benetton's success during those years.
But it Isn't jiist the F1 teams who have an
interest in simulating: racing cats. One
Formula One enthusiast wits so keen to End
out what it would lie like to get behind the
wheel of an F1 car that he paid simulation
experts Imersim some serious money to
build him a full motion simulator. The driver
sits in an accurate, Kill-sized replica df a
Formula One car. The equipment in the
cockpit is. in the main, comprised of actual
racing car components and includes the
jwddle type gear change contmls on die
steering wheel and authentic fboi conrrols.
The complete car is mounted on a six-axis
hydraulic-powered morion base which can
achieve a maximum acceleration of 3.5G
and allows the driver to feel the forces on
the car during acceleration, braking and
cornering. A wrap-around display consisting
of a nine feet torroidal screen provides a
160" degree field of viewin die horizontal
plane and 40" vertically. Turning to the
computing side, die simulator is powered
by a Silicon Graphics Omx 3D graphics
stipercoraputer with four RIOOOO 196MHz
processors and 128Mbyies of main mcnioty
which drives a Seos Prbdas 3000 proiection
statem with three video projectors, Lntcrsim
has demonstrated die simulator to a
number of rhe formula One teams in the
hope of providing "simulators for driver,
training, rather like the airlines use Ml
morion simulators for training pilots.
Of course you don't have to pay du's sort
March 1999 ELECTHON ICS AND BEYOND dgnft

of money to experience same of what
Damen Hill felt in. bringing his Jordan
Mugen 1 loncfa to viaory, against all odds- in
the Belgian Grand Prix last year. A number
of Fl simulators arc available for the PC and
some of the software houses are at pains to
jjpiiit out that these are for more than just
tot's. UbiSoft, publishers of Fl Racing
Simulation and .Monaco Grand Pilx Racing
Simulation 2, target their Fbcasula One
sirauLnloas at enthusiasts as opposed to
traditional games players and this means
that the accuracy of the simulation is far
more important. Certainly sitting in front of
a 1-1" maniior w-iil never rival the experience
of die wrap-around screen of the frill
motion simulator but UbiSoft do have a
good deal of confidence in die accuracy of
their model. The simulation was developed
in conjunction with Renault, former engine
suppliers fortlie Williams team, and die

software house even enlisted the support of
drivers Jean Alesi and HeiroHarald
Fremzen. With a classic computer game,
you'd reasonably expect thai the in-house
developers and testers would be aiile to outperform a novice. After all, they'd have had
lots of practice, learning the quirks and
idiosyncrasies, learning the tricks of die
trade, in short learning how to play the
gariie. But not so when Alesi andFrenczen
sat in froiu of the screen. After a little bit of
fine-tuning of the parameters —essenualiy
settirg.up their cars—both the professional
drivers, even though tiiey were novices on
this panicular software package, were
conslsiemly achiming lower hp times than
the developers — exactly wiiat you'd expect
if die software genuinely simulated the feel
of a real Formula. One car. Needless to say,
this is something which UbiSoft are not
slow to point oul
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The Sound Barrier
1 guess you probably already know quite a
bit about the Thrust SSC supersonic car
from die intense media coverage 18 months
or so ago. The car. you'll recall, was
designed under the ieadetship of the
prevnous land speed record holder Richard
Noble who had taken the tide from America
in October 19S3 in a car called Thrust 2. But
for this new attempt, Noble contented
himself with a manngemcnt rale, passing
die baton to RAF test pilot Andy Green.
Green actually became the fastest man on
earth on 25ih September 1997 with a speed
of 7bi-144mph. This was still well short of
die sound batrier and with money starting
to running out, doubts were expressed as to
whether the team would reach its goal, VTth
very little time remaining before worsening
weather conditions would curtail all acdvitv
at Nevada's Black Rock Desert, on 13th
October Andy Green became the first man
ever to travel faster than the speed of sound
in a ground-based vehicle. Interestingly; it
was one day short, of fifty years since Chuck
Ycager went supersonic in the air for the
firat time. But Green's turnaround was 49.6
seconds over the hour so this historic event
didn't acnially set a new record according to
the FLA rules, Two clays later die TlinistSSC
Team were back in action, and this time
they achieved their objective — reaching
Much L020 to set a two-way average speed
of763.035nipli and securing a place in the
history boobs. Well diose are the facts.as
you could have read them in just alKiut any
newspaper in die Autumn of 97, but where
do electronic and computer technology
come into the picture? First of till let's
consider the problem.
One of my favourite quotes about die
world land speed record was made by David
Tremagne of Motoring News "Attempting
the world land sjieed record is a hit like
rwo-stepping blindfolded and mrelbot
along a 100 feet high Ixirlied wire tight-rope,
carrying a glass of nitro-giycerine and
sinuihaneousty delivering a political speech
.... a bit like it, hut a damn sight more
riiflicult". But this view was expressed back
in 1981 when the rarord stood at a 'mere'
622.407niph. Needless to say, an attempt at
760mpli, an attempt which involved the car
going supersonic, would be significantly
more difit cult, hi fact. Ron Ayers,
aenxlynamicist for the Tlinist SSC team had
originally vowed to hav'e nothing to do with
tlie project, not wanting to have die guilt of
die driver's death on his conscience.
Making a car which is fast, very fast indeed.
Is nor a major problem. What is much
trickier is keeping it in contact with die
ground. And it's not just diat die ear would
lail to clinch the land speed record if it
ended up flying. Gars, of course, are not
intended to fly so if they do leave die
ground, they don't stay in the air for very
long. Instead, they come cmsiiingback to
the earth with disastrous consequences. Hut
all this doesn't apply only to supersonic
cars, iLapplies to all fust cats. The challenges
of supersonic travel were much greater and
the problem was compounded by the fact
that nobody had ever done this isefore.
As a car moves it compresses the air in
from of it to form pressure waves. If you're,
travelling below the speed of sound these
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Tho .Thrust Suporsorilc car.
pressure wives simply move array from die
car gelling gratiually •.veaker witli distance. If
liie car were lo approach the speed pf
sound, however, tilings are quite different as
die carquire literally catches up with the
pressure waves. M. die speed of sound, the
pressure waves fan out to form a so-called
Nfach wave and a sooic booai results. This
has been a common experience in the , ■
realm of aircraft for over fifty years and since
there's plenty of room around the aircraft,
die shock wave dissipates. With a vehicle
travelling along the grourid, however, things
could well be very differenr. Certainly it
seemed there was even' possibility that the
shock waves would bounce off the ground
and lift die vehicle or even that die waves
would cause simttiira! damage to die car.
On the.odier hand, perhaps the laerchanis
of doorn were wrong and there was notiiing
to worn' out. The daunting fact was diat, in
die early tlavs of the Thrust SSC project,
nolxxly knew for sure,until computational
fluid dynamics came to die rescue, that is.
To cut a long story short, let's just say that
die overall shape of the Thrust SSC was
based on iitde more thiin a gut feeling. Not
only that, but in some ways it went agaihst
conventional wisdom on what a very fast car
should look like.,Cdmpuiational fluid
dynamics, in conjunoion with wind tunnel
tests on a scale model, were used to put the
design through its paces liefbte v.-orlcdn
building the car was even sianed. Ainaziogiy.
in spite of die '(rack of a cigarette packet *
nature of the initial design exercise, die
ixisic shape was exonerated and (ears over the
effects of sonic waves were Laid to rest
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telemetry is used in Formufa One, we won't
labour the point by looking in minddufnbing detail at Thrust SSC's data
collection system. Suffice it to say liiat no
less than 147 sensors across the car
measured the wheel dynamics, brake
temperatures, pressure on critiotl parts of
the smsciure and the harmonic structure of
the beatings to uame but a few. The prifnary
use of diis system Is tis a safety aid. After all,
the amount of power available on Thrust
SSC was absolutely staggering and any
dangerous situations had to be detected
and acted upon immediately, if such a
critical condition was detected, the
processor systems would automatically

Safety First
Just as auromatcd driver aids are banned in
Formula One, exactly die same nuionaie is
applied to the land specti record. Unless die
driver actually drives the car, in the. generally
accepted meaning of that word, then any
record attempts are invalidatetL And this
means diat automated systems don't get a
look in on cars designed to challenge the.
world land speed record. This didn't mean,
however, that Thrust SSC had no
sophisticated cleorbnics on-board.AXfttat it
did mean" is that, as with Fl, the intelligence is
all used for diagnostic purposes and for
ensuring the safety of the driver.
Having looked in some derail ar how

Computational flow dynamls for Thrust SSC.
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Computation fluid dynamics software from Fluent Europe Ltd, was this Benetton's
secret weapon during 1994 and 1995?
nbon the run, killing the engines within a
firaaion of 3 second. A classic example
w ould be die loss of one of the two jci
engines wliidi are fitted to either side of

die cockpit. With fiill thrust on one-side of
die car and no thrust at the other side, die
car would veer wildly off course, in fact, it
would pmhabiy go into a destructive spin,

'I©1-
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writing off a million pounds worth of car
and killing die drivec in addition to its use
for safety purposes, the data collection
system also operated ui conjunction with
tdemetn' to transmit key parameters to the
pir-suition trailer where engineers and other
interested parries, could view diem in real
time. And finally a full dump of all ihe:daia
was written to a 2Mbyte data pack which
was analysed after each and every run.
Despise the iher that the major emphasis
of Hirust SSC's on-board electronics was to
make the car fall safe, it did have one
automated system which was given the OK
by the MA. This is one system which
wouldn't be allowed in formula Oneactive suspension. But unlike the case with
motor racing, it's probably faff- to say dial
active suspension isn't just an added extra,
it's absolutely essential at supersonic
speeds. If die. nose of a supersonic car were
to rise by just a iialf of a degree, the car
would flip over backwards hitting the
ground with phenomenat force. On the
other hand, if the nose were to dip. the car
would attempt to bury itself in die ground
with equally disastrous consequences.
TiTrust SSC's micraprocessor-contmlled
active suspension system was used to keep
the car level to within the necessary safety
limits and it's probably true to say that
Andy Green owes his life - and his place
in the fecpid books - to this panicuiar bit
of technology
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Presidential
Conincidence
Vifien 1 met Senator /VUren Gore- <as he was
then) in Genoa in 19871 Itaci the feeling
thai, as 1 said on page 365 of TJte Geller
Effect (1987) he was "a man who could well
be a future U.S. presklcnff ;\nd so lie
coultf. If President Clinton fails to complete
his current term, for whatever reason/then
he will be. And if Clinton remains in office
until the nest election, the dances are that
Vice President Gorewill be the Democratic
candidate.
Naturally, I would like my prediction to
come true. Yet 1 am not sure that even if 1
were eligible I would want to run for die job
of president in the year 2000. For. by one. of
die strangest strings of coincidences in
history every single-American diief executive
elected at twenty year intervals between
IS-SO and I960 died in office, whether
naturally or unnaturally. Here's the list:
♦ 18-10. William H. Harrison wins the
election just months after the Bailie of
Tippccanoe, at which he was said to
have been cursed by one of die native
chiefs he had defeated. Just a few
months into his term of office. Harrison
died from pneumonia, aged 6S.
♦ 1860, .Abraham Lincoln, re-dected in
1864. was shot dead the following year.
♦ 38SO. Jams Garfield wsls assassinated
tefore he hat! completed his first year in
die White House.
^ 1900. William, McKlnley w-.is also
assassinated within months of his
inauguration.
♦ 1920. Warren Harding was not assassinated,
for once. All the same, he did die a
premamre death at the age of 57.

RtUEW

♦ 1940 ED-EOctsevelt was not assassinated
either, aldiough dierewas at least near
miss. However, he did die in office during
Ids fourth teni.
♦ I960-John F. Kennedy snffercd die.mast
public and controversial tissassinatinn <if
all tinie - a case that many believe to be
still unsolved.
Ronald Reagan was elected in 19S0 and
served out two aill temas despite very
nearly lieing shot dead a matter of weeks
after ills inauguration in 1981. So hc wili go
down in liisiory for, among other things,
breaking die 20-jTar death cycle. Or did he?
True, he stayed alive, but a very serious
ancmpt was made to kill bum so it could be
claimed diat die nn-sterious cycle is still at
work. The bullet only missed his heart by a
few- inches. By comparison, only one other
president who was not elected in a 20-year
interval year also died, in office. (It should lie
mentioned that Presidents Truman and Ford
also escaped assassination attempts). Seven
in a row die in office, the eighth very nearly
did. and the nindi... We must wait and sec.
Is it all just 'Coincidence? We may never
know, because coincidence is something
you Ginnot really prove or disprove. Vet
diere are those who are not so sure diat all
those, presidents died in office purely inchance. In 1966 a group called the Society
fbr the Investigation of Recurring Events
met in New Vtirk to discuss the matterSome fairly strange suggestioas were made.
An astrologer jxiimed out there liad Ijeea a
Jupiter- Saturn conjundion in each of the
terms of the presidents who died in office,
somebody w-ondered if the sunspot cycle
had anything to do wjdi it railing that die
interval lietween the deaths was close to die
average length of a double sunspot cycle.

The most serious attempt to dear up die
mystery was made by the respeaed
psychologist Dr StanleyJCtippnef. who is liesi
known Ibr his pioneering work on dream
telepathy, which I will tell you about in a
future issue. He poimed out that presidential
assassins over the years had quite a lot in
common. They tended to be paranoid
schizophrenics, loners from broken homes
with an unusual iiaired of authority.
Krippnec reckoned that since the president
of die LISA, was the most powerful person
in the world, die ultimate audiority. ar least
for Americans, at whose desk the buck
.stops, there might well be a cycle of about
twenty years in which tensions among die
nation's misfits built tip to a peak. The
death of die president, haiural or otherwise,
serves as a kind of catharsis and calms
everybody down —until tensions begins to
build and a new cycle gets underway.
As'for the sunspot cycle, this
unquestionably does exist, and there is
good evidence that major world events —
especially violent ones - tend to duster
around peaks in the cyde. Recent examples
indude the Soviet iin-.tsions of Hungary.
Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan, all in years
of solar maxima.
Far-fetched? There only seem, to lie three
explanations for the 20-year presidential
death cyde;
Coincidence. But how many presidents
elected at 20-year intervals are going to
irate to die in office before this can be ruled
out. Isn't seven (Plus a near miss) enough?
The Tippeosnbc cutse. AYc don't know
enough about curses to be sure what they
can or can't do - if anything. But why would
a defeated native chief only curse every third
or fourth president, and tiat all of them?
There is a genuine cycle, whidl operates
more or less as described by Dr. Krlppner.
I think the Ftrst or third of these has to
Ik the right one, but 1 wouldn't like to bet
on either of them. We shall just have to
wait and see if the deaths in office continue.
On, and by the way, there will be ajupiterSatum conjunction a few months before
die 2000 election...
One way and another,, ray advice to any
of my American friends who might be
planning to run for'thc top job is - wait
until 2004. You never know.
Up Geller's novel Ella is published by
Headline Feature at .C5-99, and Ills Linie Book
Of Mindftjwer by Roiison Hooks at .€2.50.
and Jonathan Maigoiis'lfri Geller Magician
or Alv-s tic? by Orion Books at .vl 7,99.
ATsit Ms live website camera at
urlgel 1 er, com and e-mail him at
urigellerOcompuserve.com
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Cl 1 operates as a basic tone
control circuit.A'RG Is a treble
control and VR7 affects the bass
response. Gapadior C13 provides
inter-stage coupling between
the tone controls circuit and
power amplifier formed by IC2
and associated componcms.
There are three outputs.
Terminal Pfl provides access to
the signal at a low level before
the tone controls and power
amplifier. The main power
iimplifier output is at PI? :uid
an attenuated output suitable
for driving headphones or an
external power amplifier is
provided at P14. Terminals Pi2.
P13 and P16 arc intended as
output OV returns.

Low

Cost

IHiirS

• ••••••••eftveeecise**
Gavin Cheeseman describes a loiv-cost bench amplifier
tvith a couple of extra features.
When developing or
fault finding dearonic
drcuits, ic is often
useful to ha^t; access to a low
power audio amplifier that can
Ik- connected to the drcuit to
confirm that it is opentiing
correcth- and to trace jiossible
problem areas. In this article,
we look at a simple low cost
tear amplifier with a wide range
of applications. Hie amplifier Is
ftindamentally a mono unit, as
this Is often all that is required
for ttst purposes. However, an
additional amplifier may be
added for use in stereo
applications if required.. Tlie
design is intentionally 0|ien ended
so thai it may lie customised to
suit individual needs.

Circuit Description
Figure 1 shows the circuit
diagram for the amplifier.
Regulator JRG1 provides a stable
9V supply for die ICs, and LD1
provides a power on indication.
Supply rail de-coupling is
provided at die input toihe
regulator bvr Cl. Further supply
filtering Is carrieti out after the
regulator; C2 and C3 de-cciuple
[Cl whereas C12 and C14 are
used forlC2.
There are four amplifier inputs
via terminals P3 — P6 with F7 P10 providing die associated
input OV connections. Variable
resistors VR1 —\T14 allow the
input level to be adjusted as
required. The inputs are
effectively combined via R2—E5

dEffifc ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND March 1999

and fed 10 the inverting input of
operational amplifier IC1.
Capacitor Of acts as a DC
blocking capacitor. Resistots R6
and R7 provide a half supply
reference for die op-amp. C3
helps to prevent; noise entering
the system at this.point. Hie
gain of IC1 is determined mosdy
by the values of R8 and R2 - R5Capacitor C7 reduces the gain
of die circuit at high frequencies.
The output of the op-amp
(pin 6) is coupled to die nesa
stage via C6. Variable resistor
VR5 allows the signal level to be
controlled at this point. The
maximum ievei is determined
by die value of resistor R9.
The next stage, comprising
RIO, R11. W6, \Tv7 and C8 -

Building the Circuit
Hie circuit may be ccmstntaed
using matrix board either with
or without copper strips. As
with most high gain circuits,
some dire is required with
regard to component layout.
Unwanted coupling between
the amplifier output and input
via supply anils or due to
proximity should lie avoidedWith this in mind, it is useful to
lay out the circuit in a similar
component oaler to tliat shown
oti the circuit diagram. Wliere
possililesiar earthing icchniques
should be used. In panicular
the -j-V2 and OV connections to
!C2 should be kept separate to
those for JC1 and associated
components. The position of
the de-coupling capacitors is
also important. Hie capacitors
should he conneaeri as dose as
possible to the associated IC.
f lerice C2 and C3 should be
mounted near to 1CI and C12
and CM in the area of IC2,
Other components should also
lie mounted dose to die
associated IC and long wiring
runs between coni|)onents
should be avoided. All of this
serves to retluce the possibility
of unwanted noise and oscillation.
It is recommended tliai DLL
sockets are used for the ICs.
This avoids die jKissibilin* of
overheating the ICs during
soldering and facilitates easy
replacement. Be sure to observe
the correct polarity when fining
elecunlyric ta pad tors and
semiconductors. If incorrectly
connected, there Ls a high
chance diat the components
will be damaged and may even
explotfo The polarity of
electrolytic capacitors is usually
marked with a negative (•)
symbol on the component liody
dose to the negative lead. The
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Rgure 1. Bench Test flntplffier ClrcuH Diagram.
negative lead is also normally
the shorter of the two. The
polaritt' of LD1 maybe
determined by the length of the
leads and ■'or shape of the case.
The anode Ls normally die
looger of the two leads and die
cathode may be marked by a Oat
edge on die component case.
Hiis is illusuated in Rgure 2.
The variable resistors may he
mounteti cither on or off of die
circuit board. The wiring runs
should be kept as shon as
(Mssible to amid unwanted
signal pickup. Tiiis is pardcularly
imponant where the derices am
uioiintcd of boanl
Tlte IC and regulator pin-outs
are shown in Figure 3. Once,
construction is complete it is
recommended that visual checks
arc carried out to ensure that
the components are connected
correctly and that there are no
ptnhlems with the soldering.
Testing
It is recommended tliat the
basic functionality of the circuit
is tested before the board is
installed into a case, k is advisable
to wear eye protection when
applying power if the dfeuit is
not enclosed. Components in
even low jxwver amplifier circuits
have been known to launch
themselves when incorrectly
connected or if Instability is
prcsoml Although this is a
relatively rare occurrence if the
dnruii has been fully checked, it
is best to apply caution.

Figure 4 shows die wiring
diagram. The circuit is designed
to operate from a 12V supph:
The supply must be capable of
delivering ar least HOOniA and is
connected lietween I'i f-FV)
atid P2 (OV). fr.Ls recommendetl
that a suitable fuse is fitted in
series widi the -rVsujiply line
to minimise damage in die
event of a fault. To test the
amplifier you will require a
source of audio or an AF Signal
generator. Adjust VRI - VK4 to
minimum and set VF6 and VR7
to tiVd centre position. As the
amplifier is AC coupled, level
control, VR5, should he set to
minimum before applying
power to the drcuir in order to
avoid a switch-on 'pope After
power is applied, VR5 should
initially Ix- set to the centre of
its travel for testing purposes. If
you have a multimeter, it is
useful to measure the power
supply current at dits stage. The
current should lie considerable
less than "100mA without a
signal applied. Any more than
this suggests a problem. If
everything appears to be OK,
apply a signal to die input of
the amplifier between P3 (input)
and P7 (OV). Tlie level should
not exceed 775mV RMS. Slowly
increase the setting of input
level control XTRl. As the control
is rotated, the signal, should be
audible from the loudspeaker
connected to die amplifier
output. Adjusting the master
volume control (VK5) should
also affect tiie output level. If all

is well check the operation of
tone Gomrds VR6 (treble) and
VR7 (bass). There will lie some
interaction lietween the bass
and treble controls. This is
normal in a simple passive tone
control circuit of this type.
Disconnect the input on F3 and
sequentially connect it to P4P6 to check diat these inputs
an; working correctly. Also
check that an attenuaied output
is available Between Pl4
(output) and P13 (OV).
if an osdllasccipe is available,
it may be useful to check the
waveforms at PlI and P15 to
ensure thar there is nu unwanted
ihstahilky ar the output. If you
do not have access to an
oscilloscope, a rough distorted
sound from the amplifier may
also suggest that instability is
present. If this is the rase,
re-check your layout for
unnecessarily long wiring runs
and proximity of input and
output components. Sometimes
slight changes in component
and wiring layout can make a lot
of difference. Once .everything is
w orking correctly; then die
ciroiit board may he installed in
a suitable case.
Housing
Considerations
Alfnost any case of an appropriate
size to lit the circuit board is
suitable. I)"a metal case Ls used,
it may- be necessary to take
extra precautions to ensure that

an earth loop is not created
between the input and output
sockets via the case. Of course,
this is not s problem with
plastic cases although these do
not provide screening.
RCd and iC2 should be kept
sway from any material that
may be damaged by high
temperature. This is really a
precautionaty.measure sis the
operating tempenuure.of the IC
should not be excessive. The
actual operating temperature
will depend on the output
power level, duration of use
and the ambient temperature. U
is recommended that free air
flow is allowed around die IC to
facilitate cooling. A small
heatsirik can be attached if
necessary but in most
applications, not enough heat
will be generated to warrant
tliis. Similarly a heats ink may
also be attached to f<Gl but this
is normally only necessary
where the amplifier is being
used continuously.
The circuit has Ixren designed
to be relatively versatile and the
front panel layout may vary
depending on spedllc applications
and housing arrangements, it is
op to the user to determine the
Eyi>e of input suckers required
You could use four 3.5rnm jack
sockets or alternatively fit a range
of different sockets to allow for a
wide variety of input connectors.
Examples are BNC, XLR, DIN'
and so on. A balanced input may
be provided using a transfbrmer
as shown in Figure p.
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Raledge
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CaJhode-Arode
Rgura 2. LED Leadout.
In all cases screened lead
shtmld be used for the
connections as this reduces
stray signal pickup. The input
signal should l)c applied to die
centre conductor and the
screen connected to the
appropriate input OV tcrminoi.
Simikr considerations apply
to the output sockets. If
required a switched jack socket
may lie connected to the output
to allow the connection of an
external 8 ohm loudspeaker.
The connector should be wired
such that the internal speaker is
disconnected when a plug is
inserted into die output socket.
This is illustrated in Figure 6.

Using the
Amplifier
The amplifier lends itself to a
wide variety of uses. The tin it is
ideal as a go/no go tester for
audio frequency transducers
such as microphones and guitar
pickups. These are simply
connected to the Input of the
amplifier and the output
monitored direcdy. When
testing microphones it maybe
sensible to use a psiir of
headphones to avoid unwanted
acoustic feedback. Hie. input to
the amplifier is quite seasitivcand Is adequate for most'
applications, if you require
more sensitivity. Uiegain of IC1
may lie increased by raising the
value of RS. However, it is best
to avoid very high values as
instability may result.
Similarly some readers may
prefer a different response from
the tone controls. The frequency
characteristics of the tone
comrci! circuit may be modified
by varying component values.
Probably the easiest way to
achieve this is to change die
value of capacitors €8—C11.
Higethcr with a suitable AF
signal source, die amplifier miW
help to locate faults in low

^RE/ECTOff
]7^] B'XZtSirVF'
VOiJACE
Tjcyrptrr

ypu7[y
cio(T

[T
isy-rr [T
ik?vi(T
-E

"VT"

J57

820
Figure 3. JC plnouts.
power audio drcuius. Tlie signal
source is injected at the circuit
input and the amplifier Ls
connected to the outputs of
individual stages in die circuit.
In this way it is often possible to
determine in which stage a fault
has occurred. Comprehensive
AT signal generators with
variable frequency, output level
and wave-shape are available off
the shelf (see die Test ami
Measurement, section of the
Maplin catalogue). Altcrnaiively,
simple oscillators are relatively
east' to construct and may lie
installed inside die test amplifier
case (more of this later) .
In signal tracing applicitions
of the type described, care
should lie taken to ensure that
the. input impedance of the
amplifier and die voltage levels
involved me appropriate for the

circuit being tested, it is
recomniended that signal inputs
to the amplifier do not exceed
line level. An additional resistor
may be fitted to one or more of
die inputs to provide some
additional attenuation if
required. This Jiiodiiiciiion is
very simple to any out and is
shown Figure: 7. The value of
the resistor will depend on die
amount of attenuation required
when the input level control is
set to maximum. For example
use of a Ik resistor will provide
approximately 6dB of additional
anerination at the input am! will
alsoincreslse the input impedance.
The amplifier is not intended to
be connected to inputs with a
DC ofiset although a small
offset in the order of a fewmV
should not tea problem.
Different input signals may be

Pre (one control
output (see tex!)
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Figure 4. Amplifier Wiring Diagram.
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applied in each of the four
inputs simultaneoustv if requiredTlie IcttI of each signal can be
controlled using VR1 — VR4 and
the signals are combined at the
input oflCl. This is useful if
you arc switching between
different signal sources and
wish to avoid continuously
swapping the input leads. Using
the output from PI ] (output)
and P12, the circuit may also be
used as a simple mixer to drive
other external equipment. For
example the output from up to
four microphones can be
applied to the input of die
amplifier and combined. The
output at Pll can be used to
drive an external power amplifier.
The tone controls are not
intended to operate on this
output. If you need to adjust
the tonal quality of die signal
then the output may lie taken
from PI 4 or P15 depending on
the required level.
The amplifier can be used to
test sound sources such as
cassette and CD players on a
channel by channel basis.
Altemaiively the left and right
channels may be fed into
different inputs and combined.
For example the left channel
could be connected between P3
(input) ant! P7 (OV) and the right
channel between P i (input) and
PS (OV) as illustrated in Figure 8.
Trie output signal will depend on
the pliase of the two input
signals but is usually adequate for
monitoring purposes.
Stereo Version
Although the unit is generally
intended for mono applications,
there should be no reason wiiv

r
Baiansed
audio input

TbamplSer
-0—► ov(Pr etc.)

- xA

AF isoia&ig transfamer £e.g. 14X820, FD23Aetc.)
Figure 5. Using an audio Isolating transformer to interface to
a balanced Input.
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Figure 7. Use of a resistor to attenuate the Input level.
two amplifier circuits crnnor be
housed fri the same case for
stereo reproduction. As long as
you do not need to control the

o

and right channels are
comrolled simultaneously
saving on potentiometers and
front pane! space. Of course, a
set of loudspeakers or stereo
headphones would be required,
it may not be appropriate to
mount two loudspeakers in the
case due to size and separation
considerations, it may, however,
be useful to install a single
internal loudspeaker to allow
the amplifier to he used in
mono configuration when the
exierna) speakers or headphones
are not connected. In dtis case
the output sockets should lie
wired such thai the internal
speaker is disconnected when
the appropriate external output
is in use. This approach may
appear simple hut is nevertheless
effective.

ov

Figure G. Connection of an external speaker output socket.
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volume and tone of each
channel independendy, dual
poteriuometers may be used for
VR5 — VR7- In this wav die left

Other ideas
For those readers who like to
experiment, it may be useful to
acid additional features to the
amplifier to make it into a
versatile test set. These features
have not been included as pan of
the iwsic design as requirements
vary considerably.
If you are interested En radio:
you may wish to add a simple
AM detectoi" circuit to one of
the inputs. This will enable AM
receiver IF outputs etc. to be
monitored and could be useful
when designing or repairing
radio circuits. In its simplest
form this may l>e nothing more
than a diode and a capacitor
connected to the input. Some
additional buffering maybe
advisable to prevent the amplifier
input from excessively loading
die receiver IF stage. Other
types of demodulator could also
be added. The complexity of
these varies depending on the
type of iransnussiori being
demodulated and the frequencies
involved. Readers wishing to
experiment in this area are
referred to the Books section of
the Maplin catalogue.
As mentioned, it may also t>e
useful to include a simple
osdilator to enable a test signal
to lie injected into other pieces
of equipment without the need
for an external signal generator.
For signal tracing purposes at
audio frequencies, the output
from the oscillator need nor Ire
paniculafiy siriusioda) and a
fixed frequency (usually Ikhfe)
will often suffice. liven a simple
square wave oscillator with a
variable output level control
may he suitable. There are many
designs for circuits of this type.
If the oscillator is housed in
the same case as the test
amplifier, problems may be
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Flgura 8. Connecting a stereo
source to the test amplifier to
provide a mono output.
experienced with signal
breakthrough into the amplifier
circuit. Where necessary, this
cab usually be overirome by
screening. A simple method is
to mount the oscillator in'a
separate metal box inside the
case of the test amplifier. If
arranged correctly the output
socket may be brought out
directly on die from pane! of
the amplifier without the need
for. any exposed internal wiring.
Of course, care must be
taken to ensure that die output
level from the test oscillator is
not excessive for the drcuit
under test. Injecting a high
signoi level into a sensitive
drcuit wilt tend to ovcrioad it
giving false results and may
even result in damage lb the
equipment being tested.

OV

T"1
Pcr.'.er simply

Input Impedance
The input impedance of the
circuit is deterrnined mostly by
VRI — VRi which have a
nominal value of Ik. In sonie
applications a higher input
impedancemaybe required. If

diis is the case a simple buffer
drcuit based around an
operational amplifier 1C may be
used ahead of die amplifier
input. A typical example is
shown in Figure 9 and may be
applied to a single input (P3.

s-?/0-

27

iz:

t.P351
i»0

I'CW

I-T2

ovO-

r

Figure 9. Example of an Input buffer circuit.

PROJECT PARTS LIST
RESISTORS
Rl, 6, 7.11,12, -16
R2-5
Rf>
R9.10. 13
Pa4
Rio
Ri7
VR1-4
VR5-7

Min Res Ik
Min ReslOk
Min Res 22k
Min Res 10QR
Mih Res 56R
Min Res 1R
Min Res l20R
Ftot tin Ik
Pot log 4H7 •

CAPACITORS
Cl, 2,15, 18
C3.14
C4-6.13

GenBect 100pF16V
MiniOtec 0.1UF-16V
GenBect lOpF 63V
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6
4
1'
3
1
1
1.
4
3
4
2
,4

M1K
M10K
M22K
M100R
M56R
MIR
M120R
FV.'OOA
FW21X
AT4bT
YR75S
AT77J

P4, P5 or P6). It is wonh noting
that by its very nature a high
impedance input will usually lie
more prone to picking up
noise and unwanted signals.
Therefore, use of adequate
screening becomes more
important Uian ever. Some
additional input fikeniig may
be advisable. The value of test
amplifier capadtor C7 may also
be increased to cut tire top end
response where necessary.
Finally...
Wfc Isivc covered a few appliotrkxis
for the lest amplifier hut there
are probably many more. If you
do not have an audio amplifier
on your test bench, why not
give the project a try. You may
wonder how ran ever goi by
widiout it!
limp -u

C7
C8-11
C12, 20
CIS
Ci7
C19

.Ceramic l5QpF
Pdly'Layer O.ljiF .
GenBect 220pF i6V
GenBect 22/jF ley
Poly Layer 0.22pF
Ceramic 470pF

1
4
2
1
i
i

WX58N
WVV41U
AT41U
AT37S
VAV45Y
LW64U

SEMICONDUCTORS
LD1
RG1 •
ici
IC2

LED Red
L78S09C\'
LFSSiN
TBA820M

1
1
1.
1

WL27E
UJ55K
WQ3QH
WQS3T

OIL Socket 8 pin'
Pin 2145

2
IS pins'
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Stan Young describes the electronic and electrical
aspects of a model carousel. Mechanical deta ils for
the project tvill be found in Model Engineer, issue
4087, on sale 12th February 1999In I98S die writer was seeking an activinto occupy his retirefnent years. As an
engineer involved in'precision electromcchanica! engineering, it seemed that an
ideal solution would be to tsse his nctjuired
skills in creativity, ingenuict' antl manual
dexterity. To this end he decided to built! a
mode] of a fairground rouudalxsut to a scale
of l/24th, Tliis would involve intricate work
in wood, metal, plastics, glass and electronics,
all of which seemed to fit lite bill exactly
The aspects of the design of interest to
Rlecrronics and Beyond readers lie in the
three principal assemblies of the model,
namcly;l-The roundabout electricil supplies and
fiasiier electronics.
a^Hie contro! module (wliich operates
tite drive motor, the (amps and the organ
music protluaion
3. Inter-caiiling.
The Roundabout
Till1? Is illuminated by a mmiher of miniature
1211IWXES Lamps, diere being IDS of diese
distributed above the 30 horses and six
cockerels, and fed by a dual-feed ring main.
The supply is 36V AC 501 Iz from a 230V/36V
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND March 1999

dual secondary transfbrmcr, one secondary
being input to diametrically opposed points
across the ring of lamps around the
rotindabotir (Figure 3A). The organ lamps
are driven from the other secondary
■winding output (See Figure 38).
.Multi-core ribbon wiring is extensively
used (see'figure 4) to enable heat grouping
of die wiring and to Cidlitate the use of 5pin connectors at each junction of the
•foundings' (These roundings must he
separated during dismantling of the
roundabout). The flashing LEDs on the
'roundings' are also fed from the ribbon.
A further 39 lamps are arranged around
die organ to illuminaie this centra] feature

'fi

n

I

&
i
•r
•g.-v
V

Figure 2. Organ lights

(see Figure 2 & 3B). AU of diesc lamps are
arranged in groups of three in series; all
groups of three being in parallel and
supplied at 36V AC. The 10S roundabout
tamps are supplied via slip rings at die
.centre, see Figure 3A- (The slip rings and
brush assembly were from a car alternator!)
There are two main reasons for grouping
die lamps in three's;

Group of 3 lamps in
series.
—
IDS lamps total.
iav nv
' 1
35V via sUp rings
0

LA failed Limp could be easily traced
since only one of three would lie: at
fault (as opposed to the Ciuisunas tree
lights problem!).
2. The current carried by die slip rings was
reduced to approximately 3A. (If the IDS
roundabout lamps were in parallel from a
12V supply the current would lie
approximately 9A)
Heat shrink sleeving was used for
electrical joints (EZ59N) and 2nini silicone
rubber sleeving {CC98G) for 'Universal
Joints' at angled crankshaft connections for
die ride drive mechanism (see Figure. 4).
Tlie 12 peripheral panels around the
model (the'roundings' which rarr)' the
words or pictures) csich have 2 coloured
LEDs of 3inm diameter (see Figures 1 and
3). Each pair are caused to flash alternately
from a 'flip-flop' circuit in die top zone of
die roundabout (see Figure 4). The flasher

3^

Figure 3a. Dual feed ring main.
tircuits is enenpsed by a battery which is
connected via an ultnt-minianire rdiiy
(FM92A) from the 36V AC supply, rectified,
smootlied and tluough a SZOO dropjier
resistor in die coil supply to obtain die
required coil operating voltage (see Figure
4A). Hie flip-flop is driven from a 9V PP3
Nickel Cadmium battery which is applied to
a 'battery life extender' circuit (using a
RC4190N) via the relay (see Figure 4A). Tfie
Oiupnc is fed to die flip-flop unit 'A' shown in

Figure 4A resulting in a voltage of 2V being
supplied to the !EDs in two groups of 12 in
the 'roundings'. Various colours of LED were
used to enhance the artbtic effea. There is :i
make/break socket in die 9V bauery supply
allowing recharge with the batten' in situ.
A dimmer switch (FQIOL) is used to control
the brightness of the main tungsten lamps.
The lED's will only flash when the applied
voltage level to the tungsten lamps causes
the relays to oiierate, thereby connecting

F3
To 39
organ
lamps

35V

Over ride
switch
Neon

F4
To 108
roundabout
lamps

Slip
Ringa

36V

j To LED
j (lip-Hop
relays

230V AC
10 6V DC
SOOmA
PSU

F2

(Figure 7A)
Cassette
PSU
3V DC
(Figure 7B)
Audio
amplifier

To roundabout
motor

Stationary

^ Roundabout
assemblies

Rotating
i
SiiDDlv Vbltane
Main i/p 2a0V 5A fuse
Roundabout 6V DC 0.4A (use
Cassette motor 3V DC
Audio Amplifier 6V DC
Organ lamps 36V 1.6A fuse
Roundabout lamps 36V 5A fuse
LED (lip-Hops SV DC or 3V DC
(via relays 'A' or 'B' In Figure 4 A)
LEDs 2V DC

T1

Control module

J

i

Dimmer

w

■\

1

230V/35V
twin otp
transformer

230V i/p

J

Cassette
To
motor
Audio
amptilier

To organ
, speaker

Figure 3b. System supplies.
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Fltfura 3. Rounonbout
nnd conlfol module.
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See Circuit
Diagram
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See parts list for suggested LEDs
12 LEDs
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■ IS LED5

Figure 4a. LED flasher system.
Common Pole
9V oa
ZS7

12 LEDs connectea via
4-pole switch - see Figure 4a
T
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C1 +
220pF
16V

R1
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22k

VR2 J_
22k

C2

C3

VR1

47LIF 16V

TR1
TIP31A
Flgure 4b. LED flasher circuit.
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Figure 4. LED fllp-fiop
assemblies.
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Hgure 4c. Battery extender circuit.

Figure 5. Control module

the relevant batten' tn die flip-flops. (Care
must be exercised when associating a
dimmer wilh an LM317 as the waveform
may cause malfunction of the LM317.)

e-

<
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The Control Module
(See Figure 5)
This provides the supplies for:
a) The main tungsten lighting
(including dimming).
b)The roundabout motor supply.
c) The audio output to the speaker housed
in die organ.
Power supplies are derived from a 230V
50Hz mains via a toroidal transformer
yielding two secondary outputs of 3<5V (see
Figure 3b). 'ihe dimmer protided in die 230V

TfiZfV

IAI-SRECA

Bi /iuro'
Kz-vsrssit
K' "T^re
I A'-- '-'o/-; r>.r

51' p c.
P.*

-5

to
l.-.j

SC*L£ —IC-tSt
Figure 6, 3V DC motor supply and audio amplifier.
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Figure fia. Cassette motor supply
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R4 56R
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Figure 6b. Audio ampltfier for cassette output.
supply gives an output which is !ess than
23W (due to w-.wefonn distortion) "but tills
resiilts in an extencietl lamp life due to undermnning vithout noticetble reduction in light
output. To date all W7 Lamps liave tun for

WIIUII

apprcKi 50hours.(about7400 lamp-hours)
without a single Mure. An over-ride switch is
provided in case of Mure of the dimmer and
allows the full 230V' to he applied to the
minsfomier primary winding (See Figure 3b).
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A motor supply is obtained from a 300mA
power supply XX09K (see Figure 3b) giving
outputs of 3V to 12V DC from a 230V AC
input. This was set to 6VDC to run the
main drive motor of the roundabout.
The 6Voutput is also used to run the 3V
DC. rape motor via an LM317T (Ul-271) circuit
(see figures 6 and 6a). The tape player is a
revecsing cassette unit.built into the control
module (seeFigure?).
The output from the tape player is
amplified using a TDA820M circuit and
associated components (see figure 6 and
6b). The control module is housed in a steel
instrument case with handles (model
2610/180, order code XJ34M) with all knobs,
indicator lamps, connectors, fuse holders
and switches from Alapiin stock (sec figures
5 and 8).
Inter-cabling
Four cables arc needed as shown in Hgure5:
1.230V mains 3-cnre, to the rear of the
control module, terminating in a
Eufosocket F!LI6S (this cable is shown
coiled in Figure 3).
2,36V AC from the front of the control
module to the rear of the roundabout for
iighiihg (4-way sockets FK24B),
3.6V DC from the front of the control module
to the rear of the roundalwuc for main
motor supply (2-way sockets FK22Y,,H1:97L)-

4. Audio output from die from of the
conuol module to the rear of die
roundalxiut for organ speaker input
dockable mono-jack plug PVOoD/Z-way
and audio socket l;K22V).
Agaiaall connectors and cables were
obtained from Maplin stock.

improved bearings, lamps supplies, wiring,
unique art work and plastic moulded horses
and cockerels of traditional design, iiihi- .-1
'Mechanical details for this project
will be found In Model Engineer, Jssue
4087, on sale i2th February 1999.

Summary
Hie complete model roundabout measures
!9 inches (4S3mm) in diameter by 11 inches
(280mm) in height and rotates at 6 rpm.
The initial build cook 3,500 hours over 5
years with a funher two years of
improvement. The pmateh- decorated
horses and cockerels execute a conventional
galloping morion and are accompanied by
genuine Gavioli organ music - die whole,
illuminated by I50\V of miniature lamps.
The model is used to give talks to varioas
organisations, such as sciiools, community
centres. Probus Clubs and professional
institutions.
The writer grateful acknowledges the
basic design parameters of motors, gearing
and wooden stmctures provided by Model
Fair Designs of Mr Vic Kkig, Oxford. This
design was modified by the writer to provide

Stan Young was formerly Chief
Installation Engineer of Laser Systems
Group, Fefrahti ltd., until 1989. He" is
a B.Sc. Chartered Engineer, Fellow of
the Instrtution of Mechanical Engineers
and a Fellow of the-Institution of
Electrical Engineers.
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SUGGESTED PARTS LIST
CASSETTE PSU - FIGURE 6A
RESISTORS
Ri
Min Res,220R
RV1
Cermet 5k
CflPACITOflS
C1
.Mihidisc lOOnF
C2
Mirvelecl IpF 63V
ICli
IM317T
AMPLIFIER FIGURE 6B
RESISTORS
Ri
MihReslOR
H2 • : Min Res.: 208
•R3
MiriRes i20R
■R4
Min ResSGR
R5
Min Res 1R
RVl
Pot Log TDK
CAPACITORS
Ci,3 Minelect lOQuFTSV
C2.6.8. Minele« 47pF16V
04
Geramic 220pF
C5
PoiidsSer 220flF
C7
Poiijsster lOOnF
SEMICONDUCTORS
101
TBAa20M
MISCELLANEOUS
l/S
Suitable 8rt SpsaKer
BATTERY LIFE.EXTENDER
RESISTORS
RI,
Miri Res IM
R2
Min Res 110k
R3
Min Res 12K
R4
Min Res 910K
R5,6 Min Res 130k
RT
Min Res i3k
RS
Miri Res 47QR
CAPACITORS
.C1
PCBecl47pF 25V
C2
Ceramic 47pF
SEMICONDUCTORS
D1
1N4148

M220R
WR4iU
BX030
VH03D.
UF27E

MIOft
■M20R"
■M120R
M56R
MIR
• FW22Y
VH13P
VHllM
VVX60O
BX78K
BX76K
,.V>!Q63T

M1M
MilOK
M12K
M910K
M130K
M13K
M470R
•VH32K
VVX52Q

ChokslmH
Low Current 5rnm Red

LED FLASHER SYSTEM FIGURE 4A
RESISTORS
Ra.2 Min Res S20R
CAPACITORS
■01
Minelect 470/jF 63 V'
■SEMICONDUCTORS
Dl.
1N4001
IfDs (Bt-Colouted '3fnm LEDs
SYSTEM SUPPUES HGURE 3B
Tl
Toroidal TransT6QVA
F1.4 20mm Fuse 5A
F2
20mm-ftise 400mA"
■F3
20mm Ftise 1.BA
Dimmer
AC Adaptor 300niA
Panel Neon Red.
2610/180 Cake
12 V1WIES lamps
Heat Shiinh Sjeevihg
2fnrfi silicone'njbber sleeving
Tpote CfO Switch
Ultra-Min Relay
Eurokicket.
l-way Sockets
Z-v,-ay Sockets
Lockabte Mono Jack Plug
'DimmerSvriu^t
9V PP3 NiCd Battery
FUP. FLOP CIRCUIT
RESISTORS
Rii2 T8R1W
2; x 36R. Mi'ri Res .in parallel
VRi,2 22K Hort Preset
CAPACITORS
C1
22qpF 16V G«iElect
.02,3 47pF.16V GenQect
SEMICONDUCTORS
TRi,2 TIP31A

WH478uk4ac

M820R
AT84F
QL73Q
UF96D
Y]t23X
OA02C
CZ93.B
CZ98G .
XX09K
BKS2Q
XJ34M
108 Off ;
WL75S
as fdqd
•- RZ59N
as reqd
CC98G
FHOSJ
T
FM92A
HL16S
asreqdFlt24B.:
as reqd ■ FK22yyHP97L
FV03D
FQ10L
VN52G

:M36R
IJH04E
AT4ili
AT39N
QL15R

QL80B
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Paul Freeman-Sear returns to his Lego building days
but this time in a virtual ivorld with a review of three
packages from Lego Media International, a separately
based company set up to develop media products.
Creator
One of she great
problems in building
anything in Lego bricks
is the frustration that
might ensue when ytiu
don't have the correct
bricks to finish the job.
Translate your building
prowess to the computer
screen and you are limited
.no longer. Creator,.launched
at die end of last year in time
for Christmas does just this.
Create what you want with
standard Lego pans and place
them in a typical Lego scene
taken either from stock urban situations or
even pick your own roadways and buildings
and you are ready to experience the action.

When you've finished, dick
on Play and the whole thing
comes alive complete with
urban sounds, imagine you
are in a helicopter and you
can 'fly' over the action and
view at any angle, with a
clay or.night time scene.
This is where I found it
thoughtful of the creators,
you can set your play
town to run using a real
St
dock with a day/night
cydc orkmoducE night
at the scene at the
press of a button with
the lights coining on at dusk. Cle\erl
As widi all lego Media products it is easy to
iastall. On the first run you cango stiaighi into
the tutorial. It goes without saying, ibis is for
the kids in the household (honest) and really.
t■

*

the lower age end is limited only by
comprehension and basic command operation
of a computer. However 1 am sure adults will
Ik interested in looking over shoulders.
When building up a model, 0|>ening the
"toy box' icon will reveal a variety of options
including the type of 'Lego World' you want
to build in, and the type of preset model
buildings you would like to place in your
scene. These include a lot of the standard
models you can buy with real bricks. Then
we go on to the types of bricks at your
disposal and of course in the colour you
want. The action ofitulng bricks together is
helped by shadows for correct placement
and you get a clicking sound effect of the
bricks locking in place.
There is a whole range of vehicles to choose
from. Set them up with a driver or pilot on
their predetermined path in die air or on die
roads and away they go. Action bricks will
hinge, rotate, give off sounds, flash and
illuminate aD at you're prdgrammcd command.
Ifyou are looking for niore spectacular
action, there are Destructa' bricks. These
fiendish licde bricks, if placed within your
model or if placed on their own in die play
scene will explode at die mere click of a
mouse bunon. A more pre-planned approach
is to pmgrani the detonating mechanism with
timed or random fuses. Is this fun or not?
And when you have made a mode! to Ik
proud of you can save in die usual manner
The building instructions of your favourite
model can be printed out anil given to friends.
I would thorotighlv recommend this one
at £34-99.
Chess
Now this is a game to revive the .stimulus of
strategy anti thinking power of children.!
remember how mentally refreshed I was after
a game of chess years ago. And so it was with
this one from Lego. "With the excellent
standard oftuiori.-t! over,-should your
children need it, a game can now commence.
You hare the option of choosing teal images
of chess pieces or replacing them with Pirates
or Wild "West duracters and with a choice of
background. Once started, the game
progresses with running commcntarySidvice
on what ynu can or can't do. Ether plating
against the computer or a friend, the .board can
be viewed from many angles using real rime 3D
tedinology. Having said dial, moving one. of
your chess pieces to some of the fanciiu! angles
might just lie a little bit difficult, if you are.
playing a friend on the same computer, the
baud will rotate for each move. Thais neat! A
game is also possible oter the CniemeL
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package for the kids to experiment with
track drcuits and basic train control
mechanisms, this is not one for the more,
serious enthusiast. It also seems to be an
exercise in showing children how to
communicate by postcard mail using a train
to take your mail on screen to, fictional
characters or by e-mail to real friends.
Depending on what the original idea was
behind this software, the model railway
design concept is a good one and lias huge
potential for the serious designer if
appropriate.software was out there. Sounds
like both parties should get their heads
together for some serious software to
incorporate some real images of models in
3D of course..
Suggested Retail Price £24-99
And finally...
The only reservation I have with all these
software titles and it's nor just I.ego but
many eciucationaJ software utles, is on the
voice ouipui. 1c wouldn't have taken much

N
r
iH
Meanwhile back at die board, clicking on your
intended chess piece and indicating the
square to move to, the chess piece will walk to
the new position. In the event of you taking
your opponents chess piece, an animated
sequence begins from one of over a hundred
different bartle sequences in canodn. The
game can be custonused according to the
level of ahility of die player. So starting at liosic
level winning against the computer will give
the child confidence to move on.
Chess, is ah excellent way to encourage
and develop fbrwanl planning for children.
Vveli done to Lego for its attempts to revive
and reinrroducc this ancienr game to young
ones. Suggested Retail Price guide £29-99Loco
Playing trains on a computer has a different
ring about it. The trains based in this
package arc ciiffercnt from using a normal
layout or indeed what you might expect. It
is loosely Ixised on the lego System train
concept. You can choose a variety of basic
engines., carriages and a huge variety of
buildings arid trackwork. Starting with a
choice of basic backgrounds, the track can
be laid out albeit with fixed tight curves,
points, crossovers atid straight secrions.
Wlien you are ready you can encourage the
trains to come out of the sheds
and steam around
the track, with
that now
o
r
familiar awful
sound, I'm sorry
to say of die mid
weft American
■T
m
'Casey Janes'
steam whistle - oh
dear! Has anylxxiy
m
ever heard of
British sampled
sounds? You can
alter the points
aliead of the. train,
%
dmnge die signals to
stop, go or reverse
otherwise the train
will stop at a red light.
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Curiously, diildren cm network up to
nine PCs with toco and they can send
pictures and sounds.on the train to whoever
else on another PC or indeed to their
friends on the Internet via a Lego
Loco server. Is diis package really
for kids? They can also create their
own postairri designs and send to
o
their friends externally by e-mail
or.interhaDy to various logo
characters on your layout.
Postcards can lie accessed from
die 'Post Office". Yes this is a
post office building that you
take from your.buildings
i
selection and place on ynur
?■
layout. .Clicking on the post
office will make available to
s
you everything you need to
create your postcard. Any
cards receiver! from your
friends (by Ermail) can be
put into an.album, a virtual
one. of course.
Although this is an amusing starter
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to use English accents and a good stock of
plain English phrases for die .British.marketPerhaps Fm not 'cool' enough in these now
warmer climates and it's only adults tliat
wotiy about such tilings!

m
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Basic computer requirements
for all of these packages:
FCooly
166 Pentium or above with Winctmvs 95 cr above
IBM RAW Win
5QM Tree spacs
3D Graphics card (Athised)
Soundeafd
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Optical Radar for
Early Cancer
Diagnosis and a
New UK Centre
for Lung Cancer
Research
Cancer is the biggest killer in
Britain, causing 25% of all
deaths. Nobody can be certain
that lite/ won't be affected by
some variam of die disease.
Treatment may require surgical
removal of tissue, or sitedfic
drug treatments, but whatever
the individual circumstance Lin
3 of us will develop it during
our lives. There may be a i in a
hundred thousand billion
ctiance of two things going
wrong simultaneously in a cell
hut as there are about 100
trillion cells in the human body
there is a high statistical chance
that it will liappen sooner or
later. So when scientists
announce.any step forward in
this fight the media will often
hail tlfis discover); and quite
understandably. Results from
the American drugTamoxifen
suggest that it prevents breast
cancer in high-risk women, and
coincides with the announcement
of 'gene p:53" which may .
protect against the toxic side
effects of chemicals in tobacco

Early diagnosis of cancer is
dearly very important. Two
prototype sensors developed by
Dr Peter Andretzky ax Germany's
Erlangen University will help to
do this by measuring how skin
scatters light to reveal both
healthy tissue and tiny melanomas
growing below the surface. A
spectral radar, or tnodified
optical fibre interferometer,
measures a vertical skin profile
by lighr scattering and is
sensitive enough to show die
effecrs of moisturising cosmetics
(Figure 1).. In principle liis
spectral radar may measure skin
cancer witha 50gra resolution,
conventional ultrasound
accuracy is approximately
0.15mm and gives no tumour
details. In the "US alone it is
estimated dial skin cancer
affects nearly 28,000 people
each year, kilting 6000. If
spatted early, tumours can
usually lie removed by simple
surgery. An important medical
aim in experimental dermatology,
or skin studies, is to quantitatively
measure alteradons of the skin
in an eariy state. These alterations
occur on the surface of the skin
as changes in topology, texture
and morphology visible as
changes in skin light scattering.
Tire spectral radar is a fibre
sensor for acquiring human skin

RESEARCH

Dr Chris havers looks at a lasting
legacy to the popular entertainer Roy
Castle who died from lung cancer.
smoke. More recently, news thai:
two drugs (angiosrarin and
endostatin) can kill tumours in
mice caused a great deal of
excitement, and a 5-fold rise in
shares value for US company
Entremcd. Given in combioation,
a tumour's blood supply is cut
off, and appears to be effective
against all solid tumours,
including breast, colon and
lung. Pioneer research using
this therapy Is taking place at

Mount Vemon hospital in
Middlesex and iii the USA.
Tragically die three main UK
cancers lung, breast, and bowel,
claim about 37,000,14,000 and
12,000 lives respectively
annually. Rather than trying to
find a single treatmcnr to
combat all cancers, research has
focused, on investigating a
specific cancer cell's weakness,
and then developing a drug dial
will target that cell.

Comparison between human skin with different moisture content
Prat e, mosfef. M. W. tindn«. A. Schufe
hand without treatment

hand 30 minutes in water
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rftorpbalogy. The scattering
amplimde a(z) along a TCttiasl asfa
firom the surface into the body
can be taken in one exposure
and is called an opiogram. A
broadband light source (lOmW
Superi.uminesceut Dickie, SIX),
with peak emission at ftlOnm) is
fbcuseci onto the skin.
Backscattered light is combined
with a reference sigriaL Different
w-avelengdis are separated by a
spectrometer with a resolution
of 0.05nm,.aod a I02'i
phntodiode array. The array
output is processed with a
Foutier transform arid calculaxes
both amplitude ancl scattering
site location. The dynamic
range arid spatial resplutibtiare

-79<iB arid iO^rii respectively.
The Coherence Radar extracts
height isiformation (profilonieuy)
from wiiite light correlttgrarns.
In vivo measurements of
human skin, where the sensor
is brought to the patient are
possible (Figure 2). The sample
area is 4 x 4 mm, and the skin
profile takes only 25 seconds.
The clinical relevance of in
vivo data has been demons traced
in dermatology. Andreisky
succeeded in measuring skin
cancer, in comparison with
Wealthy skinsBoih show different
backscanering pro|tenies. With
die spectral radar he measured
layer thicknesses which vary
only in scattering coefficients.

f.

' x

FTguro 2a.
Qptfcaf
ProfllDmotry
of forearm.

Figure 3.
Spoctfal
radar.
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In vivo measurements with the fiber optical coherence radar
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Rgure 6. Roy Castle Lung Cancer Centre.1
Credits; University of Erlahgen and lhe Roy Castle Lung Cancer FoundationPeter saj's "the coherence radar
is used for optical coherence
profilometry, the measurement of
ilieS-dimensional topologt' of
die human skin. Tiie coherence
radar acquires in vivo 3D
topology of die skin. The sixjctnil
.radar also develojjecl at our
Institute is applied in optical
coherence tomography (OCI),
for the measurement of the 3D
morphology ohskin-"
A mobile and compact
sjiectral radar has been built
(Figure 3). Measurement of si
forearm displays deep 60pm
wrinkles and shallow 30pm
wrinkles. Shallow wrinkles
decrease with increased skin
age. Processes such as wound
healings the effects of cortisone
applications and cancers are
encoded In the. topology of the
skin. Aridrcrzky's group
measured the moisture content
of human skin in the hand.
Figure 1 shows a comparison
between a skin optogram
before and after moisturising.
The epidermis of notmal skin is
'- 2-10pm, Skin cancer increases
backscatterihg by the
accumulation of melanin. In a
melanoma melanin the
epidermis extends to — 400pm.

The thickness of the stratum
corneura of human skin can lie
measured, firstly in vitro arid
then in vitro after surgery.
Optograms show the thickness
of the hand —160pm, and 50pm
on the back. Optograms are.
continned by histologieal
images. The spectral radar can
distinguish normal skin from a
malignant melanoma which
scat ters more titan normal skin.
Lung cancer kills a person
every 15 minutes ia the UK. At
present in the UK, lung cancer
has the highest trialc mortality
rate, and in women ir is now
second only to breast cancer.
Sadly this is changing for the
worst, as in some pans of die
UK king cancer in women has
overtaken breast cancer. In S0%
of cases, lung cancer detection
occurs beyond effective
treatment, resulting in a high
mortality rate and a poor overall
survival rate. One cause is
radioactive Radon gas which
seeps out of die ground and
into homes, responsible Joe
about I in 20 lung cancer deadts.
Whole areas of Cornwall, Devon,
Derbyshire, and Scotland are
worst affected. Radon occurs
naturallv in the Earth's crust as
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part of the Uranium decay chain.
It is known that Czechoslovakian
and East German Uranium
miners circa 1950-1970 had a
high risk of developing cancer.
Latest research suggests that
50,000 people live, in homes with
unsafe Radon levels. However,
smoking is generally accepted as
the most frequent cause of lung
cancer, and yet many people
(about 4000 a year) suffer from it
without ever having touched a
dgareue, like Roy Castle.
At the Roy Castle Lung
Cancer Foundation researchers
are working towards early
diagnosis.and elimination of
lung cancer, improved patient
treatment, family supjron, and
health education to help give
up smoking and ensure titat
children never start. The Lung
Cancer Fund was founded in
1990 to raise public awareness
of lung cancer and initiate a
programme of research into its
development, prevention and
management. In 1993 the idea
of. an international Centre for
Lung Cancer Research was
conceived, and Boy Casde,
recognised Christian musician
and popuLar TV host (Record
Breakers) was appronched to

give his name to a £12,000,000
apjieal to build, equip and run
die Centre. He was one of die
best-loved and respected
entertainers diis country has
ever known. His showbusihess
career spanned 40 years
encompassing television, film,
theatre and cabaret. He was
shocked to find that there
wasn't a single research centre
in die world dedicated
exclusively to the study of this
disease. Since Roy's death in
September 1994 (aged 62) lies
widow Fiona has worked
tirelessly and with great
enthusiasm to further the
development of this charily. The
Centre was completed in May
1997 and opened to research
scientists in October following
fitting out of die laboratories. It
took 15 months to build, at a
cost of•£-4,000,000, with
estimated running costs of
£-2,000,000 p.a., and apart from
a grant of £150.000 lias been
funded entirely from public
contributions. Phase 1 was
completed at its grand opening
ceremony on May 11th earlier
thisyear by Sir Cliff Richard,
and includes a molecular
biology (genetic) laboratory, an

epidemiology unit, a lecture
theatre, seminar rooms and
other leaching facilities. Dr Judith
Youngsort, epidemiologist
and Assodate Project Dircaor,
lias die roie of Identifying '
individuals who are at most risk
of developing cancer. She will
also investigate exposure to
cancer causing agents in the
workplace, diet, family medical
hisiory and areas of residence
for dues about environmental
and social factors. Current
criteria will help select men and
women who may develop the
disease and these will be seen
annually in Rxindation funded
clinics. Detailed questionnaires
will be cDtapleinemt-d by lung
samples which will be sradied
for genetic code aitenuions
using sophisticated technology
in the laitonuories. Mutations
are caused by carcinogens in
tobacco smoke and other
agents. Over lime a series of
unknown genetic mutations
takes place until enough ceil
damage occurs to make it
rhaligriant and a cancer starts.
Seven thousand high risk
Individuals will be monitored
for 10 years and will help to
identify mutations occurring in
lung cells before and after the
final step to malignancy,
diagnosing cancer before it
happens or at least in its early
stages. This is a realistic long
term hope and one which will
transform die management of
lung cancer. If early lung cell
changes are funnel, high risk
individuals could be predicted
and screening programmes made
possible, rather than waiting
undl a tumour has formed.
Hie Roy Castle lung Project
and Cennre is the only purposebuilt centre for lung cancer
research in the world. Die first
scientists who started work in
liveipoo! University have now
transferred to the Cemre. .Already
they Isave identified an abnormal
genetic area in lung etneer. Two
of the major pmbiems with lung
cancer are that it can quickly
spread from the lung into other
pans of the body and tumours
can grow at a phenomenal rate.
However, dderty patients have
markedly slower tumour
gravith and fewer secondary
tumours. The Foundation lias
funded three years research ar
Manchester and Dundee
Universities to provide valuable
information in developing
therapies which may 'slow
down' blood vessel formation in
or around lung cancer. Future
objectives for die Foundation
include thefdentificaiion and
eradication of risk factors,
i

screening programs, and readily
available iitenuure and
counselling.
If you would like to send a
donation or want to know more
about the Roy Castlejung
Cancer Foundation then contact
them at 15 Stratford Place.
London Vfl (tel 017J 355 1257).
E-m;iii:roycastic(5;cnEerprise-riei
E-mail pfaPundine.
physik.uni -erlaiigen.de
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Forthcoming Electronics |
and Eiectronics related |
conferences
:
1POT Hie Image Processing and j
Optic Technology conference
;
will occur between die 17di and ;

18th of February 1999 in HaU 11
at the NTC Bimiingham. Open
times: Wednesday 0930-1700,
and Thursday 0930-1600. This
vvili be the premier event for
die image processing industry
and brings together die largest
gadiering of imaging and apdes
professionals in Eiirope. Th.c
conference is free to all visitors,
Tickets are available by calling
the conference liodine on: 0182
617744 or by pre-registering
now on die vvodd-wide web at
iwiw.ipot.com.
''Microscopv- of Semiconducting
Mateiiils'' wil take phce between
March 22-25 1999 at Dsforel
University. Areas to be covered
include; bulk and thin film

!
;
j
:
;
j
i
,
;
;
:
i
i
i
i
;
j
•
i

semiconductor characterisation,
effects of semiconductor
processing treatments, and die
tissessmenr of finished electronic
devices. Special sessions will focus
on developments in hi^i resdulion
imaging, specimen preparation,
suifeflattlces, and qiuinnim
stracrares. Contact-- The Institute
of Physics, 76 Portland Place,
London. Tel: 0171 470 4800.
"Hie Intemarional Space Station;
Qeating New Opportunities." A
4thItiiemaiionaJ Space Universiiy
(iSU) Svinposiuin will be held
in Strasbourg, between 26-2S
May 1999. Contact Mr P French,
ISU, Strasbourg, France,
Fax-!-33 03i5S 65 54 47. niFmTq

Optical Metrology Group - Chair for Optics - University of Eriangen
M. Bail, G. Hausler, J. M. Herrmann, M. W. Lindner
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Charge Current
R2
50mA
4TfW.25W"
IDOmA
1SR0.2SW
200mA
eBRO.sav
300mA.
3.9ft0.5W
400mA
2.7RC.5W
Table 1.
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K7300 CHARGER
FEATURES

Univert :al

Charges NiCd or NiMH
batteries
Selectable charge
current ISmA to
750mA
8 Selectable battery
voltages 1.2V to 9.6V

BiTTERY

52min "fast charge
14 hour normal charge
Automatic
charge/discharge

CHARGER

K7302 CHARGER
FEATURES
Charges NiCd or
NiMH batteries
Ideal'for fn-car use
Can be used with; a
wide range of mains
adaptors
• LED charge current
Selectable charge
current
K7302 Charger
Tills charger is very simple and
is idea] ibr ihe beginner 10
electronics. Figure 1 is the
circuit diagram with charging
controlled bv series transistor

by John Mosely
Velleman produce several battery
chargers for both Nickel Cadmium
and Nickel Metal Hydride types, so
this month ive look at ttvo from the
range. K7300 is a universal charger
and discharger tvith automatic
operation, tvhile K7302 is a vety
simple type that is particularly suited
to charging batteries from a car
battery, via the cigarette lighter.
T1 and current limiting resistor
R2. H2 is determined by the
desired charge current, and can
be selected to give a cltarge
current ranging from 5QniA to
■iOOraA (see table), bI provides
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protection in the event that the
drcuk is connected to the DCsupply the wrong way, and C1
provides additional smoothing.
A U:D indicates.that die circuit
is connected.

The DC supply can he either
hard wired on to the board, via
two pins, or it can be applied
via a standard internally
switched power jack. Mote that
this socket has to be fitted
because of the internal switch
which disables the hard wired
connection when a suitable
plug is inserted — if there is no
socket then there is no
connection to die hard wired
pins. The input DC can be
within the range 6.5V to 21\;
and is dependent on the .battery
voltage The niin/max supply
voltage for a paruculariy battery
voltage is shown in Table 2.
If you do noL use a DC voltage
in die range specified Tbr the:
battery voltage you are charging
then the drcuit does not
fiinaion properly. The I£D does
not illuminate if this is the case.
Construction
This is very siraJgbdbnvard but
you do need to select your
desired charging current to
select the value of R2 - all die
values as specified in Table 1 are
included in the Inc. It is quite
possible to make a mutli-charge
current device by using a
double polemultivvay (6-way)
switch and mount the resistors
On the switch. This would make
it a very versatile and compact
charger that can be used from a
car cigarette lighter socket. I
would recommend the fused
version (BV-ifiA) lighter plug
which also fearures an f.KD.
TI is mounted on a smallfinned supply hea rank. ]f yem do
mount the charger in a small box
then the 1133 would ideally be
mounted off thebaard.
Remember to take care that vou
Battery: Supply Voltage
voltage Win
Max
1.2/
6.6V
10V
ziw
7.5V
nv
12V
3,6V
9.6V
4.8V
10.5V- ■13V
6V
12V
15V
:7.2V
lev
13-2V
17V
8;4V
i4.5V
9.6V
15.6V ■iev
is.av
3SV
10,8V
12V
21V
ISV
Table 2.

1N4007
In + &-

-©+•»D1

6.5V to 21V DC
In • o—

+
_ C1
220,11F
25V

Ski

" Battery
1.2V to 12V

120R/0.5W
-o -

HI
TR1
BD135

Sw
rr
^7ledi

R2

Charge Current
SOmA
100mA
200mA
300mA
400mA

R2
47R/0.25W
18R/0.25W
6.8R/0.25W
3.9R/0.5W
2.7R/0.5W

FTgure 1. Circuit diagram
of K7302 charger.

■

I z* *

K7300 Charger/
Discharger
Tills kit is a universal automatic
charger/discharger sersion, and

1
K7302 charger.
get the diode, LED arid declroiyiic
capacitor round the correct way
Depending on the battery
type and numbers will influence
the type of battery connector. A
standard battery connector such
as HF28F can be soldered to the
board and then connected to a
variety ofbattety boxes to suit
the desired batteries.
Remember that ideally to get
maximum life from the batteries
you should charge at a current
value 1/30 of the charge
capacity of the battery. If 5-011
decide to charge at a faster rate,
then more care with charging
times will need to be exercised,
and preferably to discharge the
battery prior to charging.

I

is more sophisticated tlian the
simple K7302 as it can be set for
various battery voltages and
charge currents. The circuit (see
Figure 2) includes a scleoable
charge rime of either a standard
24 hours or a fast cliaigc of 52
imnutes. On-board jumpers are
used 10 select die time, the
battery voltage and the charge
current Prior to diarging, the
circuit will fully discharge the
batteries, to ensure maximum
life for the batteries. When SWT
is pushed, the red LED
illuminates and the circuit goes
■ into its discharge mode with the
batteries discharged via R3S, a
200 iCAV resistor, and T2. This
resistor docs get quite hoi during
this mode. When the batteries
ace suffidently discharged the red
LED extinguishes and die cfecuit
flips to the charge mode arid the
green LED illuminates. Note that
the design requires a 15V SOOmA
DC power supply to operate.

Testing
1 used a variable 1200niA jxjwer
suppfy (order code VNIOL) io
charge 4 x 'C cells, i-.ith the
output voltage set to 12V and a
value of 6.SQ for R2 which gave
me a charge current of about
ISOrnA. At this value, T1 got
warm. Ifyou do use the lac to
charge higher voltage batteries,
then you may hme to buOd a
suitable DC power supply, but
this could include a multi-tap
transformer such as \VB07A to
cover various battery voltage
ratings, Ifyou moum the
charger in a case then
remember to select one that
provides adequate ventilation.

1

1
PARTS UST - K7302
RESISTORS
R1
0,5VM20R
R2
Sfe table
CAPACfTORS
C1
220j(F25V BectrolytK:
SEMICONDUCTORS
Ti
'BD135
01.1214007
LED1
Red Sriftn Low Cuirem'
MISCELLANEOUS
■DC Jack
.PCS Pins
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Case
Mains Adaptor to suit Batteiy Voltage
2-Way,6-po:e Switch
.Battery Box
12V CfgafBtteUghtfir Adaptor

1
4

By46A

Construction
Start by soldering in the wire
link, which is supplied, followed
by all the small wattage
resistors, diodes, Zener diodes
and due one preset pot. Next
comes the IC sockets, the
capacitors, the big lOW resistor
and tire small low power
transistor TI and the threeJ
legged voltage reference source
LM3S5-2.5 Next fit the tw o
J-EDSj tmd die jumjier pins. LED
mounting kits are included so
that dieJLEDs can be mount on
to a box panel if required. Be
careful when cutting nlT the
desired number from the strips
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Figure 2. Circuit dlargam of K7300 charger.
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PARTS UST- K7300
RESISTORS (ail 0.25W except were marked)
R1
82R
R2
47R
22R
ft3
R4
18R
R3
12R
R6
10R
R7
8.2R
R8
6.SR
R9
4.7R
RIO
3.3R
Rii
2.2R
R12,13
3.3 R
R14
100K
R15
47dR
R16
2K2
R17
i20K
Ri8
i5K
Ri9
22K
R20
,33K
R21
47K
R22
a2K
supplied as it Is very easy to
(bmngc the plastic housing
surrounding the pins. Use s
sharp craft knife to cut die
plastic housing. Nest fit the DC
power socket, the push witch
and die power transistors T2
and T3. T3 is mounted onto a
verticil mounting hcatsink,
which is held to the PCB by mo
self-tapping screws. If ynu do
intend to mount the PCB in'a
box then the push witch can
be mounted on to a box panel
or side. When selecting a box

R23
• R24
R25,26
R27
R28,29.3G,31,32.
R33
R34
R35
■R36
R37 ■
R38
RV1
CAPACiTORS
01(2
C3
.C4
C5

47riF
IpF
lOpF
ICkDOpF

SEMICONDUCTORS
01,2,3
04.5

1N4148
lN400i

lemtanlier to select one that
allows easy access to set die
voltage, charge current and
c!targe rate. Also select one that
has suffideni ventilation or drill
sufficient holes in the box near to
die heat generating components.
Ensure that the Zencrs,
diodes. EEDs and electrolytic
capacitors are mounted with
die correct polarity The PCB is
densely populated so be careful
when placing components and
check all solder joints to avoid
solder bridges.

1

□

v-.n
m

& "At
V3

m

o
K7300 charger

150K
476K
10H
3K3
10K
IK
33R
1M
82R 0.5W
270R 1W
lOR ibw
226K

.201
202
"tl
T2
t3
IC1
1C2
VRi
LD1
LD2

6.2V Zener
i2V l.SWTferier'
BC557
60327
BD67S'
C04535
LM324
LM.385-2.5,
3mm Red..
3mm Green

MISCELLANEOUS
J1
J2
13,4
.15,6
17
SW1

1 x 2-piris
,-1-x 3-pins
2x8-pin5,.
2.xl2-pinSi
DC socket
1-p Push-tormake Switch
Hestsink'
Ifrpih'DlL Socket
14-pin OIL SocketBeiteiy Connector
Suitable. Ptkver Supply Case

A suitable
plug-In power
supply - see
page 66.

Setting-Up
Hie timer circuit needs to be
set, and this is a very simple
adjustment. Jumpens are placed
over the 'CAL' pins, the '52mm'
(quick charge selling) pins and
the 1.2V selection pins: Connect
a suitable DC power supply to
die board and turn the trimmer
KVi to mid position. Push die
switch button SWT ant! the
green LED should light. After 12
seconds the LED should go put.
If it is not 12 seconds then adjust
RVT by rotating the pot clockwise
to increase the time or anticlockwise to reduce the time.
When you are satisfied widi die
rime setting remove the 'CAL'
link and set the oilier links for
the desired bauery voltage etc.
Iti-U§e
1 used a set of4 x 'C' ceils with
the current set to 200niA, and
the timer set to quick charge
(52 mins) to evaluate the boardPressing the switch started the
cycle with the green LED

coniing tin for about 30 minutes
and then the drcuit flipped to
die charge mode, when the red
.I.ED cameon. After apprtKimaielt52 minutes the red LED went
out. 3 then set the charge time
to 14 hours and pressed die
push switch again and left,the
set-up over night. Again diis all
worked-well. For the test
baueries, ilds cliaige current
was too low in the quick charge
mode - 750mA would liave
Ircen a Irecter bet. Remember
chat it is generally believed that
batteries when charged in a fast
mode should oat be charged to
their full capacity in otder to
niainiain an acteptaljle life span.
Conclusion
Hie choice of kit is very much
dependent on jour requiremenis,
but both work estremch well and
are excellent value for monev.
Maplin Order Coda Price
K73b0 Cfiaigsr, VY43W £14,99
K7302 Charge W44X £6.99
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Words

o

PaRT 6
CompuSpcak
In part 5. Gregg Grant explains how computers
have broadened and enhanced our vocabulary.
Introduction
In the Times newspaper of the 24th January
1998 Simon Jenkins, in an essay entitled 'A
ludditc's lament.' bemoaned not onh' the
jKissing ofhis ageing computer, but also of
its ojjeraiing sraem. Having long regarded
MS-DOS tts the "Old Migh Gothic' of
computing, he now, he informed bis readers,
had to come to terms with" die Newspeak of
Windows. He simply could not bdieve that a
decade of software development could
produce a system which was worse tlian that
which it was alaout to replace!
Almost three weeks later, on die 13ih of
February; the financial journalist Peter Day
informed listeners to the Today progrnmmc
diat herd was no longer the in-word to
describe those with a propensity for
computers. In America, Day rcjxntetL .
'Mouse Trained' lias become Mewspeak for
Nerd which, according to the ninth ediiion
of the Concise Oxford Dictionary Is "US slang
a foolish. feeble, or uninteresting jierson.'
Whether die Mouse-trained will also !>e
regarded as such remains to be seen!
CompuSpeak ciiffcrs little from our
mother tongue, for it icki contains
buzzwonb. complicated initials, acromrns
and coinages. Whit's mom it adapts, adopts
and generally re-invents itself at such a pace
that, every so often, vet another Diet ion a ry
of Computers liits die booksiands, as mlde
one but brteflv illustrates. Manv more such

tomes - large and small - could lie added to
it. all containing new additions or
inierpretauons of what's gone before.
Add to these, books dealing with
intHlem science and technology in which
there are glossaries of terms, and you've
even more espiamtbry material to wade
through. So let's begin by looking at some
of the more commonly used terms and
discover how thcyVe impacted on our
everyday working lives.
Judging by die way many computer words
and expressions are thrown into peoples'
workaday conversation, you'd be forgiven
for thinking diat they are maidng their living
in the computer ihdustn*. Frequently,
however, this isn't so. What you've come up
against is die let's impress 'env syndrome
that we noticed in Part Five. How can we be
sure of this? Simple - look at the length of
die words thrown around, .and the possible
difficulties some people may experience in
pronouncing them.
One example otihis is alphamimeric - in
other words the Indo-islamic numerals and
Roman letters used in this article - and
another is archucccure. This last is
CompuSiJeak for the layout and
interconnection of a computer's internal
hardware and the logical relationship linking
the Central Processing Unit (CPU), the'
Memory and die Input-Output (I/O)
devices. At its simplesr, this concept can be
illustrated by figure one.

Year Publication
•ISiSS Chsfe J. Sppts Ca nputw Dcwxsry, jxiistei !>/y/ R»!sh3n) & Co, Ud.
1975 Istf Msynaitf3 Dictjwisiy of Cotnputer Temisj puHished
by Nswies-Butten'.pflh.
198S Barren's Oitt cnsiy of Computer Terms, irj Michael to.ingjon and
Dougas Dov.ning' This flowchart iii figure we comes .from Uife tonffi.
1989 The HamiyTi Cfetiwisty of Cwnputihg, by S.M.H. Coin; puHfishedtiy theHamtyn Group.
iS97 Wicrosoft Press Cooipotet KcEorery. 3fti Erimoa
1997 V.teisters Hsu Worid D ctionary of Co<npu;er7enr>s. 6th EHitiwi.
Table 1. Some Comptrtet Dictionaries 19SS-1997.
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Figure 1, The
baste Architecture
of a computer.

data in

Ids also used in a similar way as reg:ut(s
the circuit pattern layout of an Integrated
Cinroit, of (IG), the ubiquitous 'chip.' There
are, of course, different types of architecture.
Closed architecture is only compatible with
hardware and software from a single
supplier. Open aicliitecture on the other
hand is exactly the opposite, being
compatible with hardware and software
from any of a numlier of suppliers. Finally
there is Distributed ardiitecturc. user) in
Local Area Net (LAN) technology, nils
architecture uses shared access, methods on
bus or ring LANs. We've also, you may have
noticed, dealt with four of the most common
sets of initials used in CompuSpeak in the
last couple of paragraplts.
Algorithm is another well-used word of
the would-be technologically liip. Wlien
challenged however, few sudi people can
explain that this seemingly complex vvofd
simply means a set of siei>by-step
instructions u,-et! in problem solving.
Aigorithms of course have their own
language - ALGOL or Algorithmic language
- which uses such techniques for technical
and mathematical applications.
.■Algorithms can be pictorial too, in which
case they're known as Flowcharrs, first
developed by the team that created the
Electronic Numerator. Integr.iior. Anaiyser
and Computer (EN1AQ. in the mid-1940?.
At diat time - understandably - there was no
standardised procedure-far cracking
prnhlems using tt computer. Conseqttendy
the team - led by die madiematician
Herman Goldstine - catne up widi the idea
of pictorial rcprcseniation. Goldsdne
reasoned that this would be a fairly
foolproof method of encouraging clear
thinking and accurate planning.
Hie sequence of operations to be cither
applied or carried out, are designated by
particular symbols- Those shown in figure
two date from I9S(x diose in figure Uiree
from the Multimedia or Hypermedia vvodd
of 1997. Both terms simply mean using
more than one form of communication,
illustration or expression^ A good example
of an algorithm is Newton's algorithm for
discovering square roots.
Heuristic is anotherwoni which frequently
apitears in CompuSpeak. The dictionary
defines this won! as 'proceeding to a solution
by trial and error and tliat's iifit at all a imi
definition. Put anodier way. it's a set of
procedures used to crack a probiefn wliich is
less exact - and so less certain ofsuccess than an algorithm, in shon the system - like
the rest of us - learns from cxjictience. Not
that you'd gather this from those that use the
word in everyday situations'

instructions

computer

> data out

workplace. However, what about new words
and expressions such as Bridgeware,
Rrmware and Netware? Where - and how do they interact with good old H and 5?
1 Bridgeware is the hardware - or software used to facilitate easier transfer between
computer systems. Uiis can be done by
altering a number df factors such as
changing translation or the file format2 Firmware on the other liand is either
data, ora program, permanently stored in
a. memory IC such as a Read Only
Memory (ROM) or an Erasable
Prcigramraable Read Only Memory
(EPROM). This last is an IC which can Ire
erased with ultra-violet light and then reprogrammed again via a voltage applied
to a write pin and data applied to the ICs
output pins.
3 Netware is used in the writing of software
which, in coiijuncfion with hardware,
makes a computer such a uscftit tool, it's
better known by its more common name
of the human brain!

/
process

input/output

decision

start, stop,
or interrupt

document

punched card

communication link

:
display

merge

magnetic tape
online storage
sort

magnetic disk
manual operation
Figure 2. Flowchart symboSs, circa 1986.
The Size of the Matter
Sentence.1! such as'. .employing the latest
VLSI iechnoiagy' litter many computer
advertisements. Their creatots - presumably
- are of the view that die punters either
know what they're talking about or can
readily finil our. Vet It's size. In reverse
they're talking about, fiidden in the initials,
and knowing that these initials stand for
Vert' Large can hardly be called a great help.
Let's iook at them again.
iCs of course hate all their active and
passive eomponents built into a small piece
of semiconductor material by chemicai and
etching techniques. This is fairty well
known. Wliat is less well known is that all
!Cs fall into sjieciftc bands.
1 SSI; This is die abbreviation for Small
Scale integration, die latter word meaning
'die combining or adding parts to make a
whole." ICs at this level contain between
one tint) tens components.
2 MBI: This stands for Medium Scale
Integratioh, which produces ICs with
between 10 and 500 components in their
rosikeup.
3 LSI: This is integration for grown-ups.
Here, we're talking Large Scale which whilst it doesn't exactly mean telephone
numbers - is nevertheless anywhere
between 500 and 10,000 components.
4 VLSI: A", noted earlier, this Is Very Large
Scale stuC whose ICs can contain

i

manual Input

anywhere between 10,000.2nd 100,000
components. Almost as many in fact as
were used in theorigiaaJ computers
5 SLSI: This Is Super large Scale, where the
numbers begin to get more than a little
out of hand. This type of 1C would contain
somcthingin excess of ICO.OCO cpfnponents.
New Things
What we've been looking at so far are those
words, tnitlais and abbreviations wltidi are
the common coinage of Compt^peak. "Kvo
other words long part of die currency1 of this
language are Hardware and Software, neither
of which require any explanation whatsoever, '
even among those who work them to death
in dieirdailv interactions at home and in the

document

Overkill
Undoubtedly lite most overworked word in
CoinpuSpcak is Interface. Let's look at one
dictionary's entry on the matter, that of the
Concise Oxford. -There are no less tlm
three major explanatory' sections on the
word, the third one dealing with its use in
computing. This is followed by a couple of
short sentences of fun her explanation
where computing is concemeti.
By for the most interesting part however
is the half-column incli foiiowing diese
entries entitled •Usage. This makes it
perfectly dear that, in many of its forms, the
Word is simply a lugh-sounding synonym for
boundary, meeting point, link, liaison,
interact etc. Esacdy!
Nor does it end there. Its universal
functionality has become all things to all
men In CqmpuSpeak also. In one dictionary
on computing for example, there are no less
than five entries, all of which bear out the
Concise Oxford's strictures on the word. Not
for nothing has the scene of toil become the
interface ntther than die coalface!
Another area where words, descriptive
nouns, and odier verbal attachtnents puzzle
many people is mathematics. Indeed from
the beginning the numhers game was
regarded as little more than drudgery, whidi
could well explain many of the wnrxis
associated with it. a number of which we'll
look into next month.

connector

manual
operation
/

magneoc tape

Figure 3,
'Flowchart
symbols,
circa 1997.

online
storage

subprocess

preparation
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I have been reading the series
on the PK Bio-Feedback
Trainer and Movement
Detector. 1 was panicukrly
interesied.iQ the description of
the Wien Bridge Nectvork
Oscillator described in the
December issue, no. 132. This is
because! required such an
oscillator to be at the heart of
an item of test equipment 1 was
designing. The unit was to use a
PP3 battery as a source of
power, and so I was looking at a
figure of 10 - 15 tnA total power
consumption. I decided also to
use a lamp as a means of
amplitude stabilisation,
remembering that E had read
somewhere that a disionion

ci
10nF

Circuit
i-

0 e e « e

0 0 « • 0 »

Alan Will cox describes a practical
100kHz Wien Bridge Oscillator.

/^RVl
1k set
/
o/p
/

T +9V

R1
15k
741

1

C2
10nF

figure of less than 0.003% was
achieved widi sudi a circuit, and
also that the osdllator required
only about 5mA current, so it
seemed an obvious choice.
Consulting current literature
it seemed Uiat die standard
practice was to use a ! K preset
in conjunction with a bulb
having typical characteristics of
6V-1SM 50mA-60mA in the
negative feetlback path - as
shown in Figure i. 1 did as no
doubt your authors did. and in
goyd faith went along with that,
and for die bull) used a Maplin
12V 60mA ( 15743) lamp. - the
type of latiip used in your PK
circuit. Result - disaster. The
waveform was looking more
like a rounded square, wave
than a sine wave. In order to
get armhing looking like a sine
wave the IK preset was having
to be set at less than ,100 ohms.
Current was going up fast and

Sine-wave
out
O

Lamp
any 6V -18V
50mA - 60mA
type

R2
15k

Figure 1.

O
-9V

-L

0V

there was still distortion. What
was going wrong?
As the original idea to use a
tungsten lamp as a means of
distortion free amplitude
stabilisation is American in
origin 1 turned my attention to
American literature.
The dasrir circuit of this tyfse
is from linear Technology Corp.,
as, shown in Figure 2. This uses
a '32T lamp in coniunctioa with
a feedback resistor of 430Q.
The distortion is 0.0025% at
2kHz and the oscillator uses
less than 5mA.. I don't know
wltat the diaracterlstics of a
'32T lamp is, but it seems to be
the one in most common, use.
There are many other examples
using different lamps and
feedback resistors. All however,
have one thing in common. The
feedback resistor is in the range
2700 to 750Q, The choice of a
Ik preset is dearly a good one
and is indeed often used.
Reference to the Maximum
Peak Output Voltage vs load
Resistance diantcteristics for a
TL0S1 shows thar normal
operation is not feasible with a
load resistance at or less than
IOOf2, The oscillator amplinsde
stabilises when the resistance of
the. lamp reaches half that of

430R

LT1037
No. 327
(amp

100nF
o
1k6
lOOnF

Figure 2,
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1k6

-L 0V

Sine-wave
out
O

current through rhc bulb is in the
region of 9mA - 10mA. If the opamp v.-ere to be operating widiiQ
its normal parameters this would
result in an output of about
loVpk-pk. Note thai although
tltis iOmA point does show
perhaps the most change of
resistance, the rate of change (its
slope) is small. Also, I suspect rhc
oscillator amplitude is being
limited, not by the bulb but by
the our of specification leading of
the op-amp. Tltis would also
make lite amplitude sens i mo to
die supply colts.
Compare nowwltlt the
characteristics of the BT-h
ttmp. The curve shows the
region in which it is practictl to
use the bulb, and includes a
resistance range from 15011400£2. Considering dial this has
to be 1/2 the resistance of die
feedlrack resistor, we have here
the ideal bulb. If a Ik preset is

400 —t
28V/24mA Lamp (BT44X)
G
■a- 300—1
wOJ
ir
a. 200 —
ae
Operating point in this
region in the P.K. Circuit

100 —

12V/60mA (BT43W)
I
4

^
5

i
6

^
7

^
8

1
9

10

12

\
13

I
14

n
15

Lamp Current mA

Figure 3.

IC1 = TL082

R1
56k

l/p
7V to 28V

11

C4
470pF

R4
3k

C1
1QiiF

VR1 is o/p
level adjust
Clb

+
ICta

VRI
Ik,

R2
S6k

:C2
10uF

R3
3k

C3
470pF

O/p 2V pk-pk, 3.5mA
to. 14V pk-pk, 6.5mA

Lamp

I I
-i- ov
Figure 4,
die feedback resistor. In the PK
circuit thus is when its resistance
has risen to Slfl. The loaci
resistance then, is 62 -r 31, that
is 93fl - your poor little TLOSl is
hanging on by the skin of its
teeth! Distortion is inevitable,
hence the need to balance (not
cancel) the distortion by the
Lmroduction of an offset null
preset P2.
Clearly what's going wrong is
the choice of bulb to use. After
wasting considerable lime, I
worked out that if Jim Williams'
( Linear Technology Corp.)
design used a 4300 feedback
resistor, then die resistance of
the bulb when the osdUator is
running must be 215d. The
oscillator as a whole only uses
about 5 mA. so allowing ImA for
the op-ahip, die bulb current is
approximately only 4mA rms.
The bulbs cold resistance cannot
be a lor less than 2130 for it to
rise to that value with just a
couple of mA. flowing through

1

-o *
R4
<|)
Output

(• VRI

"ii®
C3

OV

R3

)Lamp

R1

I

• &

0 R2

-o -

Figure 5.
it-T measured the resistance of
Maplins BT44 lamp which is
rated at 28V- 24 mA. It areraged
at around I60fl, and when
wired up in place of odier bulhs
Iliad tried it give perfect results.
The very act of measuring its
resistance of course increases it
due to current from the merer,
and so its cold resistance Ls
somewhat less.

lb cleariy illustrate the
problem, and its solution, I have
plotted diei-Vdianicierisrics of
the BT43 and the.BT44 to the
same scale, shown in Figure 3.
For the lamp to oiierate efficiently
as a regukiing device it must lie
used at a current level where it
shows marimuni change of
resistance, lite curve for the
.BT43 lamp shows that ar3!fl the

used for the feedback resistor
the oscillator output can be set
from 2Vpk-pk to l4Vpk-pk
within the limitations of the
power supply voltage. If the
preset was sec at say 500D then
within less dian a second ort
power up the lamps resistance
setdes at 25011 It is quite
tascinating to watch on the
scope how quickly the output
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jumps to a perfect sine wave,
aniptitiulesctring being
dependent on tlie jiosition of
the feedback preset.
At lite zero resistance end of
the preser there is of course no
oscilbtion, and at the other
extreme tiiere may be clipping
of the output waveform, but
the active area of the preset is
doi critical enough to warrant
any fixed series resistors. *
A praciicul circuit for a 100kHz
oscillator Djierating from a
single supply is shown in Figure
4. Vilth the output set at 2Vpkpk the total current drawn from
tite supply Is only3.6rnA. and
amplitude is stable from TV up
to 30V maximum. This makes
possiltle operation from a single
PP3 batten: A 12V supply will
allow the output to be turned
up to 6Vpk-pk, for a 18V
supply lOVpb-pk, and for 24V
14Vpk-pk. Ibral current drawn
at 14Vpk-pk is 5.5 mA
Distortion is negtigiWe and will
only occur if the output level is
set higher than die supply will
allow- The bulb then ceases to
be effective mid die output
becomes dependant ujxin the
supply. Operation below 2Vpkpk is not advised. The current
durough the bulb is too small
for it to ftinction as an effective
reguLitor. ICla provides a split

PROJECT PARTS LIST
RESISTORS
Rl,2
56k Min Res
R3.4
3k Min Res
VR1
Ik Preset
Lamp
28V.'24mA Bulb
CAPACITORS
C1.2
lOpF 16V Beet
C3.4 '
470pF Poiy 1%
SEMICONDUCTORS
ICi
TL0S1
i
I
:
;
;
I
;
;
i
|.
=
|
|
I
\
I
:
;
;
|
:

M56K
M3K
WR40T
BT44X
ATSSG
BX53H
(AV62S)

supply rail and openues as a
voltage follower. Total negative
feedback means, that the
output is forced to be at die
same potential as the ncn
inverdng input which is at half
supply due to the 56K resistors.
A suggested knout using
stripbenrd (] P-16) is shown in
figures. From past experience,
it is imperative to use 1%
ixikstviene ciixidtors. If you
need to operate at a ciifferent
tfequenq' then kee(i the 330pf
to lOOOpf values of cap.icuar and
reduce the resonant frequenn'
by just increasing the resistor
values in the bridge netw ork.
Discussing the enpnekors has
remindetl me of a slight slip up
on die part of Donald Aidous.
He writes "That the frequenq(referring to die resonant
frequenq') will be die one at

;
j
j
|
:

:
;
:
;
[
j
;
;
t
i
;
:
;
:
;
;
I
;
.

which both networks tiisplay
equal reactance in C1 and C2."
Since. GI and C2 are" of equal
capacitance then they will
display the same reactance at
any fretjuenq; It is only the
follow on jxiinc that he makes
that is valid - dm is. die resonant
frequenq- is die one :u which
the reactance of the capacitors
is equal to the value of the.
resistors. M of the above is not
meant as a criticism of the
authors, I am just passing on
die results of my work in order
to assist odters. My Criticism if
any, is with die writers of books
that contain these lit tie circuit
blocks which are so often
riddled with errors. I can't
begin to imagine how many
people have tried die bulb
solution and became
disappointed with the results.

1
e
|
i
;
j
1
'
:
e
i
;
;
;
;
!
i
;
;
[

j
|
i
i
i
:
:

Historical Note
Mk VCicn conceived die network
that bears his name in 1891-He
was working on AC bridge
measurements at the time and
the question of Osdlfcuions would
not iiave.entered his mind.
With die invention of die
tdode vahe by Lee De Forest in
1906, elecnonic ampiificttion,
:ind with it the possibility of
oscilbtion, becinie a reality It
was not until 1936 diat William
■Seddington 1 lewien, arraed with
Harold S. Bltck's pioneering
work on negative feedback and
Nyquists 'regeneraine theoiy."
showed that Max Wien's netv.ork
could be made to oscillate.
Hewieu used a tungsten lamp as
a distortion free amplitude
limiciDg device, which survived a
50 year prodoaion run in die
Hewien-Rickard HP200 series
audio asrillainr.
tt was fifty years after Hewlett
described his 'New TVpe
Resi^ance-Cipadtv- Osolhior' dm
Jim "Williams brought together
Wien's network, 1 lewlctt'sfaulb
and a modem op-amp to ghe the
dtcuit shown in Figtire 3. He was
fiist to suggest a JFET in phccpf
the bulb, but rejected it in fevour
ofaGisphotocdl which achieved
a distortion figure of O.COOJTi, ire,
three pnns per million.

NEW PRODUCTS « NEW PRODUCTS • NEW PRODUCTS • NEW PRODUCTS
We take a quick look at some interesting new products that
are featured in the forthcoming new Maplin Catalogue.
You can now have-all the advantages of
switched mode power supply technology
in a handy mains plug top case. These
high power AC/DC adaptors are
realistically priced and are available in a
wide range of output voltages...Each can
be used with a wide range of Input
voltages'and include "a shortCircuit
protection system with automattc
recoveryvThese power supplies are
particularly suited to the Velleman
universal battery chargers featured on
page 58 Of this issue.

Antex have introduced a new gas sotdering iron, the GasCat (order code
RD51F, price £25.49 inc. VAT), a compact pocket sized butane gas' (tighter
luel) iron for ail those applications where a mains powered one is unsuitable.
The strong nylon rasing will hold sufficient liquid butane for up to one hours
continuous use, and is equivalent to a TOW mains iron. The iron is supplied
with a 1mm soldering tip fitted,
as standard and a protective
cap which has an Integral flint
oA
lighter (good for 900 cycles
per flint) and a pocket clip. A
range of spare' dps are
available separately.-The
mawmurh torch temperature is
1300=C and the maximum tip
temperature is450:C..

SPEClFICATtONS
Output voltage tolerance:
.5%
Input voltage:
90 - 265V AC
Operating teitipefature:
05C to 40=C
Ripple/noise (V pk-pk):
1% (20MHz bandwidth)
Order
Code
P151R
PLS2S
F1B3T
PIBAU
rtmr
P166W

Output
Voltage
sv
7.5V
i2>;
15V
isy
2AV

Output
Current
2A
2A
i.6A
L3A
LIA
0.SA

Max. Output
Voltage
S,5V
sv
15-17V
17-1SV'
20-22V
26-29V

Note- These are not avatiabie untiflsl March 1993.

Price
inc. VAT
£14.99
£14.99
£14.99
£14.93
£14.99 .
£14.99

•
,9
•
•
'9
•
•
■•

For those meatier jobs
the latest self-igniting
soldering iron from Antex
(order code UD16S,
price £34.99 inc. VAT) Is
ideal, being equivalent to
a 120W mains iron. The
iron features a plezo
ignitor and a maximum torch temperature of 1300'C, and a maximum Up
temperature of oOO'C. On fill of butane gas (ligiiter fuel) will last op to one
hour. A range of spare.lips are available separately.

NEW PRODUCTS • NEW PRODUCTS « NEW.PRODUCTS « NEW PRODUCTS
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Last niondi when we
looked at how to put
Greek letters in scientific
documents, 1 suggested, tiiai
one war was to type die
corresponding English letter,
then select it and change the
font to Symbol. If you're doing
this frequently, however,'ihis
could get tedious but by using
a macro, this can Ire reduced to
a single key strokeWindows 3.1 and 3-il
included a macro facility but,
surprisingly, Windows 93 does
not. However, many Windows
applications do supjxin
macros. I'll use Microsoft Office
applications to illustrate the
principles hut you'!!
find that many other
applications work in a
K wo r^nev
similar way.

o

wat 'e

i

111

by Mike Bedford
If you're fed up at having to
repeatedly type the same key
sequences or clicking on the same
buttons, you need a macro.

?l* j
i
i
;
What is a
I
iy|l
I
Macro?
;
SwariwafLA macro Is simply a list
j
of commands. By
=
executing the macro,
J'^oDTCTifed i7/J2j^iby!^s"Sejsrt3
I
each of the commands
;
contained within it are
j
executed in sequence.
The Record Macro dialogue,
i
Macros are normally executed
box
is displayed. A delimit
i
by pressing the key
name
for
the
macro
will
be
|
combination which has been
offered but type in EngGreek
I
assigned to it or clicking on a
as
a more meaningful name.
I
toolbar button. To see how Uiis
You're offered the choice of
I
works, let's take our example
assigning the macro to a key
i
of turning the most previously
Stroke or a toolbar. We'll
i
oped English letter into its
assume a key stroke so press
Greek equtvalem.
the corresponding burton.
YbuTI nowbe mstructed to
An Example
press the key combination you
warit to be associated with the
FirsLofall, let's see how we'd
macro — press Alt G (for Greek),
do diis manually in MS Word
then click on the Assign button
After die English letter has been
and finally Close. The following
typed, the cursor will |je
liny windows will apj^ear on die
immediately to its right. So. the
screen, indicating dial
first diing to doIs to select that
recording Is in progress.
letter by holding down the shift
Now, execute the commands
key and pressing left arrow.
we've
already identified as
With the letter selected, the
necessary to do the English to |
symbol font is then selected
=
Greek conversion and when
from the font list Ixixt This will
you've finished, press the Stop ;
turn the letter into its Greek
button on the macro recording I
counterpart but die character
:
window. You'll now find that
will remain selected. So, to put
I
this sequence of insLructions
the cursor back to it's original
will be executed whenever you
position for further typing, it is
•
press Alt G.
necessary to press the right
i
arrtrw key, Hnally, we need to
=
re-select the font which was
Write Your WSSM i
previously in use. Actually
I
Own
that's a hit trick;' but we can, at
The method we've
least, select the standard font in
just seen for denning and
use in the document and diis
executing macros , is similar in
will work in most instances.
i
principle to that of recording
Now let's define a macro to do
and
playing
back
a
TV
=
all of this automatically.
programme using a VCR. This i
From the Tools menu, select
will work in many cases hut
Macro > Record New Macro...
i
■ C*L

then; is a more versatile
method of creating macros,
First of all, though, let's take a
look at how the macro we've
just defined has been stored.From the Tools menu select
Tbols > Macros... Select the
macro EngGreek and then click
on die Edit button. A rather
complicated looking windows
will be displayed but we'll
concentrate on the list box
which is reproduced here,
Tbull notice that this contains
what appears to be a program,
in feet it's written in Visual
Basic, And if you're au fait widi
this language, you can edit the
macro manually in this window,
In this example, the Visual
[(Caamf/

was where it ended up being
stored. If you used the default
settings it would have ljeen
stored in die default Vford
template and so would have
been available in ail files which
you subsequently create or
edir. Alternatively, you can
choose to store the macro only
in the document you're
editing. If you're a frequent
macro user, you might choose
to store a handful of general
paqxise macros in the default
template but keep the more
specialised ones in the
documcm to which they relate.
Different packages will have
different options as to where to
store macros but it's wise hi
keep macro management in
mind. Failure to do this would
be equivalent to storing all your
fifes in the disk's root with no
regard to directory structure.
Beware Macros
Macros are clearly a very useful
facility but their power am be
misused. Since macros can be
written in high level
programming languages such
as Visual Basic, they can do just
about anything such as deleting
files or wiping out the hart!
disk. They can also cause
duplicates of themselves to be
written to all files opened in

V]||ETO&C«

J..

*

rsczjrdAd 17/ L1/S3 tr
cBvfcfjxra
I;
stlus.SoveLcfi T!=it i =nJCt3E"3CC£r, Coanci=ij Ezcenii:=8illxc£nd
SsJection.Toati.Ue^s := •5?r±:al,p
Eclec-t:^Qc-*!jveF-tgbt Dole:=roJCtexai:c5E, CQar.c;=l
£-i-!r?:±izo..7cBt..ae-e Jtsv Frr^n"
Zni Stib
S'\' 1

■

Basic commands are nothing
more than keystrokes and
button clicks. However, it Is a
fully-function:!) language with
all the normal sorts of facilities
such as assign! ng values to
variables, looping etc \XTiai this
means, of course, is that you
can write some very
sophisticated macros which
can do far more than simply
playing back keystrokes.
Macro
Management
One thing 1 glossed over when
I provided instructions on how
to create the EngGreek macro

-

-••n

die package in question. This is
the basis of the macro rims,
now one of the more common
types of computer virus.
This being the rase, you
should be wary of even
opening a word processor or
excel files unless you have
some sorr of virus scanning
software. Microsoft Word
prorides some additional
protection by warning you if a
file you're, about to open
contains macros and gives you
the option of disabling diem. It
is good practice to disable
macros in this way unless
you're 100% confident of the
validity of the document.
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Diary Dates
Eveiy possIKe etfoa has been metis
ta Enaire lhal infomiation piesajted
here is (xxract phor to publicafcnTo avoid disappointmsnt duu to iata
cftanges of smerKirnenis. piease cornsct
event orranisstions to confirfn cisaiis.

What's
• • • •

February 1999
2S FeCmaty SnvsstEsd. OjtTrpia, Lavfca.
Teh (OlSSo) 4-54545.
March 1999
1Q to U March Somwrtd Aoaxxi&tg
etd Fiiaxe, Inteaajje ^Sjrnafen
Ssvibes, GvarO Hal Of,tripiis. LcoSon,
Tet (QISIJ 5415040.
19 March Wiitevs 1299 Stw.v. Cbmpa,
Lcrdai. "fet (01256) 381455.
24 to 25 March SofbAtrt] & the
&4®>/Cm3!. «ax Bjtj-jEfwrL
TBh (0121)5415010.
31 Mar to 1 April CcafeEnce onAnasras
sod PtDpe^tcn. EE, Url.esTy of TfcrK.
TS: (0171) 2401872,
April 1999
3 to 18 April Erirtengi ln!Efr^ora< Scsevce
rfeSSja!,
•fefe (0131) 220 6220,
13 to IS April NEPCOM Efcctioris. ifEC.
Sirctgr^n. Teh (01SD 910 7810.
20 to 21 April Intranet EKPO1293. Esris
Cout Umtfexu Teh (01SD 742 2828.
May 1999
17 to 19 May Cshfe & SateBe
f .tetfacast 3999. Brfs Court. Laxfcn.
Tst (0181) 910 7931.
25 to 27 Way tsmet VArti Lit Somg 1239,
Esrfs Cojn. tpndco. IS: 0171976'C403.
25 to 28 May r&itti HntssrsKAsI Corference
co (.feteringsraJiBnis S* Errtrg' Stsspty
frttamaScna, EE, Ccofasoce C«itrs,
BmwgBm. Tit (0171! 2401371.
26 to 27 Way Embedded S>«wris,
Oympa. loodai Tst (0171J ^13000.
June 1999
7 to 11 June J£8i lnte<iis!:coa'Te5e>r3&:
Gx^ss, EE. Etfo&agi InteiratiaTsl
CorSaen® Cerrire. "fel, C017U 240 3S71.
211o 23 June FfeacteinCaritrolsn
b£sniat»ia! Ccnfersxe bo Hurrai
IntaioCSs in Coniml ftodms, Ci>SpS am
O-oeitafri Cera=s, EE Unssratycri Bsto.
Teh (0171) 2401871.
12 to IS June Se.srjh Intemafeoa!
Cenfareoce on Irrags PrrcesMtg
and its Aaefeafens, f. lanchestec
T=hl0173l 2401S71.
29 June to 1 July rSDVOSKS Tfecom,
ta;, Bsnwgsn. T*. (01SD 742 2828.
July 1999
26 to 28 July Tmri IraBtaibnas Ccnference
co Ad.srceJ AD axl CfA Oai.enio
TEtrra^jBS and the/AoiJfcsmra, Urletsry
cf StrSJxJjda. SssgN-vfe (0171) 2<,.01871.
August 1999
23 to 27 August ESastiih
Sitopojriirn on
Erigneerirg,
L&ntoT- Tei; (01.7: > 240187J.
September 1999
1 to 3 September (frith hSmstroa!
Ccnferaree on B&ririal Ugcriices and
Drr.es, Csntaitxay Christ Chsirch Crtase.
Teh (0171) 240157L.
7 to 10 September ffeth Intaretxx^
Cct'au-ce on'Artfiksa (feiHEl Usfeoris,
lEEConffiraxe on AriSdsl fteiral
MrfriOfS. Ure.ejstyofEriirfaii^t.
Tab (0171) 240 1871..
Please send details of ewerrts for
Irtdusion in 'Diary Dales' to: fteviS Etfitof,
Electronics and Beyond, P.O. Box 777,
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LU or e-mail to
svvaddington@cix.CQmpulInk.cQ.uk.

Digital TV Key To Wireless
Revolution In Homes
The transition from analogue to digital television
and video it the best opportunity yet to
encourage consumers to welcome the concept of
a high performance wireless network Into their
homes, according to electronic product designers
SvTTibionics at <www. symbl oni cs .co. uk>.
Michael Barkway wireless data business
manager at the Cambridgerbased company, say's
digital TV will create even greater demand for an
accessible standards-based technology capable of
handling liigh rate data, digital lideo and audio
in die home environment.
The advent of new digital video technologies —
such as Interactive Digital Broadcasting, digital
VCRs and camcorders - brings new pressures for
the integration of the PC as a consumer
appliance, linking together die new products
seamlessly and wirelesslyt
"Tliere is an increasing need for a standaid to
link tliese new digital multimedia products in the
home," explained Barkway, who is leading the
company's development in this wireless dam area.
"With the right technology, the consumer
could download holiday ildcos from their
camcordeni u> die PC for editing and then view
diem on the main household TV - without ever
making a wired connection," explained Barkway.
"Nobody warns ret mure cables in the home,
so we are looking at high rate applications which
can be developed using new standards in the
5GHz band such as Hipedan and the emerging
IKUKS02.il 5GHz standard. Greater dewing
choice Is likely to lead co more households with
two or tluree televisions, putting pressure on
fnanufatturers to come up with a wireless
.solution which can "pipe' die brotidcast signal to
several video devices," said Barkway.
The HomeRF Working Group has idemified the
need for low-cost home nen>;orking solutions and
Ls working towards the new SWAP standard which
will integrate voice and tow rate data in die home.
A new group recently set up under the Home.
RF umbrella is investigating die next genenirion of
Home RF. code-named 5\VAP-Miiiii-Mcdia (SWAPMM). SjTnbionics has lieen closely invoKetl widi
Home RF since its public launch in March ibis year
and is actively working on the impiemematinn of
the first gener.Hion HomeRF systems.
Other technologies sudi as Bluetooth will also
provide wireless cQruieciivity. This newly
launched consonium aims to provide short
range data links to connect to the cellular phone"Bluetootli and HomeRF each address different
jharkets but neither is capable of the bandwidths
needed for digital video," added Barkway.
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1... Limited Sounds The Death
Knell For Audio Electronics
The audio electronic; business is set to change
dramatically with die vast majoritj' of today's
components becoming aimiiletdy obsolete in die
biggest step forward for die seaor since the Qmipaa
Discdisplaied vmvi. Digital loudspeaka: technology
the hob grail of die audio industp; is set to cause the
death of exjsong analogue audio electronics, causing
a fiindaniental shift in the audio industre
Tliese are the views of Dr Tony Hoolcy,
managing ami technical director of 1... limited at
<www.uno.to>, die British company developing
the world's first, truly digicil loudspeaker, speaking
at DSP 98 at Sandown on 8th December 1998.
"A new breed of speda) digital-input/digiial-output
ddps will be required which will much more closely
resemble special purpose DSPs with integrated
input/output (I-O). Cliip makers need to respond to
die impending shift in the market, before easting
markets vanish in fronr of their eyes," said Hootey.
"Digital loudspeakers are destined to change
the whole gameplan for the big audio electronics
companies," he added. "The more to digital will
lie a rapid one and analogue, audio will be quickly
confined to the museum."
According m Hooiey digital loudspeaker
technology will completely change hi-B and
audio electronics witiim die next five years or so.
With programme sources starting out in digital
form sudi as CD, digital audio broadcast, digital
TV and dlgiuil rideo (versatile) disk tliere is no
longer any need at all for analogue systems.
1... limited's digital ioudspokcr technology
(DLS) takes digital signals direct from source as its
input and emits digital pulses of .sound as its output.
Any manipulation of the audio signal such as
tone-contral, equalisation and volume setting can
be done entirely in die digital domain so ho
special purpose digiuil audio chips are required.
Similarly there Ls no need for a jsowerainplincf as
die arrays of small acoustic transducers in the DLS
are directly driven with Icmqxwer digital signals.
"Conventional loudspeakers ate by tar the weakest
link in the chain lietween recoixiing lire sound and
reproduction. Analogue loudspeakers are iiieffident.
expensive, fr.igjteand require costly hot, hairy and
bulk)' aqiplilicaiion systems " said lony Hodej;
managing and techniral dlrcaor, 1_. liniited.
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by Keith Brindley
The King is Dead.
Long Live the King
That ofd-iimer of computing systems indeed, almost the only thing (bar,
probably, the. monitor) that has been
coinddencal with the whole evolution of
personal computing across die years — the
floppy disk, is dead. Or so Apple and Intel
would liave us believe.
But is it? lb find out we have to
understand why Apple and Intel have
reached chat conclusion. You sec, for
computer makers and innovators like Apple
and Intel, suppocting technologies is always
a problem. The fewer tedmologies there
are to support, die easier it is to make
computers, and die cheaper and !setter
those computers can be. Over the years
there have been many, many supported
lechnologies coming and going. Even- time
there Is a requirement to get. data in to or
out of a microprocessor, in whatever form,
there lias to be a supported technology.
Serial ports, parallel ports, high-speed data
interfaces, slow-speed data interfaces,
internal upgrade and slots (ISA, N'ubus, PCI)
external upgrade card slots (PCMCIA.
FireYTire. flash ROM,.flash RAM, flash Harry;),
and — yes - die good ole floppy disk.
Problem is, when is the right time to drop
support for tedmologies diatare out-dated? _
There never is a 'right' time, of course, to do
that. Whenever you drop support for a
technology there's always someone,
somewhere, who uses the technology and
demands that it's supported.
Whidi brings us to the floppy drive.
Proponents argue that it's a necessary
technology. To many people, a computer
without a floppy drive is a drawback. How
do users transfer files from one computer
to another? How do we keep data as
JftchivEs for later use? How do they install
software? Can you really use a computer
without a floppy drive?
iti. the floppy drive really is out-dated.
Think about it. The floppy isn't big enough
to archive much data. Once a whopping
lAMb floppy could have held mudi of die
data we use ail by itself. Bui these days things
are different. A single scanned image (a
photograph, say) is much bigger than thai. A
desktop published page is at least as big.

Sound flics can be mam" times the size. Only
the odd word processed Die or spreadsheet
fife will actually fit onto a floppy.
We use CD-ROMs to install software —
there might be a couple of products around
that still are supplied on floppies, but they
are few and hi between. Most programs
these dais absolutely demand CD-ROMs to
install them (did you know that the latest
beta of Microsofr's upcoming version of
Office 2000 Is supplied on sis—yes, dial's
right, sk - CD-ROMs?). For software like
this, even the CO-ROM appears out-dated.
In foct, the. only real use for a floppy
today is to transfer files (albeit small ones)
ftom computer to computer, and thar, only
occasionally. For all diese reasons why a
floppy is needed, however, there are
several alternatives and as many reasons
why it is not needed. The Zip drive is a
well-known cartridge fotmat, holding
100Mb oh single floppy-sized media (a new
250Mb Zip format has just been developed,
too). Odier cartridge fonnats include
SyQuest, Jaz and one, tbe'SssperDisk, that
can even read from and write to ordinary
floppies in the same drive. Cartridges are
ideal for archiving, or for trans !er of data,
and even for software msiallauofi, although
the CD-ROM is unbeatable In its cheapness
for this purpose. For data transfer when
connected to a network (either local area,
or Internet), there's really no need for even
a cartridge system. So the floppy really is
out-dated, and there are several alternatives
that can do its job significantly better. ,
Apple's personal computer, the iMac, Is
the first mass-produced modem personal
computer to have no floppy drive. Actually,
the lack of a floppy drive isn't the only
innovative feature that Apple included in
die iMac, Another mnovaiinQ is die
standardisation for the Universal Serial Bus
(USB). Personal computers have existed for
a while now with USB porrs. of course, so
diere's nothing new about that. "What is
new, however, is the fher thar no other
ports are included. No serial ports, no
parallel ports, not even the usually Macstandard SCSI port. Is using an IMac a
problem because of these Forward-chinking
attributes? Well, no actually. The alternatives
that exist and are being developed

alongside it are many times better than the
legacy- components Apple dropped when
making the iMac. It's just a different way of
thinking, chat happens to be much better
into die bargain.
Imagine the ease of making computers
that don't need to support such interfacesImagine die resultant computer
perforrnance and quality, nor to mention
the lack of maintenance they require.
Imagine the green faces of odier computer
makers still stuck with such legacy- ports.
That's why Apple bit the bullet last year,
and produced its; best-selling computer the
iMac without a floppy drive. Intel hopes to
be able to keep up with Apple. Well,
wnthout exception that's what every
computer maker hopes to do, ever since
Apple brought out its first ever computer.
For, later this year Intel hope to launch a
range of motherboards that will not
support a floppy drive, serial ports, or
parallel ports. Not only7 that, Intel wtii cease
support for legacy^ interfaces such as ISA
slots and other outmoded technologies
which Apple serapjted years tack. When
two major players like.this make such steps
- and face it, it's not often that Apple and
Intel are in step together - the rest of the
computing world will follow If not
immediately; withlQ a year or so. Of that we
may have no doubt.
In trudi, die floppy disk is not quite dead
yet. It is, however, on its death bed. As a
storage medium these days it Is quite
useless. It can store only a mere megabyte
or so of information, and as most data files
these days are more than that, then it's
easy to see: it lias iitde use. In terms Of
speed, it has none, being like a tortoise
with a gammy leg. Jt's a dinosaur that needs
to become extinct. 56 why do we liahg on
to it? We have no excuse any longer. Put the
floppy disk out of its (and our) misery. If
ids on its death bed, let it die. Don't
prolong die agony. When the old dog Is
terminal you put ir to sleep and buy a new
one. let's now run with die greyhounds.
The problem is —which greyhound do we
put.our money on.'
OHHl
Mil
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i Combating the problems
of Static Electricity
Within the electronics industry every
precaution is taken to avoid die build-up of
static electricity; Special materials, clothing
and complex rules of behaviour are all
designed to prevent its build up —.protecting
v:
the component and the end-user. However,
it still occurs, and often it Is the tools thnr
&
are. used tltat ctuse the problem.
:
f'
The scenario is, the production line
operator is earthed to ground by means of a
wrist strap and cable going to earth, and
also by conductive shoes which are earthed
to the floor. The dreuirboard is earthed to
she bench, ant! the bench in turn is earthed.
The corfiponcht itself carries ail electro-static
charge, which is increased by the movement
from the tray to the circuit toard.
A pair of pliers, or what ever the tool
used for transponing the component from
die tray to die circuit board, Is completely
conductive. As soon as the product
touches the component, static electricity
which has built up within the eooiporsent
violently discharges through the.
component, the tool, the user's hand, and
down the cable to earth. Thus destroying
the cornponem, and perhaps injuring the
operator.
If on die other hand, the pliers used are
! insulated—the static load is retained. Now
| when the pliers pick up die componem it is
! urtaffected, but when it is placed on the
; circuit board the static electricity is
I immediately discharged through the circuit
§
I
I
; board, the bench and to earth. Again the
| comporteru is now completely destroyed, or
i badly damaged.
As a result, there is only one solution. It is
j necessary to use ESD (ElecircvStauc
u rra linw ; Dissipative) tools. Tbtally the opposite to
| WE (Verband Deutscher Elektrotechniker)
| products, which are insulated, ESD products
Tina Skinner, C.K Tools' product manager looks
e gently allow the static electricity to flow
f from the componeiit to earth at a controlled
at the need for special tools to combat the
; rate. The charge gently dissipates, at a rate
electro-static problem with electronic components.
; which causes no damage to the component.
; As the pliers are picked up by the operator
The eleciranics sector is one of tbe
What is Static Electricity i die static load is discharged through the
fits rest growing industries of the
and How is it Generated? j hand before the component is hamlled,
rcventieth centun*. As the world
: therefore eliminating any static dischatge
Static electricity is one of nature's most
becomes more technoiogioilFy advanced the
e from tool to componenr.
liamboyantiy
displayed
phenomena.
It
can
not
necessit)' for more electronic ecjuipmem is
be
prevented
and
its
effects
can
lie
dormant
constandy on tixe increaseand undetected for a considerable rime. Then
Semiconductor technology which has led
How are ESD products
without
detection risually, or by test equipment,
to the production of die integrated
can cause damage which at best is inconvenient
judged?
microchip is tile inipdrtant invention iliat
and at worst caiisnophic .Many matafestations
it is necessary that die discharge Is neither
has brought about the new computer age.
of static dectridty are familiar to os, such as
;
too
Cast nor too slow. If the .discharge is too
Tiiis intricate comjxinem is estremdv small
during a thunderstorm when lightening
i last or 'hard' the shock may destroy or
and is made up of layers of electrical drcuiLs
strikes to earth - the effects are instantly
| damage the component. If the dischatge is
sandwiched between the thinnest
appnrenr and often quite substantial.
| too slow the static electricity might not
Static
is
a
build
up
of
dectridu"
in
the
human
insulations. This tiny piece of technology is
body, an object or an article of clothing, which j discharge totally, ultimately having the same
ccynples, fragile and delicate, and as such
; effect as an insulated tool,
given
the opportunity will leap from the
requires ihe.utmost respect when being
j
C.K Tools has recognised the need for
charged object to earth. It can be genernred
handled. Mistreated, the microchip can
: high quality ESD tools, and as such has
by
two
surfaces
rubbing
together,
creating
a
easily be destroyed or damaged, often
charge difierence "which is retained by both of j introduced a wide range of ESD products in
without any visible signs of damage,
the objects-if insulated from earth..It is created i line with the ESD-protettion measures, and
The commonest cause of damage to a
in nearly everything we do, but as the body is i national ant! intemationa! industry
microchip is static electricity discharging
not the best conductor of electndry specially : standards. ESD-protettion measures avoid
through the compohcnr and blowing the
with many items of clothing being made from j static flow from tools to components by
or cults - it is estimated that eacli year in the
synthetic materials, the static is not able to find j discharging existing toad through the body
United States alone over one billion dollars
a path to earth, and remains in the body until I of the user to eatth befbre the tool touches
worth of microchip faults'are the result of
it is provided with an opportunity to flow away i the component - for diis purpose a
:
in order to neutralise.
static-once caused. It is not repairable!
resistance of between 10T2 and 10T2 is ideal.
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material compound grips. This eliminates the
clanger: of mistakes when working on. intricate
jobs, and offsa ferigue-fice, conifortafale use
regardless ofusec hand or working positioa la
addition, die plies aoionss conasteiily accurate
regardless of repeated use, due to die precisely
positioned spot welded double leaf spring.
C.K also provide a range of etgonomicaily
designed. ESD Triton Screwdrivers (see Took,
section of the Maplin Catalogue), which
allow fatiguc-irce working with high torque:
turning, lighrw'eight and sHancrproof, the
screwdrivers are resistant to shock, oil, add
and extreme temperatures, and the spedal
dissipatlve material is injection moulded
around extra large tangs, gKing greater
blade and anti-slip handle security. There is
also a range of ESD Superslim screwdrivers,
which benefit from all the advantages of the
Triton range
In addition to the screwdrivers and pliers,
C.K Took even provides a spedal ESD pen.
For further mfomiatlon on ESD or any of
the ESD products available from C.K Took,
contact CK on Tel: 0175S 701070:
Maplin stock a range of pliers and cutters
from the C.K. SeasoPlus range:

w

Included in C.K's ESD products is the.new
Sense Plus range of pliers (nov.' arailabie
6xim Maplin), specially designed with many
benefits and design advantages for the enduser. Designed for strength ant 1 long life the
pliers are manufactured from a high alloy
special steel. The jaws provide an exiremely
smooth action for exact guidance of die jaws
without die need for readjustment due to
the precision box joint, and the induction
hardened cutting edges ensure long life and
maintained cutting ease. Resistant to rust,
die pliers are mdlvidually mirror polished
with easy dean surfaces.
The bowed anil slightly longer than normal
handles on this range of pliers have been

specially designed. Kpc only are the}' smiahle
to use with even the most sensitive circuit or
componenx, but they benefit from a spedal
soft 'two-componenc' technology used id
create comfortable arid slip free thermO-plBStic
Type
Oval Side Cutieis for hart t0.4mm)
Ovsl Sk!D Cutters ibr copper (l^ninilfeoil meials (O.Smm)
OWique CutteisSlanaart
OfaBque Cutfera'Eilra sfim'
risi Ndae Hiots
Ultra Fins Snip= Nose Pliers
Soipe Nose fliers - serralsd jsvre
Snipe Nose Riers - smooth }a\'rs
Tapsred Skis Cuttsis

VISIT A MAPLIN
ELECTRONICS

STORE
AND

Order. Code Price inc. VAT
NFB0Q£27.99
£29.99
NF52S.
'£34:99
WF61H
NF64U
£49.99
NF5SV
£23.99,
NF5SW
£32,99
NF67X
.£23.99
KF6SY
£23.39
f?9 09
NF53T
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MORE

THERE'S A WHOLE WORLD OF
ELECTRONICS TO EXPLORE AT

&

YOUR MAPLIN CATALOGUE STORE
TELEPHONE CUSTOMER SERVICES ON (01702) 554002
FOP DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST MAPLIN STORE
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BARNSLEY BELFAST BIRMINGHAM BRADFORD BRIGHTON
BRISTOL CARDIFF CHATHAM CHELTENHAM CHESTER COVENTRY
DONCASTER DUDLEY EDINBURGH GLASGOW GRIMSBY LEEDS
LEICESTER LUTON LIVERPOOL LONDON (Edgwore, Focesl Hill,
Hommsrsmilii, IHotd, MoAlc A'di, Reeding, Slough, Sfeffinoge, SloSrad, Wolfoni,
Wood Green) MA1DSTONB MANCHESTER (Cheelhom Hill, Oxford Road)
MIDDLESBROUGH MILTON KEYNES NEWCASTLE-UPON-TT'NE
NORTHAMPTON NOTTINGHAM NOTTINGHAF.'. SUPERTORE NORWICH
PORTSMOUTH PRESTON SHEFFIELD SOUTHAMPTON STOCKPORT
STOKE-ON-T RENT THURROCK(lokeside} V/ESTCLIFFiON-SEA
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One of tlie most interesting telewsua!
dei^lopmenxs of recent times has
nothing — sorry, little - to do with
the digital revolution, or big business for
that matter. We're talking American-style
community television — in othec words,
small low-powered stations designed to
serve a very small geographic area. The liK
lias seen it before with radio, in the form of
restricted-licence broadcasting. If you fee!
poorly-served by conventional radio —
legiiimaie examp!es;inc!ude ethnic
communities in the big dties and university
campuses — then tou can apply for a
licence. In the past, restacied-licence radio
broadcasting lias also given rise to shortterm activities like Radio Cracker. These are
charity fundraising stations that operate
over the Christmas period. They operate
using low-powered transmitters, which arc
available fairly cheaply from a number of
sources in both kit ami ready-built forms.
Community radio stations are; highly
regulated in die type of aerial fed by their
transmitter, as well as, hardly surprisingly,
the programme material they carry.
Regulation, in this case by the Radio
Authority is important to prevent the
corruption of society as we know it. Hence
the government-funded demise of die
pirate stations who were, no"doubt,
promoting all manner of subversive ideas
as well as interfering with emergency
service frequencies. However, regulation
can go somewhat over the top. A
Nottingham university station apparendy
had its knuckles rapped after a weather
announcer reported that it was "pi-.ing
down". Swearing, interestingly enough, has
never been heart) even once on the slightly
wider-audienced Radio One—yep, the
station that never give a boozy rock star a
pro-drugs platform. Oh dear
me no...
Community
Television
And so we now have community television,
which is regulated by the lTC, Compared to
radio, the restricted service licenses (RSI-sJ
are radier more expensive, and die stations
somewhat more expensive to set up. Even
the non-refundable licence applieation
costs a packet. As with community radio,
however, there's a need. The first such
sCition to go on the air, the commerciallyoperating iA'O, is based on the Isle of
Wight. There, you can't ycr receive Channel
5 unless you've got a satellite dish, indecd.
cable TV hasn't yet arrived on die island.
Regional telesision receivable by the isle of
Wight's estimated 126,000 inhabitants and
countless holiday visitors, in the form of
BBC South and the Meridian ITV franchise,
tends to offer little offshore focus. After all,
these services have to cater for most of
southern England "N'dxxly here's paniculariy
interested in what goes on in Southampton."

with MaitfR

TVlZservfng
the Isle ofvyigw.
according to station Managing Director Paul
Meade-who, ironically enough, itsed to
work for Meridian.
TV12, like other first-round RSL-TV
applicants, had to meet a deadline imposed
by the ITC. By that time-30tli September
1997 -31 applicadons had been received,
coveringmost major locations within the
UK. The initial whinling-down of
applications took into account various
factors, such as ownership rules, competition
.and even whether the applicant was a 'fit
and proper person' under the terms of the
1990 Broadcasting Acl Any competing
applications were assessed in terms of the
services the}'would provide to audiences,
and whether they would 'meet tastes and
interests not already met by existing
services'. The initial application, which cost
£500, also covers frequency planning. With
rh.e UHF 'IV band (470 to 860MHz, or
'channels' 21 to 68) now becoming rather
congested with five terrestrial channels and
onDigjtal, specmini is at a premium. 14 of
the prospective RSL-TV franchises.were
aimed down because no such spare
frequencies were available — if the services
were started, interference could result.
Most of the successful applicants will be
licensed for two years — nvTrandiises, in
■comparison, are much longer. Four twoTV 12 Umrted
-rt Ttw* Medina Centre
Fafrfee ftoatf
Hev/poti ¥>050 -ZO:
521745
Transmission.

J

year licences,, including T\'12, have nbw
Ijeen Issued, Shorter-term (56 days) licences
will be issued for stations that want to
cover special events, such as festivals, All
licenses ate renewable subject to competition,
according to the ITC. In many cases,
viewers might need new aerials to watch
the new services. Traditionally, television
aerials were available in four types tailored
to provide maximum gain over a relatively
small portion of the IV band - installers
erect Ute type that corresponds to the RF
outpourings of the area's principal
transmitter. These four types,.or "groups',
are A (channels 21 to 34). B (39 to 53) and
C/D (4S to 68).
Bearing in mind the scarcity of UHF
spectrum, it's unlikely that a spare
frequency within the main channel group
will be available to a fledgling broadcaster.
On the isle of Wight, the four main
channels (BBC1/2, DA'and C4) broadcast
on channels 31,24,27 and 21 - in other
words. Group A territory. Most aerials on
die Island would presumably be of this
variety. TV12, however, is broadcasting ,
considenihly outside tills band. On channel
34, to be precise; this would require a

r-

\i Is

J?

rnie'Arts
on TV12.

12

group OD aerial, it is for this reason - and
Channel 5 - that group E (channels 39 to
68) and wideband/W (21 to 68) aerials were
inLroduced comparatively recently. These
will work over a broader-band, but at
reduced gain (over IdB for group E, or 2dB
forgroup W). TV32 recommend a
wideband aerial to island installers.
Not Plain Sailing
I can see several problems here. So do lite
ITC warn all potential licencees tf die
channel likely to be allocated to them will
be significantly different to the ones used
by existing terrestrial services? First, not
many people will be prepared to change
their aerial, unless of course it will also
bring In Channel 5. After all. there's no
guarantee that a station's licence will be
renewed after 2 years. Even if viewers do
diange.iheir aerial for a broader-coverage
type, its reduced gain might cause signals
from the other channels to become weaker,
resulting in grain. This will be true in
March 1999 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND
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'fringe' cavecuge areas, which are located
some distance away from the nearest
transmitter. Viewers in such areas may be
using the biggest and highest-gain aerials
available to them, coupled with aerial
amplifiers and other signal-boosting
gadgeriy Losing gain by installing a broaderband aerial won't help matters! if viewers
don't, however, opt to change their aerial,
they may Ire rewarded with a very weak and
snowy picmre from their community
station. This is because its transmitters will
be low-powered. IV12, for example, has a
IkW transmitter. This feeds an aerial located
on the.same Rowridge mast.as the ones that
provide BBC, FTV and Channel 4 services to
the Isle of Wight- The fatter aerials, however,
are each fed by a 500k\V transmitter:
T\'12's main iraosmitier provides
adequate coverage overs 10-mile radius.
This is suffidem for the centre of the island
— specifically N'ewppnr, Carisbrooke, pans of
Sandown, Shanklln, Cowes, Rvde and the
West Wight. To cater For the rest of the
island, the station has also submitted plans
to build relay stations at Brading, Rvde arid

Roger - TV12
Cameraman.
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Venmor. Tirey will come on-line if ITG give
them frequenc/ clearance. There may be
another solution, though. If 3 cable TV
network'operates in tire service area, it is
hoped that the community channel will be
carried. Uris is certainly true.ofT\'l2 -cable
TV according t6 Meade, will be coming to
tire area soon. Interestingh', some of the
bigger cable rierivotks have provided limited
communiq' broadcasting for some time.
T\'12 started broadcasting on October 31 scin other words, overs year after the original
application. Part of this delay was attributed
to obstacles introduced by the French
broadcasting authorities, which claimed that
UK transmitiets might interfere with their
services. Like all applicanrs that passed tire:
first hutdle, it stumped op a further £-3725 to
the ITC. This paid for the second part of the
application fee, the ITC licence fee and the
Wireless Telegraphy Act licence fee. One
shouldn't complain, however - ITV
franchises pay out millions...
In all, TV12 estimates that its set-up costs
amount to around £300,000. Its IkW
tnmsmitier, which is generating interest
amongst long-distance television enthusiasts
on England's south coast, alone cost
£50,000. TV! 2's transmitter and aerial are
maintained by Castle - the privatised BBC
transmissions engineering department that
looks after the other terrestrial broadcasting
equipment at the Rowridgfesite.TViTs
annual budget is £250,000 - again, peanuts
compared to mainstream broadcasters. The
station plans to derive its funding from
advertising, which Is considerably cheaper
than on Meridian. A 30-sccond prime-time
advert costs a mere £-15 per Insertion
(provided vtiu book 100). TV12 will also
produce advens for local businesses, at
prices starting from £95■ Clearly, commiinity

television will allow many businesses to
indulge in IV advertising for the first time
ever! At those pnces,TV12 would have had
to sell an awful lot of advertising in advance
to get started—dearly this wasn't the case,
initial invescmemfor the station came from
Meade (who has a 51% stake), and local
businesses -induding the local newspaper
publisher, a TV production, company and
Whitelink Ferries. TV12 hopes to get local,
sponsorship for any movies that it runs.
Run-on-a-shoe-string
lb keep within their miniscule budgets,
community TV stations have to be run very
tightly. TV12 is no exception. It has 12 fifiitime and 3 part-time, staff, all of which
partidpate in raulti-skiliing. Its general
gopher was trained how to use a. camera,
Mid even Meade himself edits some of the
programmes. The station, which is based at
Medina High School, also encourages help
from volunteers - and nor just amateur
videomakers, TV12 certainly does seem to
be actively encouraging input from islanders
in other ways too. Its web site invites local
news stories, programme ideas and
feedback. Indeed, the programming is very
localised as one would expect. Its Ifi-page
TV guide, which is given away in shops,
gives details of daily programming. IV] 2produced programmes are aired between 5
and 11pm on weekdays. At weekends,
additional programmes are shown at other
times during the day
TV! 2's own programmes appear to cover
a wide variety of islander tastes. There have
been shows on powerboat racing, antique
collecting, morris dancing, bell ringing and
the Old Gaffers Festival. Programmes
catering for more mainstream tastes include
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tVninxal Quest (a look for unusual animals
around the island), a sports show, and live
music from local venues. Regular airtime is
also given to local news and weather
forecasts. Wlien home-grown programmes
aren't being broadcasted, 1V12 transmits amixture of local graphical advertising
(known as 'telemessages'), Bloomberg (a
sateliite-delivered news/business channel)
and QVC (Irome shopping). 'IV12 gets a
commission from each isle of Wight sale
that QVC makes through the station,
helping, to swell its coffers. I can imagine
that TV12's output will be fairiy tvpical of
what most community stations will offer.
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various effects. Tides and audio mixing are
also catered for by Premiere.
Unfonunately, this doesn't work in realtime, and so there's a wait during which the
video is processed or Tendered'. After this,
the edit ctn be played backin reai-tiir.e
through the capture card's video and audio
outputs, or saved to a file The second edit
suite is another PC, w hich is used in
conjunction with a complex professionalgrade mlsjng''editing system known as
Pfrtnade Alladin. This, unlike Premiere, works
in real-time. It achieves in hardwaremost of
what Premiere docs in software. The picture
quality is very good. Just as well; TVi2's
general rule is to stay away from VHS quality at
prime time. That said, one of its shows. Video
Club, does put out amateur productions.

Choice of Equipment
The tight budget also affects tire choice of
equipment available. Not for TV12 - or any
oilier community station, for that matter,
Thankfuliy, the latest generation of
consumer digital-canicorders are capable of
broadcast-quality images. TV12 runs three
Sony DV camcordeis — one W9000 and two
VXJOOOs. For editing footage into
programmes, three edit suites area tail able
— at the time of writing, two were in use.
One of these is a PC equipped with video
capture hardware and
Adobe Premiere nonlinear editing software.
frn 'a v>- &■
XVitll this type of
a.
caas f
system, which is
becoming increasing
Ip[
popular among
professional and
;f Adv^rliaTng
iS'afforcl.-ihiA,,,,
amateur rideomakers
alike, you capture video
from the camcorder to
the PC's hard disk as
"clips', and then piece it
together on a 'timeline'
on the computer
Welcome to the TV12 web site
monitor. The clips can
Tfrt tfa hofcd* lot of ratftK Wormdon vbout cub- unique bl«ndof protjTamnAijj.
be. trimmed to an
To nrrfffCovotB wr/KOCBid tas Qi* bc^tr^ii oo
BuboOrxii btkTfr.
appropriate length, and
Fc/BbBt*gfwt^w h»Y» rocvoucBckhff«.
joined with transitions
(wipes, dissolves, etc.),
or endowed with
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Mostly Digital
Despite its budget, lVi2 is practically digital
from camera to final transmission. It doesn't
dump its progmmmes back onto video rape.
Instead, thc\'are convened into halfDl
resolution A (PEG-2 foimat and transferred to a
big 9Gfa hard disk. Utree of these are
sufEdent to carry a week of W12-o!igiraced
programming. At the srarr of the week, tite
three disk drives are physically transported to
the transmitter site - the existing pair are
taken back to the studio, where they are
rewritten with the following week's
programming. This approach is much cheaper
than a dedicated high-capacity leased-iine
between studio and trans miner. The AiPEG
files from the hard disk are played back in realtime, and converted inrobroadcastable
analogue PAL formatBut what about live programmes, such as
the weather forecast? These are encoded in
MPEG, in real-time, at the studio and delivered
to the transmitter via an ISDN dial-up line
Unforti.mately.lSDN's low capadty means that
weather reports only consist of still images
(i.e. maps) accompanied by a voice-overt A
scheduler system, which controls a switching
matrix, determines which of die disk-stored
programme; are transmiuer, ■and when. The
scheduler, which can be remotely-updated
from the studio, is also responsible/or
determining when QVC and Bloomberg are
switched in for broadcast (these arc derived
from satellite receivers at the transmitter site).
Although TV] 2 doesn't operate in Nicarri, it
does run a teletext service. Die encoder is
located at the transmitter sire— the pages are
updated via a modem. T\'12 has diree teletext
data entry terminals, Including the studio and
local newspaper.
nipi"
E^ail yroir coniment-s or suggeBtlons tc
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Demon Guide
for Parents
Demon Internet is rightly
concerned about the use
people - particularly children
- make of the Internet. The
Internet, of course, is the
world's biggest repository of
information, and access to
much of that information is
relatively free and easy,
simply by surfing the World
Wide Web, say, with your
favourite Web browser.
There's nothing wrong with
that as a concept. As a
research tool for children at
school it's absolutely ideal type a word or phrase that
you want information about
into a Search Engine (Yahoo,
Lycos, Webcrawler, and so
on) and seconds later you
can be presented with many
links to locate the information
you want For schools and
parents, this means a
relatively easy and cheap
means of providing information
that previously would have
been too expensive to locate,
if it could be accessed at alt.
However, there's an inherent
flaw with the concept, that
many schools and parents
have found to their concern.
Not all the information
available is the sort of
information that children should
be accessing. For example,
while most information on the
Internet is acceptable, there
are many places that contain
pornographic material.
Demon has produced a
booklet Practical Guidance for
Parents and Teachers which
heips to identify those areas
in which vigilance should be
exercised when allowing
children to access the
Internet. It's a useful guide
that everyone who cares for
children who have Internet
access should read. Rather
■ than pinpointing particular
Websites or areas that

children shouldn't access, It
is a general guide to highlight
areas for concern. Parents
and teachers of any child or
children who enjoy internet
access would do well to read
rt. Contact Demon Internet,
on 0800 027 0127, for a free
copy of the guide.
Electrifying
If you're looking to create cool
Web pages with streaming
multimedia content, look at
<http: //vswr. electrifier. conj»
where youll find details of
Electrffler Pro which is a brand
new product that heips Web
page designers fulfill their
criteria easily and quickly. It
features some really powerful
Web creation tools, along with
seamless integration with
popular existing packages like
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe
Illustrator, Macromedia
Freehand, Adobe PageMIII,
Microsoft FrontPage,
NetObjects Fusion, and
Macromedia Dreamweaver.
integration, indeed, appears
to be one of Electrifrer Pro's
main advantages. It supports
an extraordinary array of
content such as bitmap and
vector animation, digitised
audio, synthesised music
such as MIDI, video, 30, VR
panoramas, and other
animations, so can be used
with just about any muttlmedla
content you care to use.
Alongside this, it utilises the
most advanced compression
available such as Sorenson
Video, Intel Indeo,.Qualcomm
PureVoice and QDesign
Music, to create the smallest
files ready for the Web page.
Hooking into Apple's
multimedia tool QuickTime,
which is available on every
major computer platform,
Electrifier Pro allows industrystandard multimedia Web
pages to be easily created,
and viewable in any major
Web browser on either

Internet or Intranet delivery
systems, over a minimum of
28K modem lines, as long as
the browser's QuickTime plugin is Installed. The fact that
many users already have the
QuickTime plug-in in their
system means that sites"
formed with Electrifier Pro are
easily accessible. We hope to
take a closer look at Electrifier
Pro in a future issue of
Electronics and Beyond.
At'the moment, the MacOS
version of Electrifier Pro is
shipping, and Windows .
version (95, 98, and NT) are
under development. While it's
not cheap ($595, UK pricing
to be confirmed at the time
of writing), Eiectrifier Pro has
the potential to be one of the
most popular Web page
creators ever available.
Manage those
Mac URLs
If you use the internet much,
you'll know what a problem it
can be to keep track of and
control all those URLs you
collect. While a Web browser
allows the ability to keep and
manage bookmarks or
favourites, they don't do this
with any particular aplomb,
so there's a real opening for
tools that do the job in a
better way. For Mac users, at
least, the better way is URL
Manager Pro, which allows
URLs you collect along the
way to be stored in
customised windows. In the
windows you can store
individual URLs in folders in
hierarchies, much as the Mac
works with ordinary files.
Doubie-clicking a URL launches
the helper application (Web
browser, ftp utility, email
program) you have associated
with it. Helper applications
can be manually linked from

URL Manager Pro at any time,
or automatically linked by the
Mac-standard IntemetConflg
system extension.
As nice and useful as Its
URL management capabilities
are, URL Manager Pro has
several other features that
make it the Invaluable tool It
is. For a start, you can opt to
link URL Manager Pro to the
help applications you use
such that they display an
extra menu whenever they
are active, which allows
direct access to URL Manager
Pro and its tools. As a result,
it's a snitch to grab a URL
from within the helper
application and direct it
straight to URL Manager Pro.
With this menu you can
create bookmarks for Web
Pages from within, say,
Netscape Navigator or
Microsoft Internet Explorer.
Further, you can add your
own notes, grab all URLs on a
Web page or in an email
message, and even explore
the Internet with a predefined
set of Search Engines. Where
most PC users are only just
getting to grips with cutting
and pasting URLs, Mac users
with URL Manager Pro can do
the whole shebang of URL
management with just a few
simple keystrokes.
URL Manager Pro can
validate URLs, find and delete
duplicates, supports
Contextual Menus and Apple
Data Detectors and, with the
release of the latest version
(version 2.5), !s now MacOS
8.5 Sheriock-sawy which
means that you can access
Sherlock plug-ins to aid your
searches on the Internet. URL
Manager Pro is worth every
penny of its $25 shareware
fee. Locate it and download
URL Manager Pro at
<http://www.url-manager.cow>.
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EUallet Target E-Shopping
US sran-up liwalicr at <www. ewal 1 et; com> is offering free software
to enable online'shoppers to store sill of their credit cattl
information on their PCs, sating them the trouble cf ryping it in
each time they purdiase something from the Web.
The company expects to earn revenue from advertising,
and by directing shoppers to portal sites where they can search
for merchandise.
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PC Crazy Partners With Netsales To
Open Fuily-Stocked internet Store
EESI!

Portals Are Dominant Online News Source
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PC Crazy has cut a deal with
Netsales to create a fully
stocked Internet Store"
featuring morc than 53.0)30
computer products. The
store Jink is located at
<www.pccrazy.com> and is
now" fully operational.
•The Internet Store
provides flexibte ofdcrihg gad;
delivery of Imrdware, boxed
sofcvsarc, and computer.
hooks,, as well as immediate

delivery pf.a large selection of
software titles via electronic
download-The store features daily:
produa specials with "reduced
. prices, and a custqnter support
system staffed seven days per
week. K'etsales manages all.
store operaticiris, including ■
order pipaissing, fKijinehis,
produa delivery, store updates,
new pnxlucr additions, and
customer support.

Sony Music Online Unveils
the Beta Jukebox
Sony and RealNetworks have
announced the Beta release
of dte internet's Brst.pay-perUsten jukebox, containing
hundreds of songs available
on-demand using
RealNetworks RealPlayer. Hie
beta release of the Jukebox
cm be accessed at
<www,sonyrausi c.com/j uke&ox>.
The jukelxsc, designed to
accommodate the different
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tastes and lifestyles of music
fans everywhere, features
hundreds of songs by favorite
SonyMusic.anists that, can be
easily accesseti on the Vfeb.
To access The Jukebox,
visitors will need the
RealPlayer G2 or the
RealPlayer 5.0 available for
free download ai
<Wrtw.soiiymiisic.coni/jukebox>
and <vww.real ,com>.
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Almost half of online users
now" access news via search
engines or directory Vvfeb sites,
and 40% access news via online
services, according to a .report
by.Jupiter CommuniGatioris at
<www. juprconP".
Hie repon, which highli^ited
results from more th.in 2,200
online uscts about their
online news mnsuniption
habits, revealed that online
users are gravitating to the
Web to collect top headlines
and breaking news, but are
spending an average of less
than 10 minutes per session.
12?i> of those surveyed
indicued that the Internet is

breaking news versus 9% that
indicated they gravitate to the
radio and 2% that identified
nevwipapers. While the majority
of consumers still choose
broadcast sources for breaking
news there is clear evidence
that consumers are now
logging on fdrbreaking news.
With the majority of traffic
coming online for headlines
ami summaries Jupiter
recommends that
mainstream news providers
adjust dieir editorial
resources devoted to
producing deep analysis
online, and instead focus on
developing content around
major and breaking stories.

Internet Use To Increase By 70%
By The Year 2000
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Over tveo thirds:of blue-chip
cofhpanies will increase their
use of the W eb by the
■Millennium, a survey by
Intemet.specialist Star reveals.
Starat <www.start.co,uk>
predicts an increase of over
50%.in bandwidth required as
a result of this increase.

Of the respondents, 33%
plan to develop their own
Web site or improve an
existing one, while 2595.want
to develop an ln cranc-L Star
also discovered that a third of
companies expect to be
installing intemet access to all
staff over the next 12 months.
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Oracle, Sun Team Up To Rival Microsoft
Onidc CEO Lam-Ellison will
not give up on his network
cmjputeE concept. His company
has just done a deal with Sun
to develop new software for
Internet computing while at
the same time competing

head-on with Microsoft's
Windows operating system.
Internet computing, a term,
coined hy Oracle at
<vww.oracle.coc5>, focuses on
using hrocsser software as the
interface to all.other applraiinas.

Every iMac Has A Free Floppy
LMacFloppiTorn ar
imacfloppy .cow Is a new and unique free
Wcfa based service that gives the iMac a floppy drive by using the
Internet to easily transfer and store files. iMariFloppycom was created to
fill die void tltat lias shocked many in ilie computer mclostry: Apple's
bold decision to drop the built-in floppy drive from the stylish IMac.
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Netscape Unveils Next-Generation Browser
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Demon Internet Launches Safe Use Guide
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Demon at ■rviww.demon. net> has announced a free green, cross
guide to the Imetnet for teachers and parents. The guide offers a
complete step-hy-step approach to the different dements of the
Internet and
provides an
■sa
easy to read and
jargon-free
c—'X Demoi?*
guide to
\r"^ Interne!
educuional and
safe suiifing on
mL
die Internet
"with children.
Ilie free guide
isavailahleby
calling (0800)
«i. C*j ?rm m
0270127.
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Nerscipear <»?w. netscape, con?
has introduced its nextgeneration browser software,
dubbed Gecko, to Imemei
developers. Company officials

say the new product is faster,
wiil fit on a single floppy disk,
and is designed -with a wide
variety of smaller Internet
appliances in mind.

Internet To Become Faster And Video Rich
BT his launched a trial service
called BT Interactive, which it
reckons is the UK's fastesi ever
Internet soiutlori-.The service
which started trials in west
London in the new year is
based on the latest asymmetric
digital subscrilier line (ADSL)
teclinology and allows users to
rapidly access a range of
infonmation services with data
rates o£up to 2Mbps, Hie trial
will lie amongst 900 users and
last for around six trionths.
» BT Interactive includes die
BT View- service, whidi utilises
video screaming technology' to
protlde users with unitpie
video and audio-rich:
interactive sites developed for.
BT by tX film ':md music
companies induding the.BBC,
Flextech, Otriton On-line;
Pearson Television; JHs', Ginger
Media Group, Internet Movie

Database and many others.
BT Iriteracrive. also offers
tailored home and business
packages- The home package
indudes fast access to BT
Imemei, online games network
\Tirepiay, the LineOne range of
news, entertainment and
business infornwrion and a
range of push channels from
the PaniastiG Corporation
providing the latest news,
emenalnmem and infomiation.
[ xj

Business users receive BT
connect to business for
business refjons and market
hrieiings, Solstra for on-line
business training, LineOne for
newts updates and financial
information and the'Fantastic
Corporation push channels to
keep users informed of
developments in a range of
industries.
The new service exploits
caching technologies so, that
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material is delivered as quickly
as possible, to the PC. This
allows BT Interactive to
provide the fastest Internet
response available by storing
popular pages in its central
cadre. BT claims that the
material can then be accessed
at a speed equivalent to reading
material from a hard drive.
900 trialists are being
offered the BT Interactive
service for £-30 per month,
with'no additional-Internet
plione bills. Existing PSTN
tines will he adapted by BT for
ADSL, alldwirig one telephone
line to lie used for hpth data
and voice .calls simultaneously;
wlthnm-ahy-ldss iadaca speed.
, Further information about
the BT imeractlve trial' can be
fount) on the Web at
<VMW.bt.C0(71>.

RealNetworks Ships G2
The final release of RealSysierrt
G2, the Iruemec inedia deliver.'
system that provides broadcast
qualinr video for the Internet is
jkw av.iiLihlc as a free dtswnload
ai.<vfwv».real .com>. RealXIdeo
G2 includes Intel's Siren mint;
Web WdeotecKnologv; providing
state-df-the-an prtxiuctibn
efficiencies for creating
automatic multi-rate streaming
video content and delivers
significant video performance
and quality improvemerits to
Internet users'.
TleaiAtidiq G2 delivere.SOX
improveef ffequeho'resjktase
and stereo and near-CD quality
capiibilities over connection
speeds nmging'Srdm 28.8Kbps
tip to corporate leased line!
New SureSuream transport
technology delivers reliable
and contlnuaus end-user:
playback under real-wptid
networtc conditions. With

;a -

to

SureStream. single media files
now dxnamieally scale to
deliver the highest quality
ReaLXudib and RealVideo to
users at all conncctibn rates.
The first RealPlayer was
rcletised in 1995. and to date
over37 millibh uiiique users
have Iseen registeted. Our
total average, download rate
now.exceeds 125,000 per clay,
an increase of more titan i70Si
since the beginning of 1997.
Krery week, over 145,000
hours of live sports, music,
news and entertainment are
broadcast over, lite Ifitemei
using OurlteilSystem techndogti
Therearealso hundreds c>f
thousands of hours of content
available on-demand,
ftealSystem G2 also supports
Synchronised Multimedia
Integral ionianguage (SMIL),
the \V3Cstantlard for Web-'
based multimedia, which
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dtiily usage of the RealCltmnels
increasecl S0!S> la»m Augitsi to
September, and 150Si sinccjuly.
On average, there have been
300,000 session requests per
day from RealGhannels via the
'RealPbyer. and"300,000 online
viewers requested RealClunnels
sessions on; Ssptemlier,21, the
dtiy the Clinton Tesiiitiony was
broadcast online.

If we're going to,look at 'a Web site tliat
caters for one halfbf the child jiopularion,
we 'd better take a look at one Uiat caters
for the other half — hot's. Now we know
that it's not just boys who have a liking for
all bodily functions fpaniculady the noisy
and mde ones), but we guess it's probably
Itoys dial'I! enjoy this one thc.mosr.
Viickt''s Wfebsiteat
<http; //www,yucky.cora> is a rather neat
Introductlan to all the gooey, splany.
whifly; noisy' and otherwise unpleasani
features of the human body, and beyond.
:
Finally a whole Website devoted to fungi
is yours for the clicking; at
<http://mycoinfo.ccmi>. It's the world's
j fust mycologt-e-joumal, and provides some
; wonderful links to give you all the
:
infonnsuion you ever needetl (and probably
much more) al»ui mushrooms and
i roadsiools. it's a funny old world, isn't It?
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Wlille we're not remotely sexist here.at
Electroilies and Beyond, we have to say
that tills decidedly t^gcyWebsite (well,
anything that advenises 'Softwareifor
Girls' nnist be nicher d ubious if hot
(iardaila dy u n-pol it icaliy crirteci.), is "V
actually quite cixil. Mattel, the company
tliat makes tot's, specifically Bartiie, bits a
site.providmg links to all the software it
produces for die Bariiie-uslng computer
generation. Check it nut, at
<htt p://vtw/.Mattel media, com/barb i e/>.
-Ji
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enables rich multi-siream
content to be delivcred over
n'pical modem connections
with new data types such as
ReaLPis, RealText and RealFlash,
codevdopetl with Macromedia.
There are more dian 70
RealChaniids built into Re-alPlfttrr
G2,.including majbr brands
such as CNN. ESPN", and die
Wall Strecr Journal. Average
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Don't miss another great assortment
of eiitertainihg and easy-to-make projects
and essential electronics information
aimed at the novice constructor.

Issue 136 will be on sale
Friday Sth March

PROIEGTS
Sound Effects Switch

Velleman Valve Amplifier
and ftigilai Pre-Amplifier
telescope Drive System

rT3?
3D Vision Software
Electronics in Gars
Usiitg 7-Segnient Displays
Words of Science
Signalling by Heliograph
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